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NEXT TO AN
EIGHTEEN WHEELER,
IT'S ONE OF THE

MORE STABLE THINGS
You CAN DRIVE.



Driving next to a big rig can be more than a little intimidating. But there's

a way around that. It's called Neon. And it's Automobile Magazine's

"Automobile of the Year."

We pushed Neon's wheels out to the corners and moved the leading edge

of the windshield forward to give it the remarkable stability that comes with

an aerodynamic, cab -forward design.

We also gave it a four-wheel independent suspension. Special tires de-

veloped with Formula One racing technology. And plenty of passing power in

Hi.

the form of a responsive, 132 horsepower, sixteen -valve engine. Because while

we wanted you to like the new Neon...we didn't want you to be blown away.

neon
$ 8 , 9 7 5 FOR STARTERS. $1 2,500 NICELY LOADED.

ONLY FROM PLYMOUTH AND DODGE
1 -800 -NEW NEON Enter No. 27 on Reader Service Card

s0 OFFICIAL SPONSOR OF THE 1994
U.S OLYMPIC TEAM 36 USC 380 MSRPs exclude tax & destination charge. Always wear your seat belt.
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'There is no other combination of preamp and amplifier on the market for under $1000 that will come closer to the best sound (available at any price) than the Acurus DIA-100.'

- Corey Greenberg, Stereophile

"The Acurus DIA-100 Is One of Those One -Of -A -Kind Products
That Makes You Wonder Why It's One -Of -A -Kind."

-Corey Greenberg, Stereophile Magazine, Nov. 1993, Vol. 16, No. 11

Since imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, we expect others to attempt copying the unique Acurus DIA-100. In light of

this, we have created a list of questions to help you determine if you are looking at an imitation of the genuine article.

Is there only one gain block from source input to loudspeaker output?
The DIA -100 has a single gain block from input to output. Some may attempt to fool you by adding a gain stage to an

amplifier and not calling it a preamplifier stage. However as Shakespeare said, "A preamp is a preamp by any other names.

Does if have true high sensitivity amplification?
The DIA-100's gain block has 43dB of gain, the same as a high quality preamp and power amp combination, but with-

out all the additional circuitry. Any imposter can easily connect a passive control section to an amplifier of less gain.

Is the noise as low as a better preamp and 100 watt power amp combination?
The DIA-100 has a noise level as low as the best preamp/power amp combinations, so all the detail of the original record-

ing can be heard. A wannabe copy will have worse signal to noise ratio, so it will be inferior to a quality pre and power amp.

Perhaps, someday someone will make a copy of the DIA-100. On that day we will be sincerely flattered. Meanwhile we
would like to suggest that you go to your nearest Acurus dealer and flatter us by auditioning the DIA-100. Who knows, you

might go home the proud owner of an original.

MONDIAL DESIGNS LIMITED
2 Elm St. Ardsley, NY 10502  914-693-8008 Fax 914-693-7199

Enter No. 26 on Reader Service Card



FAST

we here at Audio magazine have

lost yet another friend. Our
wonderful, musical
curmudgeon Bert Whyte
died during the afternoon of
March 31st from heart failure

brought on by complications related
to treatment for his diabetes, from which
he had suffered for several years.
A memorial service was held April 8th
close to his Long Island home.

One fond memory I have of Bert was of
him in action during a Technics press
conference. I have forgotten what the
product was, but we editorial types were
treated to live music from a quartet playing
on a stage in an auditorium which held
perhaps 125 people. However, we editors
had to earn our musical treat. We had to
do a live balancing of four mikes into
the house sound system. A couple of guys
preceded Bert, making hash of the mix and
taking several minutes to do that. Finally, it
was Bert's turn. He got up behind the
console and in less than 10 seconds the
reproduced mix -down had snapped into
focus. Where before the sound had been
fuzzy and poorly defined, it was now
razor-sharp. The entire group erupted in
applause, and, it may be obvious, no one
wanted to try their hand at the mix after
that display of expertise.

Bert was born in Belfast, Northern
Ireland on February 22, 1920, and came to
the U.S. at the age of four. He began his
professional audio career as Director of
Sales for Concord Radio in Chicago, and
later he became Sales Coordinator and

ORE -WORD

Musical Director for Magnecord, the
Chicago maker of open -reel tape recorders.
With his lifelong friend David Hollister as
partner, he sold quality audio equipment at
The House of Hi-Fi in Manhasset, N.Y.
Bert co-founded Everest Records with

Harry Belock, serving as Recording
Director/Engineer and Director of Classical
Artists and Repertoire. While there
he pioneered the use of 35 -mm magnetic
film for multitrack stereo recordings.
I understand that the Everest recordings
are going to be reissued by the Omega
Record Group. Bert also did some
wonderful recordings for Crystal Clear
Records, where he held the position of
Recording Engineer and Director of
Classical Artists and Repertoire. Two

I remember in particular were an organ
recording with Virgil Fox and some light
classics by Arthur Fiedler and the Boston
Pops. Bert joined Audio in 1968 and
became Associate Editor in 1973.

Several people have asked me how we
will replace the big fellow-and
Len Feldman, too, for that matter. In
several very real ways, we can't, for guys

like that, professionals in the best way,
just don't come along but once in
a lifetime. But we've got to get the reviews
done, cover the shows, and tell you folks
when we find unusually fine pieces of
electronics. Much of Bert's area will be
covered by John Eargle in his "Currents"
column, though other reviewers, probably
ones already with us, will also do some
equipment coverage. Len's reviewing
of many kinds of electronics will mostly
be done by Ed Foster, who wrote similar
reports for High Fidelity.
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ONCE YOU'VE GOT A
PAIR OF OUR SPEAKERS,
THIS WILL BE THE ONLY
TIME YOU'LL HAVE A BAD
LISTENING EXPERIENCE

IN YOUR CAR.

When you pull up to a fast food drive-thru, the speaker outside your car shouldn't remind you of the ones in it. But if it

does, it's time you retrofit your ride with some Pioneers. Our speakers are crafted from a unique blend of materials designed

to give you lower distortion. Higher sensitivity. And plenty of pavement shaking bass. So give us a call at 1 -800 -Pioneer,

ext. 301. We'll make sure you never have to listen to bad sound in your car again. Except, perhaps, when you're hungry.

Cy) PIONEER
The Art of Entertainment

Enter No. 31 on Reader Service Card



SIGNALS & NOISE

Reflections on Mr. Hi-Fi
Dear Editor:

I was sorry to be informed of the death
of Leonard Feldman. I had talked to him
not long ago, and he mentioned having
had a serious operation.

For many years I read his various articles
in Audio and focused on his tuner reports.
He was able to clarify and explain in simple
words the various parameters being mea-
sured. I was surprised that the information
I gleaned from those articles was enough to
allow me in later years to easily make such
measurements myself. In fact, I have often
referred to his test reports in order to cor-
roborate my own measurements. In later
years, I was excited to be able to work with
him briefly at Electronic Industries Asso-
ciation meetings to develop consumer FM
and AM measurement standards. I will
miss his informative reports.

Mike Stosich

Senior Design Engineer

Blaupunkt Radio

Broadview, Ill.

Dear Editor:
We at The Academy for the Advance-

ment of High End Audio are all deeply sad-
dened by the recent news of Leonard Feld -
man's passing. This is a terrible loss for
Audio and the entire audio industry. For
years people have relied on Len's insightful
and ear -opening observations. For this,
and his many other contributions, Len will
be missed greatly by both the audio indus-
try and the loyal readers of Audio. The
Academy wishes to extend its sincere con-
dolences to the Feldman family and the en-
tire Audio staff.

Kevin Miller

Managing Director
The Academy for the Advancement

of High End Audio

Sea Cliff, N.Y.

The Polarity Quest Goes On
Dear Editor:

In R. A. Greiner and Douglas E. Melton's
article, "A Quest for the Audibility of Po-

larity" (December 1993), there is good new
information, but I wonder if some readers
might miss the most relevant points to the
usual home listening situation.

On page 43 they stated that in prelimi-
nary tests the inversion of polarity was not
audible in stereo playback of music (as op-
posed to synthesized test tones). But after
the preliminaries, the authors refined their
techniques somewhat and concentrated on
just a few musical instruments, such as the
trombone. When the polarity was then
purposely inverted during monaural, near-
ly anechoic playback, the inversion became
clearly audible. The bulk of the article was
concerned with these various audible ef-
fects. Although it is not stated, the reader
might infer that by doing things carefully,
it is sometimes possible to hear polarity ef-
fects in home listening. It is suggested that
we "keep track of polarity?' Maybe so, but
what is not emphasized in the article is the
fact that, even after the preliminary tests,
the authors and their juries have not been
able to hear polarity inversion when
recordings were played back in stereo, in a
normally reverberant listening room.

I confirmed this at the Audio Engineer-
ing Society meeting of October 1991,
where Prof. Greiner presented these results
in a speech. During private discussions
with him before the speech, and in a public
question -and -answer session after it, I
asked whether simple, dry, and monaural
conditions were necessary to hear this. He
said, "Yes, and even then we didn't have
what you'd call a positive result on music."
These words can be heard at about 70% of
side two on cassette tape 118E -K4, avail-
able from Conference Copy, 8435 Route
739, Hawley, Pa. 18428; (717) 775-0580.

Dan Shanefield
Piscataway, N.J.

Curious Omissions
Dear Editor:

R. A. Greiner and Douglas E. Melton's
exemplary article on the tricky audibility of
acoustic polarity reversal ("The vast major-
ity who don't hear the effect doubt the
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"Nothing less than a steal."
-Robert Harley, Stereophile

There's something in this review of our

GDA-600 digital -to -analog converter that the

competition doesn't want you to see. Maybe

it's the fact that the GDA-600 makes digital

formats sound richer and more musical. Or that

it has advanced 20 bit conversion architecture

and a Class "A" analog output stage. But

what they really don't want you to see is that

the GDA-600 costs much less than you might

expect. For the full review see Stereophile,

Volume 17, No. 3, (March '94). Or, if your

copy has been stolen, give us a call.

ADCOM
details you can hear

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390 -1130  Fax: (908) 390-9152
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC., Montreal, Quebec (514) 344-1226



opinion of those who do," John Roberts
has noted), omits several relevant consid-
erations. As one who consistently recog-
nizes what I call "the muffling distortion,"
perhaps I could be of some help in this
discussion.

If it's that clear, then why doesn't every-
one else hear it? The answer to that is
twofold. Many loudspeakers exhibit abun-
dant phase distortion, which is largely due
to high -order crossovers with drivers wired
out of phase to reduce adjacent -band can-
cellation. The results, which Prof. Greiner
once termed "the inversion catastrophe,"
nearly obliterate the sense of polarity. Then
we have the fact that discs and records can
come either way, so we have become con-
fused and unable to say which is right. On
wide -range linear -phase systems, however,

I have educated hundreds who, often to
their dismay, now easily hear absolute
polarity.

The authors also underrate the extensive
previous research confirming audibility.
Although Greiner and Melton's own results
were somewhat equivocal, I think it's pre-
dictable given the experimental arrange-

ments. One of their favorably cited studies
(Stodolsky, 1970) found "monaural phase
effects can significantly affect the quality of
perceived sound. . . . At high sound pres-
sure levels, absolute phase [polarity] error
is more detectable than 11.5% intermodu-
lation distortion." And Prof. Stanley Lip-
shitz later went on record in Wireless
World, The Audio Amateur, Hi-Fi News &
Record Review, and other publications, ex-
plaining to various writers how their elu-
sive "change in sound quality observed"
should be attributed to incorrect polarity.
In the cited Journal of the Audio Engineer-
ing Society article, he also wrote: "In a
double-blind demonstration .. . including
musical excerpts, the results on the audibil-
ity of polarity inversion of both loudspeak-
ers represented a confidence of more than
99% in the thesis that acoustic polarity re-
versal is audible:'

The authors also most curiously omitted
any mention of Richard C. Heyser's power-
ful article in Audio, "Polarity Convention"
("The Forum," September 1979), in which
he stated: "Many persons can readily per-
ceive the coloration caused by improper

polarity in the reproduced sound... .

Aware of the distinct audibility of polarity
... since 1974... I now publicly call upon
the entire audio industry . . . to acknowl-
edge polarity as a psychoacoustic parame-
ter." Not one to mince words, the late Au-
dio Senior Editor concluded that "there is
truly no aspect of the audio industry that
lies apart from this first step to providing
... better sound."

Further effort is needed, as Greiner and
Melton indicate, but it needs to be more
consistently directed and spoken with the
clarity and authority of a Dick Heyser.
Only then shall the public be offered con-
venient and suitable means to "correct
polarity to assure the most accurate possi-
ble reproduction of the original acoustic
waveform."

Also, I'd like to note that my book, The
Wood Effect, published by the Modern Au-
dio Association (23 Stillings St., Boston,
Mass. 02210), is also available from Audio
Amateur (P.O. Box 576, Peterborough,
N.H. 03458).

Clark Johnsen

Boston, Mass.

IN CANA
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Life is stressful. You could spend a few

thousand dollars rushing to a weekend getaway

at a rejuvenating retreat. You could mortgage

your home for Dn e of those "quiet as a

recording studio" motor cars you've seen on

television. Or you can keep the family fortune

and relax in the sanctity of your own home

with a pair of Sennheiser headphones.

Discover the ultimate in surround sound...

at a budget ,fou can easily afford.

SENINHEISER
0 Jr -03.434.1759

E, PQ H9 3 FAX: 514.426.2979

HD 4yo II

HO 340
HD 3zo

HD 250 11
HD z5 SP

HD 52o II
HD 54o H
HD 56o II

HE 6o
HEV 7o

ORPHEUS



Model 88
"The Black Pearl"
$15,000 per 8' pair

PBJ Interconnect
$62 per Meter pair

Quality and
Value for
Every
Budget.
Blah blah bla blah blablah bla
blah. Blah bla blah blablah bla
blah blah blablah.
Blah blahbla blah blablah bla
blah. Blah bla blah blablah bla
blah. Blah blah bla blah
blablah blablah.
Blah bla blah bla blah bla blah.
Blah blah blablah blablah bla
blah.

KIM3ER FABLE
2752 South 1900 West
Cgden, UT 94401
(801) 621-5530

Enter No. 18 on Reader Service Card



Canon Speaker

The coaxially mounted
drivers of the Canon S-35, a
5'/4 -inch woofer and 3/4 -inch
tweeter, fire downwards at
a reflector Canon calls a curved
acoustic mirror, to control
dispersion. This system, called
Wide Imaging Stereo,
combines very wide horizontal
dispersion (100°) with narrow
vertical dispersion (+15° to
-10°). Rated frequency
response is 70 Hz to 22 kHz
(±3 dB), impedance is 6 ohms,
and recommended amplifier
power is 50 watts. Price:
Under $450 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 100

Terk AM/FM Antenna
The number of LEDs

that illuminate on Terk
Technologies' AMFM Q shows
the gain setting of its low -noise

H AT'S NEW
conrad-johnson
Amp and Preamp

The conrad-johnson PF2
preamp uses a J-FET circuit
with no negative feedback. The
optional, zero -feedback phono
stage has selectable gain of 40,
44, or 48 dB. The MF2300 amp

amplifier when the antenna is
in wideband mode. In narrow -
band mode, which pretunes
the antenna to the desired
station frequency, the number
of LEDs shows position on
the AM or FM dial, while gain
setting is shown by the LEDs'
overall brightness level.
Interaction between the AM
and FM sections is reduced by
Terk's Non-Coinduction
technology. Price: $99.95.
For literature, circle No. 101

delivers 250 watts per channel.
It has a J-FET input stage,

MOS-FET output stage, and
negative feedback limited to
14 dB, for stability. Prices: PF2,

$1,395; PF2 with phono stage,
$1,795; MF2300, $2,795.

For literature, circle No. 102

AKG Microphone

Like many studio

microphones, the AKG C3000
is a large -diaphragm condenser
model with switchable polar
patterns-in this case, cardioid
and hypercardioid. Other
features include an internal
windscreen, internal shock
mounts, switchable 10 -dB
attenuation, and a bass roll -off
switch. Price: $699.

For literature, circle No. 103

Allen Products CD Stand

The Headliner CD Towers
come in the 200 -disc model
shown and a 400 -disc model.
Eight up -tilted shelves without

fixed dividers simplify sorting
and selection; the CT200 comes
with one sliding magnetic end
support per shelf, the CT400
with two supports per shelf.

Hardware is supplied for stand-
alone mounting, floor
mounting against a wall, or
wall mounting. Prices: CT200,
$249.95; CT400, $349.95.

For literature, circle No. 104
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THE
STUDIO

MONITOR

"DOES THE STUDIO MONITOR MEET

IT'S GOAL OF KEEPING UP WITH THE

BIG GUY, HIGH -END SYSTEMS AT

ONLY HALF THE PRICE? YOU BET!

CHECK THEM OUT FOR YOURSELF."
D.B. Keele Jr., Audio Magazine

"THIS IS A TRUE MONITOR

LOUDSPEAKER."
Andrew Marshall, Audio Ideas Guide

AUDIOVIDEO INTERNATIONAL

GRAND PRIX PRODUCT OF

THE YEAR AWARD WINNER.

SOUND&VISION CRITIC'S
CHOICE AWARD WINNER.

S, i u n INVISI011

CRI I It S CHOICE
AMR!)

Liiscover
the StudioMonitor's

compelling musical ability,

superb engineering and refined

elegance for yourself.

For more information on the STUDIO MONITOR as well as other fine PARADIGM

speakers visit your nearest AUTHORIZED PARADIGM DEALER, or write:

AUDIOSTREAM, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302

In Canada: PARADIGM, 101 Hanlan Rd., Woodbridge, ON L4L 3P5

Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card



AUDIO CLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Audio Equipment
In Unheated Rooms

QWhat happens to the electrolytic
capacitors in the audio/video equip-

ment I leave in an unheated summer cottage
for eight months? At turn -on time, should I
use a variable transformer to gradually
increase the line voltage to the rated 120 V,
so as to re-form the dielectrics? Are modern
capacitors so good that this is not a
problem?-Name withheld

AUnless you drain the water from
your plumbing and add appropriate

antifreeze to sink traps, you'll have much
more to worry about than damaged audio
gear when you return to your cottage.

I have seen equipment stored for longer
than eight months with no problems. I sus-
pect that, because of lower d.c. voltages
used in most of today's equipment, capaci-
tors don't fail as they did with tube gear.

I do think, however, that it would help
to have someone come in and turn on the
heat occasionally and run the equipment
now and then. I am more concerned about
moisture affecting potentiometers and
switches than about electrolytic capacitors.

In any case, I do not recommend using a
variable voltage in order to reform di-
electrics in your capacitors. Some regulator
circuits won't come into operation until
some critical voltage is reached, after other
circuits have come on. These early -starting
circuits may be damaged if they depend on
the regulated circuitry for operating bias.

Recorder Demagnetization
QDo the heads on a DAT deck need to

be demagnetized? Does a cassette -style

demagnetizer work on a three -head open -

reel deck? Do erase heads need demagneti-
zation? What about other part of the

mechanism, and do these demagnetizers
work on these other parts?-Joel Pollack,
Eugene, Ore.

AThere is no need to demagnetize DAT
heads. The high -frequency a.c. sig-

nals present during the recording process
will be more than sufficient to take care
of this. Erase heads also don't need demag-
netization, for the same basic reason. The
strong a.c. signals applied to these heads to
do the erasing will also demagnetize them.

Demagnetizers built into cassette shells
won't work on open -reel decks. Demagne-
tizers with probes that you can poke into a
cassette well may work, if they develop
enough flux between their pole pieces.

Besides the heads, tape guides and any
other items that contact the tape and can
become magnetized should be demagne-
tized periodically.

A

If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Maga-
zine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. All
letters are answered. In the event that your let-
ter is chosen by Mr. Giovanelli to appear in Au-
dioclinic, please indicate if your name and/or
address should be withheld. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

EUROPE'S FIRST
FAMILY OF CABLES

METALS  HYBRIDS
Now available throughout the U.S.A. so you can
hear what European critics are calling...

"A Knockout"  "A Breakthrough"
"Obviously a State -of -the -Art -Product"
"Redefines the Art"
"A Revolutionary New Audio Product"

For product information on interconnects,
speaker cables, video and digital links, and
a complete list of dealers contact

VANGUARD
DISTRIBUTING
A Division of McCormack Audio Corporation

P.O. Box 231003
Encinitas, CA 92023
(619) 436-3051
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ORIGINIRL MRS TER RECORDING

 Original Generation Master Tape Source
 Half -Speed Mastered with The G SystemTM

 Specially Plated and Pressed on 200 gra h Definition Vinyl
 Dust Free - Static Free Rice Pa er Sleeves

cial Protective
eivy Duty Protective aging

 Super-Fi Super Stars Li d Edition

ORIGINAL AIRE.1ER RECORDING

TALES OF
MYSTERY AND IMAGINATION

EDGAR ALLAN POE

THE
ALAN PARSONS

PROJECT

SIDE ONE
MFSL 1-201

Mt_ DDY WATERS
FOLK SINGER

I My lionle Is In The Delta 3:38
McKinley (Horgan field)

2 Long Distance - 3:30
McKinley Minoan'Odd)

CIFIESS
MCA

1. My Captain - 5:10
(Willie Dixon)

4. Gooc Morning School GM - 3:12
bonny Boy Williamson)

5. You gonna Need My Help - 3:09
McKinley MorganfickA

Rroduce4 and distributed by MFSL. Inc..
under license fora MCA Special Markets. C P 1964

All Rights Reserved

MUDDY
WATERS
fblk singer

NEW RELEASE
OFIGINRL MASTER RECORDING

THE MODERN JAZZ QUARTET

BLUES AT CARNEGIE HALL

MFSL 1-206

kin
Jil.r..:1;±, 1

ar 011451.19 ReCOMOVIV,

I. 0 N S

jwiiset

The Tradition Continues at Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab.
snot:rile fidelity 105 Morris Street  Sebastopol, CA 95472  800-423-5759

e-mail: mofi@mofi.com
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ow curious, says this semi -
historian, to find oneself
writing about the daily facts
of life as if no one knew
about them. That is, facts
from a half century and

more ago. Most people still remem-
ber the standard console radio/phono-
graph, and it was, as I've explained,
a new thing back in the earliest
1930s-1 can still see that remark-
able early RCA Victor machine with
the hideous grin and the tongue
hanging out, as described in an ear-
lier column. Its successor, to my sur-
prise, was in a new configuration,
with nice straight lines, a lit window,
a round knob for tuning, and the
speaker mounted on the back of the

front panel, lower half. That stan-
dard format came really suddenly, as
I now realize. It was a definitive con-
figuration, lasting for decades and to
an extent still
exists (new
"console"
models along
with numer-
ous old ones
still operate
in hundreds
of homes).

From that
time on, around 1933, I stuck with
this sort of machine, both radio and
records, and for quite a while-there
was nothing else. Hi-fi? It was not
yet for me.

I made a jarring discovery when
this machine first played some of my
growing 78 -rpm record collection. I
have mentioned the Bach B Minor
Mass in its first and enormous com-
plete 78 -rpm recording, part of
which I owned, say five or six
records. (Most people, especially
student types, bought their 78s one
by one, in spite of the fancy "com-
plete" albums-purchasing as little
as half a movement out of a sym-
phony!) My roommate and I were
ever so sophisticated (or so we
thought). Our next big purchase, af-
ter the Bach, was a set of Handel
Concerti Grossi for orchestra, the
kind of "baroque" (a word not then
in use) that is still very popular to-
day. I got to love those old Handel
records, maybe eight or 10 in the set,
but the sound, on our first grinning -

mouth -and -tongue machine, was
awful. At every loud point the bass
broke up hideously; the top
squealed and buzzed. What dreadful
recording, we thought, for such
good music! But we played them
and played them again, wincing.

When the mouth -and -tongue
machine, rented, of course, was
turned in for the newer model, the
"standard" one (only a year or so
newer-things moved fast in those
years), we rushed to play everything
we owned to see how it all sounded.
Among the first items was the set of
Handel. To my utter astonishment,
the broken -up bass was gone. Re-
placed by (relatively) clean sound
in the resonant, thumpy style of

the time. And
amazingly, the
treble no longer
squealed and
buzzed! So it
had not been the

fault of the re-
cording at all. It
was mainly the
speaker. This,

you understand, had never occurred
to me.

That was an epochal lesson: Don't
blame the wrong thing. How many
must still learn this the hard way?

IN 1933 AN AD CAUGHT
MY EYE, A SEDUCTIVE,

NEW CONSOLE RADIO

WITH 16 TUBES AND

SHORTWAVE.
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Then came Hitler. In the summer of
1933 my family took itself to Austria,
where that little man Chancellor Dolfuss
was holding out valiantly, swamped by ille-
gal Nazi operations years before Hitler took
over the country. We saw Nazi swastikas
outlined in fire at night on the high moun-
tain slopes. We crossed a small tip of Ger-
many, several times, and the world changed

terrifyingly-hordes of German kids in the
trains singing Nazi songs, millions of
swastika banners, even Hitler chocolate
bars. It was a fury of early Nazidom. On

my return to college I was, of course, a
changed person, though we had no partic-
ular thought that we might eventually be
involved.

So, late 1933, a mail-order ad caught my
eye, a new and seductive console radio with
16 tubes and complete shortwave, by which
I could keep tabs on Herr Hitler direct
from Germany.

I have mentioned this lovely machine
before-a Midwest radio. Console, yes, but
far ahead of anything I had heard before, as
it turned out. Most important, there was

The New THIEL CS1.5
The new CS1.5 is the fifth generation advancement of THIEL's CoherentSource
design technology in a two-way loudspeaker system. For 17 years, THIEL has
advanced the science of speaker -making with award winning products that

have garnered critical acclaim from around the world. With the CS1.5, THIEL
has met the challenge of achieving a very high level of full -range performance

in a smaller, more affordable loudspeaker.

The CS1.5 offers a very high degree of tonal, spatial, transient and dynamic
accuracy as a result of innovative driver, crossover, and cabinet design. All

these efforts are directed to one end-to provide the most complete and
satisfying musical experience for home audio and video sound reproduction.

THIEL-a tradition of innovation

The 1" aluminum dome tweeter uses a large
magnet, and a vented pole piece and

reinforced rear chamber for a low resonant
frequency and wide bandwidth. The result is

high frequency reproduction of extreme
clarity and realism.

The new THIEL designed 6.5" woofer
employs a very rigid aluminum

diaphragm to eliminate cone "breakup"
and unwanted energy storage. A special

short coil/long gap magnet system is
used for extremely low distortion. A
copper pole cap maintains an ultra -
stable magnetic field and the driver
employs two magnets with a total

weight of over 2.2 lbs. In
conjunction with the bass radiator,

the result is remarkably deep, clean,
and tonal bass reproduction from a

small enclosure.

The woofer's second, reverse
polarity magnet also results in a
low stray magnetic field so that

the speaker system can be
positioned close to video

monitors without causing picture
distortion. This, and the CS1.5's

compact 33" height and 8.5"
width, makes it an ideal speaker

for home theater systems.

The baffle is sloped to
properly position the drivers
for correct time alignment
and accurate reproduction of
transient musical
information. The grilleboard
incorporates rounded edges
to greatly reduce energy
diffraction which contributes
to very "open" reproduction.

A 2" thick baffle, 1" thick
cabinet walls, and extensive
internal bracing greatly
increase cabinet stiffness. By
reducing unwanted vibration,
both clarity and imaging are
improved.

The synthesized first -order
crossover is an 18 element
network using polypropylene
capacitors and low -oxygen
copper, air -core inductors for
very low distortion and
transparent reproduction. It
provides extremely uniform
tonal response and
completely phase accurate
transitions between drivers to
preserve the recording's
spatial information.

Suggested Retail $1990/pair  Call or write for literature, review reprints, and the name of your nearest MEL dealer.
NIEL  1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky 40511  Telephone: 606-254-9427  Fax: 606-254-0075

an optional high -power speaker, 12 -inch
dynamic, that had me entrapped-I had to
have that speaker. So I bought the Midwest,

the works, with super -speaker. And had to
buy a new separate record player, by RCA.
Lo-that player had two speeds, 78 and 33,
in 1933! The latter, for RCA Victor's ill-fat-
ed, too -early experiment in the long-play-
ing disc. That, of course, lured me into try-
ing some of the first of these "LPs," an
entrancing idea in a time when the longest
available play for us was a bit over four

THE MIDWEST CONSOLE

MADE A POSITIVE BID FOR

REAL ADVANCEMENTS IN

QUALITY HOME SOUND.

minutes a side. The RCA "program tran-
scriptions" at first ran a half hour or more
per (plastic) side but soon were cut back
drastically to less than 15 minutes. It was
simply not possible to maintain quality in
the necessary copying. I tried a few and
quit. In every case, the long -play record
was noticeably inferior to the 78 -rpm ver-
sion. They were soon withdrawn-I have
just one left.

I should add that the worst thing, musi-
cally, about the RCA Victor long -play was
not the record but the player. Mine was
RCRs own, a nice box with lid and a heavy
magnetic pickup. The old 78s played okay
on its turntable. But the clumsy hooked
"transmission" that grabbed for the 33
speed was hopeless. The sound fluttered
and wavered no matter what; the musical
sense was dismally altered, often all but de-
stroyed-especially on piano, which be-
came pseudo -guitar. Odd how long it took
engineers to devise a simple, steady, slow
playing speed! After all, the problems were
mostly mechanical and perhaps could have
been better solved back as far as in 1900.

When Columbia (CBS) got to its LP of
1948, many crucial years later in audio
progress, the LP and 78 releases (before
tape) were copied from large lacquer masters

at equivalent quality, thanks to improved
copying techniques. Equally important,
CBS developed a simple LP player ($10,
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Movie Theatre Performance with Flexibility
The Bryston 8B THX® Amplifier

8B THX

Bryston is pleased to announce our new 8B THX

four channel audio power amplifier. With today's interest in

quality home theatre the 8B THX amplifier provides state-of-the-art performance with the

unquestioned quality, value and Reliability for which Bryston has gained an international

reputation. All Lucasfilm Home THX certification parameters are easily met for its'

intended use within a multi -channel audio/video installation. The 8B THX is an extreme-

ly versatile and flexible amplifier designed for all Your THX theatre installations. The

amplifier can be instantly connected to provide 2 channel, (400 watt output), 3 channel,

(two @ 120W plus 1 @ 400W), or 4 channels at 120 watts output. This provides extreme

ease in integrating the power requirements for any THX Home Theatre system. The THX

stipulation for separate center channel, left and right main speakers, decorrolated dipole

surround channels and one or two subwoofers, is provided in a Simple elegant package.

Among the 8B's notable features is the use of four independent power supplies, one for

each channel, to prevent any signal interaction among the individual channels. This pro-

vides a sonic soundstage with images locked in position with an almost holographic effect.

Other features include both balanced XLR, 1/4" and unbalanced RCA input connectors to

allow for flexibility in a wide variety of installations. All connectors throughout the ampli-

fier are gold plated to provide freedom from corrosion, assuring perfect signal integrity for

many years to come. Tri-colored LEDs glow green for power -on, yellow for short-term

transient clipping and red to indicate continuous overload or any departure from linearity,

including shortened -output or strong out -of -band information like RF or DC.

Obviously, the goal of all this technology is to transport you to the scene of the movie.

Experiencing all the drama, excitement and emotions as if you were right there in the

show. We feel we have accomplished this with all the New Bryston THX amplifiers.

Experience the movie as intended and audition the Bryston 8B THX today.

DD7iiou1 For more information contact:
57 Westmore Dr., Rexdaie, Ontario, Canada M9V 3Y6
Tel: (416) 746-1800 Fax: (416) 746-0308
Enter No. 5 on Reader Service Card



believe it or not) that performed remark-
ably well in terms of steadiness. Interesting
to remember. But back to Midwest.

Though it looked much like any other
console, that machine actually marked the
beginning of our consumer high-fidelity
movement, along with several other early
brands, perhaps more expensive-the Scott
line, the early Fishers. I can hear a chorus
of objections on this or that technicality,
but the fact is that these machines made a
positive bid for real advancements in quali-
ty of home sound well before "hi-fi" took

off in the postwar years. I do know that the
Midwest performed beautifully for me and
was the envy of my college friends, who
came, if not in droves, at least in frequent
bunches to hear records played through
that speaker-or to take an audible gander
at Hitler & Co. It was prodigal with tubes,
four for the main amplifier (this was before
the 6L6s, push-pull, and such)-and its
shortwave was the best I have ever heard, to
this moment. Night after night I would
pull in that slick pseudo -American an-
nouncer in Germany. I can hear him yet:

ALL THINGS
CONSIDERED.

At B&K Components we pay meticulous attention to every aspect of production...

from clean, intelligent, reliable design... incorporating the highest -quality parts,

selected for superior functionality, value and tolerance... to exacting manufacture,

backed by rigorous testing. Expect superlative sound reproduction from every

amplifier, pre -amplifier or audio/video pre -amplifier you buy. All B&K Components

are Made in the U.S.A., and carry a comprehensive 3 -year guarantee.

We're particularly proud of our AVP2000 AudioNideo Remote Control Center.

Its capabilities are extraordinary... including excellent music reproduction, surround sound

capability, audio and video control with balanced outputs for signal clarity. Its programming

versatility is impressive... 8 fully -configurable personal memories for independent audio

and video control in two rooms. And with just two buttons to access and activate all

preset functions, the operating ease of the AVP2000 is unequalled.

For more information on the AVP2000 and B&K's complete line of high -quality

AudioNideo amplifiers and pre -amplifiers, CALL 1-800-543-5252.

B & K Components, Ltd.
1-800-543-5232 716-656-0026 FAX: 716-656-1291
2100 Old Union Rd.  Buffalo, New York 14227-2725 USA

"Good evening, dear friends and listeners
in North America...," with a slight roll of
the Rs. Dear friends indeed! The next voice
was often Hitler himself at some huge rab-
ble -rousing rally; I can hear that, too. The
voice was horrible, as were the enormous
waves of chanting-hundreds of thousands
of people shouting in hoarse, massed

HOW LONG IT TOOK
ENGINEERS TO DEVISE

A SIMPLE, STEADY, SLOW

PLAYING SPEED!

rhythms. All this the Midwest brought in,
loud and clear.

That Midwest stayed with me until I met
up with some genuine early hi-fi-separate
units, often homemade. (I actually built an
amplifier!) This via friends in graduate
physics at Princeton. There, the Midwest
was immediately dissected into its parts.
The remarkable speaker (wish I could re-
member what brand) was placed in the
middle of a truly enormous fiberboard baf-
fle, which produced what to me was a per-
fectly gigantic bass! A veritable subwoofer.
That baffle was maybe 7 feet square. (I later
had to cut it down.)

And so, you see, in the fall of 1936, along
with that speaker, I was introduced into
real hi-fi for the first time, and for good.
Were you there? A
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As virtually every speaker manufacturer
rushes to deliver "home theater speak-
ers to the nearketplace. M&K amasses
nearly twenty years of experience in the
field-datinq back to Hollywood screen-
ing -room installations in the 1970s.

M&K engineers have
spent well
over a
decade
studying
tie varied
aspects of

surround
sound-including encod-

ing and decDding. soundtrack recording:
and the differences between reproducing
sound in theaters and in homes.

M&K speakers excel in the reproduc-
tion of all scurce material. AccJracy, low
coloration. pinpoint imaging, wide
dynamic rar ge, and deep -bass repro-
duction are all critical for music as well
as film soundtracks. M&K Satellites and
Subwoofers t-ave been acclaimed for
these attributes since the '70s.

And this is why M&K knows that any
speaker that claims to be optimized for
either music or film sound. one at the
expense of -he other. will never repro-
duce either Dne properly.

M&K Home Theater Systems
Conventional speakers make the

music and effects on film sound-
tracks compressed and dull. BA
M&K's excit ng dynamics and
'quick" transients give you precise
3-D imaging and a lifelike presence.

M&K Satell tes are timbre -
matched. using virtually identical
speaker drivers. crossovers. arid fre-
quency response. for a seamless 360
surround -sound performance. With
an all-M&K home theater system.
voices and effects do not change char-

acter when their sound moves iron left
to right or front to back in your room.

Even if you are just adding an M&K
subwoofer. front,center. or surrourd

M&K
ilCOMPONENT

SPEAKERS
FOR THE
HOME

THEATER

speaker to your present system. M&K's
unique timbre controls allow you tc
"fine-tune" the sound of your new 141&K
speakers to achieve the closest passi-

ble timbre -match with your existing
speakers-even if they are not M&Ks

M&K Center Channel Speakers
Bewa-e of inexpensive "center chan-

nel" speakers. In Pro -Logic, the center
channel speaker is driven the
hardest, and often
reproduces
as mucl-
sound as the
left and -ight
speakers
combined.

Each Dne of M&K's
six indiv dually -available Satellites
has exceptional dynamic range and high
output to meet and exceed the tremen-
dous demands of the center channel.

M&K Powered Subwoofers
Legerdary for their massive output.

exceptional detail. and articulation.
M&K's thirteen intenally-powered Sub -
woofers set the industry's standards for
high-performance deep bass.

M&K's innovative Push -Pull Dual
Driver subwoofers deliver a major
improvement by virtually eliminating
even -order harmonic distortion and
doubing efficiency (same as doubling
amplifier power) with four times the
output of single driver subwoofers.

Whether you choose our state-of-
the-art Home THX Audio speaker
system. an add-on set of surround
speakers. or a"lything in between,
no other speakers will give you the

excking performance, sound quality
flexibility and compatibility of M&K's
home theater component speakers.

WCMILLER e. KREISEL
SOUND CORPORATION

10391 Jefferson Blvd.. Culver City, CA 90232

(310) 204-2854  Fax: (310) 202-8782
THX is a resisterect trademark of LucasAds Eoterlamment Co
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A highlight
of WCES is

high -end video

with high -end

sound at the
Mirage Hotel.

CURRENTS
JOHN EARGLE

IS IT REAL
OR THE MIRAGE?

iittle more than three years ago,
you had to look long and hard
in Consumer Electronics Show
video exhibits to find a well -
tuned video and audio system
that really showed the poten-

tial of home theater. Then along
came line doublers and data -grade
projectors, and we now routinely see
picture quality that, 98% of the
time, is a good (good enough?)
match for HDTV, with programs
taken from readily available
LaserDiscs.

On the sonic side, much of the
high -end activity in home theater
has been driven by a handful of
loudspeaker manufacturers who
have concluded that, indeed, a con-
nection exists between big pictures
and big sound. There is also the re-
alization that a room that is dedicat-

ed to video can usually accommo-
date large loudspeakers with little
objection.

The Winter CES showplace for
this segment of the market estab-
lished its Las Vegas home in the
posh suites and ballrooms of the
Mirage Hotel a few years back. This
venue seems to have given high -end
video an importance and focus that
the tackiness of
most of the
older hotels
and the institu-
tional look of
the Convention
Center itself
cannot match.
As a result,
high -end video plus big sound now
comes across as a major highlight of
the winter show.

Three main audio approaches
have been taken by the major manu-
facturers:

Theater sound. The approach here
is to use high -frequency horn/driver
combinations to cover the range
from about 800 Hz upward. The ra-
tionale is that accurate reproduction
of music, dialog, and sound effects
in the home, as well as in the theater,
depends on a relatively high ratio of
direct -to -reflected sound; horns
provide this very well. Any sense of
ambience should be that which has
been encoded in the source and not
a result of room reflections. Such a
system is not normally considered
ideal for standard stereo reproduc-
tion, where a higher value is placed
on wider sound dispersion.

THX. The THX approach is a
general design specification that
mandates limited vertical dispersion
in the front loudspeakers to main-
tain a desirable ratio of direct -to -re-
flected energy. A number of other
electronic aspects are also of impor-
tance in the THX specifications.
Proponents of THX state that front
left and right loudspeakers properly
designed to meet these specifica-
tions will also perform quite well
with normal stereo programs.

Traditional loudspeakers. Stated
simply, the traditionalists generally
feel that what is best for music is
also best for video, so there is no
need for special models. (The only
exception might be a smaller speak-
er that could conveniently be posi-
tioned under the screen for center -
channel use.) The traditionalists'
view is also the mainstay of the mid -
and low-priced home theater market.

Here are
my observa-
tions of some
of the Mirage
exhibits:

Tannoy,
best known
for its broad
line of studio

and broadcast monitor loudspeak-
ers, was the first company to devel-
op a coaxial loudspeaker with a

AT CES, DEMOS

REVEAL THE CONNECTION

BETWEEN BIG VIDEO

AND BIG SOUND.
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[No compromise in a GMC Truck. Industrial strength or

handy take-home size, you get full strength. As it has

been through nearly a century: GMC Truck, delivering

the strengths of trucks.

[What have we done for you lately? The 1994 GMC

Sierra. It's got something you probably don't expect

from a truck-refined road manners.

[Skeptical? Understood. But put Sierra through its paces.

OFFICIAL SPONSOR

WorldCupUSA94
All Rights Reserved Buckle up. America! *Allk

"I got
the
take
home

A vibration -eating balance shaft in Sierra's standard

engine quiets your fears.

[Independent front suspension smothers road shock

before it can reach you. While a commanding view of the

road makes Sierra decidedly uncar-like.

[When you :ook into your next truck, look into luxuri-

ous, take -home -sized industrial strength. To learn more

about GMC Sierra, call 1-800-GMC TRUCK.

SIERRA
.THE STRENGTH OF EXPERIENCE

01994 GM Corp.. GM. GMC. GMC Truck Sierra and the GMC Truck logo are registered radonarks of General Motors Corporation.
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InThe Mid 70s We
Now We've Created

The people who work at Cambridge
SoundWorks - including our cofounder
Henry Kloss (who also founded AR,
KLH and Advent) - have been involved
with the concept of home theater from
the beginning. In 1969 (years before
VCRs and cable TV), Henry Kloss
founded Advent, the company that
introduced the first home theater audio/
video systems - complete with big -
screen TVs and digital surround sound.
We have had an ongoing relationship
with the people at Dolby Laboratories,
creators of Dolby Surround Sound, since
Henry Kloss introduced the first
consumer products with Dolby noise
reduction over 20 years ago. And now
at Cambridge
SoundWorks
we believe

systems factory -direct,
with no expen-
sive middlemen,
you can save
hundreds of
dollars. We
believe the
products on these
pages represent the
country's best values in high
performance home theater
components. Audio critics, and thou-
sands of satisfied customers, agree.
Stereo Review said "Cambridge
SoundWorks manufactures loudspeak-
ers that provide exceptional sound
quality at affordable prices." Audio
suggested that we "may have the best
value in the world."

Our Center Channel Speakers

we have set a new price -to -performance
standard for home theater components.

Because we sell carefully matched
and tested home theater speaker

Our
Popcorn

Center Channel Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures
three speakers for use as center channel

speakers in Dolby Pro Logic home
theater systems. All three are mag-

netically shielded so they can be
placed near a TV or computer

monitor. Model Ten -A is a
small, affordable two-

way speaker.
$75. Center
Channel is
identical to a

Our Surround Speakers

Cambridge SoundWorks Ensemble
satellite (but with magnetic shielding).
$149. Center Channel Plus uses an
ultra -low, ultra -wide design that is ideal
for placement above (or, with optional
support stand, below) a TV monitor.
$219.

Surround Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks makes two
"dipole radiator" surround sound
speakers. Dolby Laboratories recom-
mends dipole radiator speakers for use
as surround speakers. The Surround has
a very high power handling capacity
and is often selected for "high end"
surround sound systems. Audio,
describing a system that included The
Surround said "In many ways the
surround sensation was every bit as
good as far more expensive installa-
tions." $399 pr. The smaller The
Surround II is arguably the country's
best value in a dipole radiator speaker.
$249 pr.

Our EXO-1 Electronic Crossover



Created HomeTheater.
ANewWay To Buy It

Powered Subwoofers
The original Powered Subwoofer by
Cambridge SoundWorks consists of a
heavy-duty 12" woofer housed in an
acoustic suspension cabinet with a 140 -
watt amplifier and a built-in electronic
crossover. Stereo Review said it pro-
vides "deep powerful bass...31.5 Hz
bass output was obtainable at a room -
shaking level... they open the way to
having a 'killer' system for an afford-
able price." $599. Our Slave Subwoofer

Our Powered Subwoofers

uses the same woofer driver and
cabinet, but does not include the
amplifier or crossover. It can only be
used in conjunction with the Powered
Subwoofer. $299. The new Powered
Subwoofer II uses a 120 -watt amplifier
with an 8" woofer. $399.

Our EXO-1 electronic crossover can
be used with either of our powered
subwoofer systems, or with powered
subwoofers made by other companies.
Its high pass filters keep strong,'Iow
bass signals out of the main stereo
speakers, and directs them to the
powered subwoofer. $299.

Home
Theater
Speaker
Systems

We have assembled a
number of home
theater speaker sys-
tems that consist of
center channel,

surround and main

CAMBRIDGE
So N T9 S

Our most popular Home Theater
Speaker System.

stereo speakers. The combination we
show here is our best seller. It includes
our critically acclaimed Ensemble
subwoofer satellite speaker system
(with dual subwoofers), our Center
Channel Plus and a pair of our best
surround speakers, The Surround. You
could spend hundreds more than its
$1,117 price without improving
performance.

For information on other home
theater speaker systems - or on any of
the products we make and sell - call
1-800-FOR-HIFI for your free color
catalog. Thanks.

For A Free Catalog, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How

To Make Loudspeakers

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

154 California Street, Suite104 JUN,Newton, MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

c 1994 Cambridge Sound Works. REnsemble is a registered trademark of
Cambridge SoundWorks, Inc. KLH is a trademark of KLH, Inc. AR and

Advent are trademarks of International Jensen Inc.
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Audio Catalog
Our 64 -page catalog is loaded with components

and music systems from Cambridge SoundiAbrits,

Pioneer, Philips, Denon, Sony and others.
Because you buy factory -direct, with no expen-
sive middle -men, you can saw hundreds of
dollars. For example, a Dolby Surround system

with Ensemble II speakers, rear speakers, Philips
Dolby Surround receiver, CD *X and system
remote is less than $1,000. Call today and find out
why Audio magazine said we "may have the best
value in the world."

 Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.
 Save hundreds on components and systems

from Cambridge SounNbrks, Pioneer,
Philips, Denon, Sony and more.

 Audio experts will answer your questions
before and after you buy. 8AM-midnight,
365 days a year-even holidays.

 30 Day Ibtal Satisfaction Guarantee on all
Cambridge SoundVVorks products.

The critically acclaimed
Ensemble II
speaker
system
by
Henry
Kloss.
$439

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How lb Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE
S 01UNDWORKS

154 California St. Suite 104 JUN, Newton, MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-8C0-525-4434 Outside US. or Canada: 617-332-5936
C 1992 Cambridg SouldVitds.

high -frequency compression driver firing
directly into a horn whose flare was actual-
ly the low -frequency curvilinear cone. Tan-
noy's Dual Concentric design is still quite
current and forms the basis for its home
theater system, giving it a slightly forward
sonic aspect typical of the motion picture
theater. The system, as demonstrated, had
plenty of power reserve throughout the
spectrum.

JBL's home theater demonstration em-
phasized the Synthesis series of high -end
video in a theater environment virtually
identical to a professional video screening
room. In its high -end video systems, JBL
provides two modes of operation. In the
theater mode, high frequencies are repro-
duced by horns for precise pattern control,
as is done in movie theaters. For music re-
production, the system is electrically
switched to a cone/dome array, with its
characteristically broader dispersion at
high frequencies.

Fosgate-Audionics comes to this market
not as a loudspeaker manufacturer but as a
specialist in the design of surround sound
electronics. Its approach is slightly differ-
ent. The company's loudspeakers use cones
and domes in a THX-approved configura-
tion; however, Fosgate decoders have a
number of surround modes intended for
music only. In these positions, the Fosgate
surround loudspeakers are reconfigured by
electrical switching so that they perform as
monopoles instead of as dipoles, the con-
figuration specified by THX. In the mono-
pole mode, the surround loudspeakers ex-
hibit an omnidirectional characteristic, as
opposed to the "figure -8" dipole pattern
that THX specifies for surround applica-
tions. As a result, Fosgate's music repro-
duction modes produce a more uniform
feeling of ambience than do most THX
configurations, which, of course, are opti-
mized for the movie theater experience.

Snell, one of the earliest THX licensees,
demonstrated a new line of loudspeakers
based on the D'Appolito symmetrical ver-
tical array. Most loudspeakers of this de-
sign have a single tweeter in the middle of
the vertical array. Snell has put in three,
just to ensure that a narrow vertical angle is
maintained to the highest frequencies. As is
the case with most THX-approved systems,
the new Snell systems sound equally good
with video and with music.

At the 1993 Summer CES in Chicago,
one of the most ambitious video demos
was presented by Cello Music and Film
Systems. A similar complement of equip-
ment was used, but in a much smaller
room. For my taste, things were too loud,
although the HDTV video segment was ab-
solutely superb. The main loudspeakers in-
cluded large vertical arrays of midrange
and high -frequency drivers, all driven by
large Class -A amplifiers. Added equipment
included an Ampro projection system and
a Faroudja line doubler.

Two other video demonstrations, not at
the Mirage, are worth mentioning because
of the technical statements they made. On
the main floor of the Convention Center,

A HANDFUL OF SPEAKER

MAKERS ARE DRIVING

THE HIGH -END ACTIVITY

IN HOME THEATER.

Pioneer demonstrated a LaserDisc encoded
with Dolby Surround Digital, a discrete
format based on Dolby's AC -3 encoding
process. While AC -3 is not the only system
in contention for video discrete surround,
it is so predominant that we might as well
consider it the winner in this race. The use
of Dolby Surround Digital in a LaserDisc at
this time bodes well for its general accep-
tance later on. I detected a few very minor
dropouts in the audio, but certainly noth-
ing that can't easily be fixed. I must say that
the prospect of genuine ambience, con-
veyed via the front channels and the two
surround channels, is a glorious one.

In an off -site location, Lucasfilm pre-
sented a six -channel demonstration using a
set of THX-licensed B & W loudspeakers.
Lucasfilm's aim was to demonstrate the
general capability of THX systems for all
discrete program sources, whether based
on video or not. Film clips with discrete
surround channels were presented, as were
music examples. All were extremely well
done, but I do hold to a preference for four
identical channels and loudspeakers for the
most uniform reproduction of genuine
ambience. A
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"The HCA-2200" has all the features and flexibility
any audiophile could want...;' notes Stereophile.

product against which other amplifiers can be measured.

as good as the HCA-2200", it doesn't cut it."
It's clear that Mr. Stone has discovered the virtues of our amplifier. And while we're pleased he

found the process so enjoyable, we aren't surprised. It's all part of our design philosophy, whose essence

he captures nicely when he says, "...a middle-class audiophile like myself no longer has to take out a

second mortgage on his house to afford a musically satisfying amplifier."

Sure, it's nice to be hailed as a "benchmark:

But what, exactly, does that mean? Well, let's

read the quote in context:
"While the HCA-2200" has virtually

unlimited brute power, it has enough finesse

to let the music come through largely
unscathed. Over the last six months it has
proven, with a variety of speakers in both
my listening rooms, that it's a benchmark

If an amp of equal or greater price isn't at least

"...A BENCHMARK
PRODUCT AGAINST WHICH

OTHER AMPLIFIERS CAN BE
MEASURED."

- STEVEN STONE, STEREOPHILE, VOL. 17 No. 3, MARCH 1994

But what did surprise us, as well as flatter us, was being thrown into the ring with $12,000

monoblock behemoths. The result of this apparently absurd comparison? Not carnage, but rather: "...the

Parasound HCA-2200" gives them all a run for the money, and even beats 'em in flexibility and price."

He continues, "...a pair of HCA-2200"s performed with Apogee full -ranges on a par with a pair of

Boulder 250 AEs and four VTL Deluxe 300 amps.
Dynamic impact and attack were excellent...Compared
to the VTL300, the HCA-2200" had a greater sense of

extension..."
Enough quotes. It's time to experience one yourself.

Just visit your local Parasound dealer and learn that
"benchmark" is the expert's way of saying you don't have

to break the bank to get the best. And you can quote us

on that.

" ...prodigious base output and sense of unlimited power
and effo,tlessnessr says Stereophile. And no wonder. It

delivers over 90 amps of peak current per channel.

PARASOUND
affordable audio for the critical listener

Parasound Products, Inc. 950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111  415-397-7100  Fax 415-397-0144
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PROGRESS
WITHOUT MOTION

The Flashback
system is like
a point -and -shoot
camera for
digital sound.

is been easy to predict that au-
dio would someday be recorded
in solid-state memory by
recorders with no moving parts.
But when was someday? And
where were the recorders?

That someday has come. And if
the only sample I've seen was in
Elwood G. Norris' shirt pocket,
more should be in the stores by the
summer.

Norris Communications obvious-
ly isn't promoting the $200 Flash-
back recorder as a music machine.
The spec sheet doesn't even mention

frequency response,
S/N, or distortion, and
the system is strictly
monophonic. The
sound I heard was
much clearer and
rather less tinny than I
expected from a 1 -inch

speaker. There's hefty
data compression go-
ing on, too, enough to
fit 30 minutes of 16 -bit
monophonic sound
into one megabyte
(MB) of memory.

The Flashback sys-
tem is designed to in-
terface with comput-
ers, not hi-fi systems.
Its SoundClip storage
media plug into com-
puters with PCMCIA
interfaces, and stan-
dard PCMCIA flash
memory cards can be
used with the Flash-
back. SoundClips will
cost about $70 at first
but should drop below
$30 later; 60- and 120 -

minute versions
are yet to come.

The system
makes use of
digital technolo-
gy more for its
flexibility and
convenience
than its fidelity.
It offers instant
playback of any
section, with no

ing or slow it down for manual
transcription, without changing
the pitch. (Contact Norris Commu-
nications, 12800 Brookprinter
Place, Poway, Cal. 92064; phone,
619-679-1504.)

A new high in frequency response

should be available from a Pioneer
DAT deck now being shown in Eu-
rope. Besides the usual sampling
rates of 32, 44.1, and 48 kHz, the D-
07 deck can sample at 96 kHz. Since
the bandwidth of digital audio runs
to just under half its sampling rate,
that gives the D-07 a potential fre-
quency response up to 44 kHz!

I know of no recorded source or
microphone whose frequency con-
tent ranges up that high. However,
the D-07 could be used for dubbing
30-ips analog master tapes or for
live recording with top-quality
mikes (and mixers, since the deck
seems to have no microphone in-
puts). It might also be useful for
copying top-notch LPs. Unlike CDs,
LPs can have some content above 20
kHz, albeit with some noise and
roll -off.

Audiophile Audi

The syndicated FM program Au-
diophile Audition has shifted its mu-
sical focus from a mix of jazz and
classical CDs to classical only. Its
other content-audio news, hints
for listening enjoyment, and other

audiophile
material re-
mains un-
changed.
The weekly
program,
now nine
years old, is
transmitted
from digital
masters, via

satellite, to more than 135 public ra-
dio and concert -music stations.
John Sunier, a Contributing Editor
of Audio, is the show's host.

RECORDING ON

SOLID-STATE MEMORY

IS HERE, AFFORDABLE,

AND ULTRA -COMPACT

BUT NOT YET HI -Fl.

rewind or fast -
forward time, plus insert editing.
Another advantage is the ability to
speed up speech for faster listen-
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KEF

WHERE DOES THE TWEETER
OF A HIGH FIDELITY

LOUDSPEAKER BELONG?

Q -SERIES
This question may confuse those who believe that the measure of a loudspeaker is the number of its

drivers. It will also elude those who have never bothered to question conventional driver placement,

which always separates the woofer from the tweeter.

In fact, the most acoustically correct location for the tweeter is precisely at the center of the woofer.

This s'..rategic placement creates a single sound source, allowing high and low frequencies to reach your

ears at the proper time, regardless of where the speakers are placed or where you are sitting. (No wonder

KEF's patented Uni-Q' is the technology of choice for advanced Home Theater applications.)

Perhaps the greatest benefit of the KEF Q Series speakers is that they sound as good in your home

as they do in the showroom.

KEE Electronics of America. Inc 89 Doug EIrcwn Way, Holliston. MA 01746 Tel 508 429-3800 Fax 508 429-3699
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CODA

BERT WHYTE
Bert Whyte, Associate Editor of Audio and

renowned audio critic, died on March 31,
1994 in Centereach, Long Island, New York.
A memorial service was held on April 8th.

When Bert was awarded a Fellowship in
1977 by the Audio Engineering Society, his
citation read: "For early contributions to
stereophonic recording and for continuing
audio criticism of a high order." The fol-
lowing biography was written for an Audio
magazine flyer promoting its editors:

Bert Whyte was born in Belfast,

North Ireland in 1920. He came to
the United States at the age of four

and, after schooling in New York,
went to sea. He was assistant to the

Director of the British Ministry of
War Transport before the U.S. entry

into World War II, and later served

three years with the U.S. Army Med-

ical Corps.

Mr. Whyte began his professional

audio career in 1949 as Director of

Audio Sales for Concord Radio in
Chicago, continued as Sales Coordi-

nator and Musical Director of Mag-

necord, Inc. in that city, and then became
General Manager of Fine Sound and the Per-

spectasound Division of Loew's/MGM in
New York. He was co-founder with Harry

Belock of Everest Records, where he served

as Recording Director/Engineer and Director

of Classical Artists and Repertoire, pioneer-

ing the use of 35 -mm magnetic film for mul-

titrack stereo recording. Subsequently, he be-

came Musical Director with RCA Victor Red

Seal classical recordings. Mr. Whyte made

the first modern classical stereo recordings

with Leopold Stokowski in 1951 and the first

big -band stereo recordings with Benny
Goodman, Woody Herman, and Stan Ken-
ton. After collaborating with Major Edwin

Armstrong on special stereo recordings for

the development of multiplex stereo FM
sound, he continued this work with multi-

plex FM pioneer Murray G. Crosby. He has

made numerous multitrack stereo recordings

with major symphony orchestras here and

abroad. All this has served Mr. Whyte since

1953 in the added capacity of audio
writer/reviewer, record and tape critic, and
as Associate Editor of Audio magazine.

I first knew of Bert through his articles
on sound recording and reproduction in
Radio/TV News during the mid -'50s, just
as the Everest era was getting underway.
Along with Mercury, Everest had stolen a
march on many of the major American
classical labels by launching 7V2-ips stereo
tapes in that day before the stereo disc.

These smaller companies could respond
faster to market needs, and under Bert's in-
fluence Everest made "stereo history"
through a succession of notable recordings
in England with such conductors as Eu-
gene Goossens, Adrian Boult, and Leopold
Stokowski. Bert's first choices for recording
in London were Walthamstow and Watford
Town Halls. These naturally live venues
permitted placing the orchestra on the
main floor, with none of the usual stage
constraints. Careful arraying of the orches-
tra enabled Bert's choice of only three basic
microphones to pick up everything in com-
plete balance. In the late '50s, Everest exited
the record business, leaving behind a remark-
able legacy of fine recordings little known
to today's generation of audiophiles.

I became a fast friend of Ruth and Bert
Whyte during our years with RCA Records
in the mid -'60s. At that time, RCA was in-
volved with the Lear Stereo -Eight endless-

loop cartridge, and one of Bert's challenges
was to establish guidelines for transferring
classical recordings into this tricky medi-
um that too -often called for brute force
"chopping" of the program into four equal
time segments. After long frustration, Bert
decided that this arbitrary division of most
programs would never work. He informed
RCA of his opinion, suggesting other, more
sophisticated procedures. It is to Bert's cred-
it that he stood his ground, and it is unfor-
tunate that he never had the opportunity
to supervise any recording sessions at RCA.

As the audiophile movement got under-
way in the early '70s, many high-fidelity
manufacturers and record companies
sought Bert's expertise. Notable are the
recordings that he supervised which were
issued by Crystal Clear. Most of these were

done direct -to -disc but with digital
backup via the Soundstream
recording system. Bert's landmark
Fiedler/Boston Pops recordings and
Virgil Fox's organ recordings at the
Crystal Cathedral are available on
CD from Bainbridge and Laserlight.
However, the London Philharmonic
recordings on Crystal Clear con-

) ducted by Morton Gould and Wal-
ter Susskind dating from 1977 have
yet to be reissued.

Most readers of Audio know Bert
as a perceptive commentator on
current technological events in

recording and video, and the releases later
this year of CDs made from the original
tapes of the Everest sessions may be their
first hearing of Bert's recording work. I
have heard most of these recordings via
first -generation copies from their originals,
and they will certainly be the match of any
of the RCA or Mercury archival reissues,
both musically and technically.

It is virtually common knowledge that
Bert was a man of fine tastes and pursued
them without compromise. He knew more
about French cooking and wines from
around the world than anyone I know. He
was a chef supreme.

I recall going with Bert and Ruth to The
Four Seasons in New York in 1974, as a cel-
ebration of my opening a consultancy in
Los Angeles. Early in the meal, Bert ques-
tioned a mustard sauce and asked the wait-
er to take it back to the chef. The waiter
soon returned, and Bert gave the sauce a
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Carver separates. The essence of total control.

Enticed by the sweetness of separates for your
home theater system?

But a nightmare image of a bazillion boxes and
unruly wires has given you the heebie jeebies?

Rol -a -x.
Now you can obtain a powerful home theater

command center, combining the musical bril-
liance of separates with the ease of a receiver, all
in one versatile package: Carver's CT -27v Dolby
Pro Loge' A/V Preamplifier/Tuner.

The CT -27v pairs flawless sound with excep-
tional Dolby processing, including a generous
selection of DSP effects (wait `fil you experience
an old movie like Casablanca on our "Matrix"

mode), yet without the extraneous gimmicks
that undermine aural integrity.

When matched with a Carver amplifier
(models from basic stereo to multi -channel),
the CT -27v lets you direct power to any array of
speaker combinations -a task for which a mere
receiver is woefully undermanned. So you'll
achieve wider frequency response and have the
dynamic headroom nececamy for those explo-
sive moments in great movie soundtracks.

In sum: the CT -27v is the heart (and soul) of
the most uncompromising home theater system.
For more of the story, contact Carver today for a
feature length brochure.

CARVER
Powerful  Musical  Accurate

CARVER CORPORA770N, P.O. BOX 1237 LYNNWOOD, WA 98046  (206) 775-1202
C 1994 Carver Corporation

Distributed ite Canada by Evolution Audio, Oakville, Ontario (416) 847.8888
Dolby Pro Loge" is a registered trademark of Dolby Labs Licensing Corp.
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taste. It wasn't quite right; he then asked
the waiter to bring him specific ingredients
so that he could finish the sauce himself.
Shortly, the waiter rolled up a serving cart,
and Bert proceeded with the work at hand.
All of this was done with such a civil air of
authority that the waiter never questioned a
thing. After the meal, the chef came out of
the kitchen and introduced himself to Bert.

During the last 15 years Bert had cur-
tailed his recording activities to spend
more time writing and consulting. Along
with many younger recording engineers, I
had long sought Bert's advice and had
spent many an evening with Ruth and Bert
in their home as guest, student, and col-
league. Over the years, we spent literally
hundreds of hours listening to new record-
ings, and I always marvelled at Bert's abili-
ty to pinpoint their virtues and defects and

sum them up in a few well-chosen words.
And that included my recordings, too.

We shall all miss him. He was both best
friend and best teacher. John M. Eargle

Bert Whyte was a man of principle. To
illustrate this, I recall his conviction that
smoking was human frailty that should
not be tolerated-especially in his home.
Many had reported to me that he would
not tolerate even the best of friends or
business associates to smoke in his pres-
ence. And Bert never changed his mind on
this principle.

On one occasion, I was invited to his
home for dinner, along with the late B. V.
Pisha. (I suppose this would have been in
the mid -'70s.) During those years, Barney
Pisha was a heavy smoker, even though he
was a medical doctor and knew better.

AVERY FISHER
Avery Fisher, who died on February 26,

less than one week before he would
ve turned 88, was one of the rare indi-

viduals who combined the sensibilities
of an artist with the practicality of a
businessman. His company, Fisher Ra-
dio, did a great deal to define high fidel-
ity and to make

Fisher Radio
was acquired by
Emerson Elec-
tric in 1969,
and, in 1973, its
founder gave
away more than
a third of the
$31 million pur-
chase price. The
artist in Avery
Fisher led him
to make New
York's Lincoln
Center the chief
beneficiary of
a gift that the press estimated at $10.5
million but was later said by its donor
to be closer to $12 million. It was the
pragmatic businessman who earmarked
80% of the funds for maintenance of
the concert hall that was then named
after him.

The same clearsightedness underpins
the structure of the Avery Fisher Artist

the term a familiar one.

Program, which, in its creator's lifetime,
provided grants to dozens of musicians and,

in years to come, will help many more. Lin-

coln Center, which possesses the size and
scope that Fisher understood was neces-
sary to such a task, administers the funds.

For all his sophistication, Fisher ex
plained his staunch support of classical
music in the simplest terms. He was,

he used to say,
merely giving
something back.
In fact, music did
far more for Fish-
er than provide;
the rationale fo
his business. The
art form was
sustenance and
seeped to the
very core of the
amateur violini
who said he like
to think of him
self as a musician

who, only incidentally, manufactured'
high-fidelity equipment.

"It is difficult to get the news from po-
ems," wrote poet William Carlos
Williams, "yet men die miserably eve
day for lack of what is found there." Ave
Fisher was profoundly aware that the
same can be said of symphonies and
string quartets. David Land

Bert and Barney argued, debating endless-
ly, about the evils of smoking time after
time, always poking fun at each other for
their obstinate ways.

The night of this particular dinner was
raining and cold. The festivities included
listening to some new products that Bert
was evaluating, in addition to the food
that was prepared with extreme care and
the highest form of culinary art.

I still remember, two or three times dur-
ing the evening, Barney Pisha slipping out
on the front porch, rain slicker and um-
brella in hand, to smoke a cigarette. The
rumors were true: Not even the closest and
most revered friends were allowed to
smoke in the home of Bert and Ruth.

As many know, Barney Pisha realized
that Bert was right and gave up smoking a
few years later. For the remainder of his life,
Barney was an advocate of nonsmoking.

Bert had similar influences on others in
ways that were a result of his persistent
and dogged determination to conform to
what he believed, rather than yielding to
the pressures of the moment.

It is impossible for those who knew Bert
not to remember his great appreciation for
good food. And I mean good food. He was
truly a gourmet in the most strict defini-
tion of the word. Many times I joked with
him that if he were hungry enough he
would eat a Big Mac or a Whopper. As you
might expect, he was horrified at the very
thought and would deny that he would
ever succumb to such a state of life.

Bert was very particular about the
restaurants he dined at. Only a few select
locations in Chicago and Las Vegas were
even considered during his many Con-
sumer Electronics Show voyages. In fact, a
certain famous restaurant in Wheeling,
Illinois had an understanding that during
the Summer CES, Mr. and Mrs. Whyte and
guests would probably dine there twice.
And the chef knew his tastes and prefer-
ences to the same degree that Bert knew
how to position a microphone for a
recording session.

Of course, not all the restaurant owners
and chefs knew of Bert's knowledge of, and
insistence on, proper preparation of food.
Of the several times I was his host at com-
mercial establishments, about 50% of the
time the food was sent back for further
preparation or replacement.
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MCM ELECTRONICS
The Source For Custom Speaker Components

Oak and Walnut Finished Enclosures
Carpeted Auto Speaker Boxes
Over 140 Woofers to Select From
Over 60 Different Tweeters and Midranges
Crossovers, Cabinet and Wall Mount Hardware

Call Toll Free 1-800-543-4330
Technical Support 1-800-824-TECH(8324)
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Free
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Get fast delivery from our
distribution facilities in

Dayton, OH and Reno, NV!

On one occasion we went to a well-
known seafood place. The waiter was in-
terrogated, as was Bert's usual approach,
about the food and its preparation: Was it
fresh? What sauces would be used? What
temperature would it be cooked in? And so
forth. At this restaurant, the waiter as-
sured him that the fish of the day was in-
deed fresh and right from the day's delivery.

But upon first taste, Bert could tell that it
was not what was claimed, even though
others at the table were less discerning.

After some debate with the waiter, the
chef was called out to the table. Sure
enough, after a few minutes of discussion
with Bert, the chef agreed that Bert's analy-
sis of the food preparation and that the fish
had been flash -frozen were correct. They
switched him over to fresh sea scallops.

Such is the personality of Bert Whyte.
Some thought of him as eccentric. Some
thought of him as arrogant. Some thought
him irreverent. Some thought him a per-
fectionist. Some thought he was obstinate
for the sake of being obstinate. But those
of us who knew him well know better. He
was extremely well-read and experienced
in the subjects he chose to discourse on.
He had a keen memory
could recite them on demand. He was a
careful observer of the things that worked
and didn't work. He was kind to and
revered by those who were deserving.

Some say that he was not a religious or
spiritual man. But I know differently.
True, he did not attend church, nor did he
profess any religious convictions, but he
was devoted to high principle and to fol-
lowing the course of his conscience in all
matters of life. He did not put his preci-
sion for audio evaluation in one pocket, so
to speak, and his moral philosophy in an-
other. He combined all of life's experiences
into the same network of ideas, principles,
and passions. When he believed in a loud-
speaker or an amplifier or any other piece
of audio equipment, it was because he had
lived with it, studied it, considered its in-
herent characteristics, compared it with all
others in the class, and concluded, in a
comprehensive way, that what he said
about it could be justified and demonstrat-
ed beyond objectivity alone. He was the
same with people. It is not for us to won-
der who among us mortals were selected
by him to be his friend. Almon H. Clegg
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Odd as it may seem, most speaker companies
don't make their own drivers, the fundamental
components that produce the sound. Instead, they assEmhle

their systems using other peoples' parts. Then, they try to compensa e for

the inevitable deficiencies and mis matches

for 10 years Celestion has designed and built their own driver: and

integrated them with straight forward crossovers and proprietary enclosure

terhnology. The result? Each system works cohesively as a unitary

whole, rather than something that's heen pasted together.

Audition any of the Celestion Unit Series loudspeakers. Compare them C ELESTICIrl
to other speakers in the same price range. Immediately, you will hear... The Dilletence is Fundamental

estion ndusiries, inc. 89 Doug Brown Way, Holliston, MA 017461506) 429-6706 Fax (508) 429-2426
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IUS SOURCE
ears ago, before we
had the electrical
power distribution
system that we all
take for granted now,
everybody went to
bed at sundown (ex-
cept for Abe Lincoln,

who used lots of candles). When the first elec-
trical lighting contracts were being fought over,
there were proponents of direct current (d.c.)
power systems and of alternating current (a.c.)
power systems. In the heat of their battle, some
really bizarre things occurred. One story in-
vloves the decision, by a certain state, to use
electricity for capital punishment. Neither the
proponents of a.c. nor those of d.c. wanted to
supply a system for this use, because the other
side could then claim that their system was
used to kill people and was therefore more dan-
gerous! Another story relates the tale of a public
demonstration involving an elephant. When
the elephant was connected to a source of 5,000
volts of d.c. power, it was unharmed; when con-
nected to 5,000 volts of a.c. power, it died! Of
course, the proponents of d.c. made sure their
system had such a high resistance that only a
tiny current flowed through the elephant, while
the a.c. system had a very low resistance, with
enough current to kill a herd of elephants! De-
spite such shenanagins, the a.c. system won out
and is used by power companies today.

The main reason for the success of the a.c.
system is that it can take advantage of power

Pow
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transformers to reduce the high voltage neces-
sary for transmission lines to the lower voltage
that we use for appliances. The high voltage
used for transmission lines overcomes the loss
resulting from the resistance of the miles of
wires that are used. If d.c were used, there would
be no easy way to increase or decrease the volt-
age because transformers don't work with d.c. (I
will be using technical terms while discussing
various aspects of a.c. power lines. If you need a
quick review of frequency, voltage, current,
power, resistance, and reactance, refer to the
sidebar "Electronics Terminology.")

The a.c. power in our homes, offices, and fac-
tories is a resource that everyone takes for grant-
ed, except when it is interrupted by a natural or
man -caused incident. We all have heard horror
stories about the damage that lightning can in-
flict on people and property, but the improper
use of a.c. power lines causes more problems
than lightning. Inadequate electrical wiring can
result in anything from poor performance of ap-
pliances to major fires. The popularity of unin-
terruptible power supplies (UPS) for use with
computers is testimony that many of us are
more aware of a.c. power -line problems than we
were in the past. Unless we are making a record-
ing, a power failure-or even power glitches and
spikes-in an audio system may not cause the
loss or corruption of information that a com-
puter system would experience. However, the
performance of audio equipment can be affected
by the quality of the a.c. power line and the
amount of current that it can supply before the
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Electronics Terminology
normal alternating current (a.c.) power
line should provide 120 V rms in the
form of a pure sine wave with an alter-
nating current at 60 cycles per second
(cps) or 60 Hz. "Hz" is the abbreviation

for hertz, the unit of frequency that re-
placed "cps." The term "rms" stands for root mean
square and represents the a.c. voltage required to cause

the same heating in a resistance that would be caused by

an equivalent direct current (d.c.) voltage. The ampere is

the unit of "current" or flow of electricity; 1 ampere is

the flow of 1 coulomb per second past a given point in an

electrical circuit (a coulomb is a very large number of
electrons). It is the combination of the voltage and the
current that produces power, measured in watts. The
mathematical formula for power is:

W=ExI

where W is power (in watts), E is voltage (in volts), and I

is current (in amperes). The voltage is the electromotive

force that causes the current to flow, and the current
causes the electrical appliance to operate. The combina-

tion of voltage and current produces power, which is de-
fined as the ability to do work.

How does the current relate to the voltage? If I apply 1 V

to a circuit, how much current will flow? The current

is regulated by the resistance of the circuit. This relation-

ship is described by the formula:

I = E R

with R representing resistance (in ohms). Translated,
this means that if I apply 1 V to a circuit that has 1 ohm

of resistance, then 1 ampere will flow.

For a.c. power, another factor, "reactance," comes into

play and can complicate things further. The elements in

toasters, heaters, incandescent lights, etc. act as if they
are pure resistances, but other appliances that have mo-

tors-such as refrigerators, pumps, vacuum cleaners,
etc.-exhibit reactance. Reactance is similar to resistance

in that it im-Dedes the flow of electrical current, but it
does this in a different way. If an appliance has pure re-

sistance, the :urrent flow follows the applied voltage ex-

actly and is "in phase" with it. For an appliance that ex-

hibits reactance, the current is not in phase and can lead

or lag the applied voltage. Since the a.c. power line is try-

ing to supply current that is in phase with the voltage,

and the appliance with reactance is not keeping the cur-

rent synchronized with the voltage, strange things can
happen to the a.c. power line. In severe cases, the a.c.

power line's voltage or current can become distorted,
which can affect the performance of other equipment or

appliances connected to the same power line. E.M.L.

line voltage drops to an unacceptable level.
Record turntables that have synchronous
motors rely on the frequency of the line
voltage to maintain proper speed; their
performance can also be affected if the
waveform of the power is distorted. Power
amplifiers and receivers usually require
high instantaneous current from the power
line to produce high-level sound from
loudspeakers, especially in the bass range.
Preamplifiers, receivers, and power ampli-
fiers can be susceptible to radio frequency
(r.f.) noise from the power line that sup-
plies them. Audio and r.f. engineers are

aware of these things and try to make their
designs as immune to these problems as
possible.

Audio is dedicated to the quest for the
best in sound recording and reproduction.
The sound quality of audio components is
the most important aspect about which
this magazine is concerned. If a component
doesn't sound good, we probably won't
bother to review it even if the specifications
might lead us to believe otherwise. We
therefore decided that the quality of the
a.c. power lines that run our audio systems
should be investigated. With this in mind,

Audio recently conducted a small-scale
field test of a.c. power -line quality in six
different locations around the country.
This was done with the cooperation of Ba-
sic Measuring Instruments (BMI) of Santa
Clara, California, which loaned a few Pow-
erVisa 100G portable power -line monitor-
ing systems to Audio. These instruments
were set up in the following locations: New
York City; Montclair, New Jersey; Chicago;
Dallas; Boston, and San Francisco.

The BMI 100G monitors a variety of a.c.
power -line conditions, such as high and
low voltage variations, variations in line
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frequency, impulse spikes, high -frequency
noise, waveshape faults, and even tempera-
ture variations during the measurement
period. The 100G can be set to print out
information automatically at midnight
each day or at the end of a week, producing
a series of graphs showing differ-
ent aspects of the a.c. power line.
The system can be configured to
show the a.c. power waveform at
the instant a problem occurs, and
even prints out possible reasons
for the problem and suggested
remedies. (BMI has introduced
the 120 PowerSpy a.c. power -line
analyzer at $545. It is intended for
small professional facilities such
as audio and video recording stu-
dios, but it might be within the
budgets of some amateur audio
clubs and audiophiles.)

Figure 1 shows the variation in
a.c. line voltage, at one of our test
sites, over a 24 -hour period from
midnight to midnight. The line
voltage drops during the day,
reaching a low of 106.6 V rms and
a high of 121.6 V, a variation of 15
V! A power amplifier designed to
put out 500 watts from an a.c.
power line at 120 V rms might
put out only 395 watts when the
line voltage drops to 106.6 V.

Tests at other sites showed oth-
er potential power -line problems.
Figure 2 shows neutral -to -ground
voltage swells lasting for 9.6 sec-
onds that could affect perfor-
mance of an audio component.
Many components have separate
signal and chassis grounds to try
to eliminate such problems; some
professional audio electronics
have a switch to allow the signal
common and chassis ground to
be separated if necessary. At yet
another test site, similar voltages
were recorded between the a.c.
power line's neutral and ground
wires. These voltages varied from
0.1 to 6.1 V rms over a 24 -hour
period (Fig. 3).

Years ago, Bob Fine, the engi-
neer responsible for the famous

Mercury Living Presence recordings, told
me a story about how distorted a.c. line
waveform can cause trouble. He said that
George Piros, Mercury's disc mastering en-
gineer, was having problems making ac-
ceptable record masters; they just didn't

sound right. Larry Scully, the producer of
the famous Scully recording lathes, went to
Bob Fine's New York City facility and
found the problem: The a.c. power line was
supplying distorted current to the record-
ing lathe's motors, and this was affecting
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Fig. 1-Variation in the a.c. pow-
er line's voltage over a 24 -hour peri-
od. The variation is 15 V, from
106.6 to 121.6 V.
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Fig. 3-A series of neutral -to -
ground voltage swells in the a.c.
power line over a 24 -hour period.
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Fig. 2-Neutral-to-ground volt-
age swell in the a.c. power line over
9.6 seconds. This could increase the
line voltage by 5.1 V over the aver-
age level.
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Fig. 4-Distortion of the a.c.
power line's sine wave. The glitches
in the waveform produce a series of
harmonics.
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Fig. 5-High-frequency noise
added to the a.c. power line's volt-
age by a lighting dimmer control.
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ower distur-
bances are aber-
rations (also
known as glitch-
es) that pose a
threat to the

smooth operation of equipment. For
electronic equipment, power dis-
turbances are defined in terms of
amplitude and duration by the
electronic operating envelope.
When power falls outside the op-
erating envelope, electronic sys-
tems are in danger of being dis-
rupted or damaged, and their life
expectancy can be shortened.
Several very common power and

related disturbances can affect
electronic loads. Unfortunately,
nomenclature varies throughout
the industry. The following is an
explanation of some types of dis-
turbances as defined by the Insti-
tute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE).

Impulses are disturbances of
short duration characterized by a
very rapid change in voltage. Im-

pulses are caused by capacitors or

inductors switching on line, loose

wires, lightning, static, and
power failures.

Oscillatory transients are

temporary rapid fluctua-
tions in voltage or current.
They are caused by utility switching,
local ferroresonance, lightning -in-
duced ringing, switching of power
electronic devices (e.g., uninterrupt-
ible power supplies), or when a low-

voltage system (e.g., 480 V or less) is

excited by impulsive transients cou-
pled from the utility system.

Rms voltage variations are excur-
sions of the fundamental frequency
voltage lasting longer than 1/2 cycle.
Sags are typically caused by utility
faults, motor starts, or momentary

POWEh

wads) and temporary interruptions (3
to 60 seconds) result when an inci-
dent stops voltage temporarily (e.g., a
lightning strike or a tree limb falling
across two conductors and then drop-
ping clear).

Waveform distortion is a steady-
state deviation from an ideal sinu-
soid. There are five categories of
waveform distortion: Harmonic, in-
terharmonic, notching, noise, and

d.c. offset. Many nonlinear de-
vices inject currents at harmonic
frequencies into the system. Har-
monic currents, and the voltage
distortion they create as they flow

through system impedances, can
reduce equipment operating reli-
ability and, consequently, service
life.

Interharmonics refers to high -
frequency voltage or current
components not integer multiples
of the fundamental frequency. In-
terharmonics result from any
nonlinear load whose current
waveform is not periodic at 60 Hz.

A d.c. offset in alternating cur-
rent can be introduced by geo-
magnetic disturbances or by the

normal operation of single-
phase electronic power sup-
plies using half -wave recti-

fiers. Direct currents in the
distribution system can

cause increased transformer satura-
tion and added insulation stress, as
well as the misoperation of some elec-
tronic equipment.

Notching is defined as a periodic
voltage disturbance caused by the

KNOWING THE TYPES

OF ELECTRICAL

TORTION CAN HELP

DENTIFY THEM

IF THEY OCC

IN YOUR SYSTEM.

DISTURBANCE
excessive load. Swells are typically
caused by line -to -ground faults from
removal of a load or a wiring error.

Interruptions involve complete loss
of voltage for 30 cycles or longer. Mo-

mentary interruptions (1/2 to 3 sec-
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normal operation of three-phase
power converters.

Noise is unwanted electrical sig-
nals with broadband spectral con-
tent lower than 200 kHz superim-
posed on the power system's voltage

or current in phase conductors, or
found on neutral conductors or sig-
nal lines. Improper grounding and
the normal operation of power elec-
tronic equipment are the chief caus-

es of noise.

Flicker can arise from voltage
variations due to continuous, rapid
variations in the current that are
caused by the load, particularly its
reactive component.

Often, suspected power distur-
bances turn out to be something
else: Operator errors, loose cables,
or environmental conditions. When
the problem is intermittent, it's
most efficient to rule out all other
possible causes before troubleshoot-
ing the equipment. Disturbances
not defined as power disturbances
that can have an adverse effect on
sensitive electronic loads include
temperature, humidity, and radio
frequency interference (r.f.i.).

R.fi. can disrupt sensitive elec-
tronic equipment and can be misdi-
agnosed as power problems. Typical
sources include radio stations, pub-
lic address systems, radio transmit-
ters operated by security personnel,
and arcing contacts or motor
brushes.

Susan Owen

Basic Measuring Instruments

Santa Clara, California

the sound. The power company replaced
the line transformer which supplied power
to the facility, installing a larger one that
could supply more current before it satu-
rated, and the problem was cured. While
our field tests didn't reveal any continuous-
ly distorted power waveforms, we did cap-
ture some momentary problems. Figure 4
shows a graph of distorted a.c. power; it's
easy to see the distortion of the sine wave
and the glitches. The motor of an LP
turntable can be affected by distorted a.c.
power, which can result in sound repro-
duction from records that is not as good as
it could be. Of
course, open -reel
recorders, cassette
recorders, and CD
players can also
be affected.

Light dimmers
and fluorescent
lights can cause
problems that
could affect the
quality of sound
reproduction, al-
beit in a more in-
direct and hard to an-
alyze manner. They
produce high -fre-
quency noise that is
radiated directly as r.f. energy and is added
back to the a.c. power line. Light dimmers,
which have become very popular, have a
good side effect that many people don't re-
alize: If you operate an incandescent bulb
at even a just noticeably lower light level,
the bulb can last 10 or more times longer
than it would at full voltage. However, the
method employed by most light dimmers
to reduce the power available to the bulb
can cause problems. They use a solid-state
device to turn the a.c. power on abruptly at
some point in the a.c. cycle. When they
turn on early in the cycle, more power is
provided than if they turn on later. It is the
fast rise -time of the turn -on that generates
noise energy all the way to the AM radio
frequencies and higher. Years ago, I was an
engineer at a company that produced wall -
mount light dimmers; I designed dimmer
switches and controllers and even designed
a full -wave controller for fluorescent lights.

BMI PowerVisa 100G portable
power -line monitor, used in

six test sites.

Because I knew that dimmers would not
only radiate r.f. noise but also put it back
on the a.c. line, I designed them to have r.f.
choke coils between the dimmer circuit
and the a.c. line and to be put inside a met-
al case. The choke coils reduced the steep-
ness of the a.c. turn -on, which reduced the
level of high -frequency noise, and the met-
al case helped to trap the remainder. Com-
petitive pressure has caused manufacturers
of light dimmers to eliminate r.f. chokes
and metal cases, and I haven't seen any
high -quality light dimmers like this in
years. However, r.f. noise filters are avail-

able as separate
items. To derive
the maximum
benefit of such
a device, plug it
into a nearby
a.c. socket on
the same line as
the noise source
that you are try-
ing to eliminate
and as close to
that source as
is possible. A

quick and easy way
to find the source of
r.f. noise from light
dimmers, fluores-

cent lights, or anything else, for that mat-
ter, is to use a small transistor AM radio as
a tracing device. Place the radio close to a
suspected source of r.f. noise, and tune it
between stations at the low end of the fre-
quency band. The noise will increase the
closer the radio is to the source. Figure 5 is
a graph of the r.f. noise from a light dim-
mer connected to the same a.c. line as the
BMI 100G measuring instrument. The
noise level is 9.7 V maximum, and this
could pose problems for any audio compo-
nent not designed to deal with it.

Our brief study of a.c. power -line quality
at six test sites around the country found
problems at each of them. I hope that this
report will spur interest in the audio com-
munity to perform further investigation. I
also hope that this article will help you bet-
ter understand how the mysterious source
of power can affect the quality of your
audio system. A
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Speaker polarity has a significant effect on a

stereo system's imaging and perceived

frequency response. Given the intimate

surroundings of a car's listening envi-

ronment, speaker polarity could have a

more noticeable impact there than in your

home system.

Establishing the polarity of home stereo

speakers is simple. The connections are all

in the open and you wire them yourself,

following clearly labelled connectors. In

your car, it can be quite a different matter.

Car stereo systems are frequently factory -in-

stalled, and some are prewired with a manufac-

turer -installed wiring harness. Since these systems

are installed by the car's maker, they must be con-

nected correctly, right?

Not necessarily. Over the years, I have heard numerous

car stereos with polarity reversals among the speakers. The

most frequent mistake is a front -to -rear reversal, but some systems



have left -to -right reversals as well. Even if you

install your own system and follow the instal-

lation directions to the letter, you may not

end up with the results you expect!

Like your home speakers, car speakers

need to be phased properly so that their

cone movements produce pressures of

the same polarity at the listener's ear.

This means that two speakers would

both produce increasing pressures with

the same signal source. If the polarity of

one speaker was inverted (Fig. 1), it would

produce a decreasing pressure at the listen-

er's ear while the other was producing an in-

creasing pressure, resulting in a lower effective

sound level. Polarity reversal can be caused by sev-

eral problems (Fig. 2). The simplest and most likely is

reversing the two wires to a speaker. In more complex

systems, with separate amplifiers for front and rear speakers,

the two amps may have different polarities. (There is no standard
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Fig. 1-
Effect of

correct (A)

and reversed

(B) polarity.

A

ent speakers might be reversed, unla-
belled, or mislabelled.

My first experience with reversed
polarity in auto speakers came in 1985
with a Saab 900 Turbo. The Saab 900
series has a factory -installed wiring
harness: All cables for front and rear
speakers, amplifiers, and antenna are
installed in every car,
even if optional com-
ponents are not. Since
the front and rear
speakers in this car
had very similar re-
sponses, the polarity
reversal was immedi-
ately apparent. Both
front speakers had the

same polarity and
the rear speakers
were also polarized alike, but the
rear pair's polarity was the oppo-
site of the front pair's. Simply re-
versing the two wires at each rear
speaker cured the problem and
improved the sound substantially,
especially in the bass. Since then, I
have auditioned many Saab 900s;
all of them had reversed front -to -

rear polarity.

My latest experience was with a
1993 Saab 9000 CSE Turbo. It
seemed as though the problem had
been corrected, but I was having a
very difficult time setting the
graphic equalizer for a satisfactory
response. Given my prior experi-
ence, I decided to make a simple
polarity -reversal test switch to see
if the problem was more than sim-
ple tonal imbalance.

The first time I tried it, there
was an obvious difference. The op-
posite of the factory wiring greatly

improved the sound with every CD.
The stereo image was tightly focused,
hall sounds improved, male voices had
more "chest," and some percussion in-
struments suddenly had more "body."

))

A

B

C

Fig. 2-
Typical causes

of polarity
reversal are

wiring errors
(A), the use

of both

inverting and
noninverting

amps (B), and
labelling or

manufacturing
errors(C).

for amplifiers to be inverting or nonin-
verting.) You could wire everything
"correctly" and still have a reversed-

polarity problem. Another possibility
is that the electrical polarity of differ-

IN A CAR'S INTIMATE LISTENIN(

11' SPEAKERS CAN SOUND WORS

The reversal had not been immediately
apparent to me because of the differ-
ence in size and response of the 9000's
front and rear speakers.

I then conducted
blind listening tests
with numerous sub-
jects ranging from 5 to
75 years old; the sub-
jects included audio
novices as well as
professionals. The dif-
ference was clearly
heard in every case,
with the reverse of
the factory wiring se-

lected as sounding best.
I measured the frequency response

below 1 kHz using third -octave warble
tones and a sound level meter at both
ear height and above the headrest (Fig.
3). The dip in response from the upper
bass to midrange in the "original"
(factory) position of the switch can
clearly be seen. This situation im-
proves considerably in the "corrected"
(reverse) position.

The problem can affect any car
stereo. Domestic rental cars on busi-
ness trips have also shown their share
of problems, including one with the
front speakers out of phase (left to
right). A friend, an experienced engi-
neer, installed his own system. Even
though he followed the stereo manu-
facturer's directions exactly, the front -

to -rear polarity was reversed.
All that is needed to test proper po-

larity of your auto speaker system is a
simple switch, music, and your ears.
The switch will reverse speaker con-
nections, allowing a quick comparison
of polarity. Rear speakers usually have
the easiest access and therefore are the
best choice to switch. You will need a

The switch box in use.
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four -pole, double -throw switch
(4PDT) or two double -pole, double -
throw (DPDT) switches (such as Radio
Shack 275-1533, which requires no
soldering). A rotary switch can be
used, but make sure it is a "break -be-
fore -make" or "nonshorting" type. For
convenience and safety, mount the
switches in a plastic box.

The switches are connected to four
pairs of wires (typically 18 AWG)
about 10 to 15 feet in length. Bundle
the wires into four pairs, as shown in
the photo below, and label them to
eliminate mistakes when installing.
Each pair is terminated with insulated,
male and female "quick -disconnect"
connectors (such as Radio Shack 64-
3049). The insulated type of connector
should be used, to ensure against short
circuits to the car's chassis.

Next, cut the wires about 6 inches
from each rear speaker. It should not
be necessary to label the speaker wires,
since they are usually color -coded. At-
tach quick -disconnect connectors to
the stripped ends of these wires. Use
female connectors on
the amplifier end and
male connectors on
the speaker end. This
allows you to easily
insert the reversing
switch and later re-
connect the speaker
to amplifier.

To install the
switch, connect the
L.AMP+ wire from
the switch to a wire from the left -chan-

nel amplifier, and the L.SPKR+ wire to
the left -speaker wire with the same
color as L.AMP+, as was shown in Fig.

4. Connect both the L.AMP- and the
L.SPKR- wires as above, then the

right -channel speaker in
the same manner. Route the
wires so that you can sit in
the driver's seat with the
switch; close all windows,
doors, and the trunk lid.

For your listening test,
choose several music selec-
tions with strong upper
bass and midrange, such as
pop, piano, or male vocal-
ist. Sit in the driver's seat,
and begin with the switch
in the "normal" position.
Adjust the front -to -rear
balance for equal volume.
Without moving your head,
switch the polarity. If you
have two switches, try to
operate both at once. If you
don't hear a substantial dif-
ference, try a different type
of music. One position
should give a clearly better
sound and stereo imaging.
When the polarity is re-
versed, the sound gets quite
"thin" where the cancella-
tion causes a dip in the re-
sponse, and the stereo im-
age will go from a focused

The switch box.

are bu

Note how the wires

ndled.

center im-
age to a diffuse image
with a "hole -in -the -
middle" sound. If you
don't find one posi-
tion noticeably better,
there may be a left -to -

right reversal. Using
independent switches
will permit you to
check one speaker
against its mate.

In a system with multiple speakers,
the task is a little more difficult but not
more complicated. The trick is to com-
pare only two pairs of speakers at a
time. For example, if you have four
bass/midrange speakers in the front,
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Fig. 3-Response of car sound system with original,
factory -inverted polariy and with polarity corrected.
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Fig. 5-Connectors aedect to speaker wires.

you must first phase these properly be-
fore checking all of the other speakers
in the system.

Once you find the best sound, note
the position of the switch and then
disconnect it. Reconnect the speakers
to the amplifier according to the
switch position, either "normal" or
"reverse."

Having a super factory -installed
sound system and a fancy car (or even
a modest car with a simple stereo)
doesn't always ensure proper speaker
connections. By using a simple switch-
ing scheme, you can easily determine
the correct wiring for your system and
listening position. A
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Digital
soundtracks line
the edges of
Sony SDDS fil
and fit betwe
sprocket hod
on Dolby S
releases.

a s t

December,

John F. Allen gave one of
his always -popular theater

sound meetings for the
n Audio Society and several oth-
io-oriented groups. As usual, his

ptation was a lecture with nu -

me ovie excerpts. We heard one
of the analog soundtracks and
two digital movie systems currently in
major use in this country, DTS from
Digital Theater Systeth Dolby's
SR -D. A third system, Sony's

be rolled out this summer), was
scribed but not demonstrated, due to
lack of available hardware.

E. Brad Meyer is a Boston -area audio
consultant and recording engineer, and
current President of the Boston Audio
Society.

N.,

o compete with cheap tape
tals, movie theaters have to offer

h picture and sound that are better
n the customer can get at home.

he General Cinema sound system,
which Allen designed and installed,
has three main loudspeakers behind
the screen (left, center, and right) that
are entirely horn -loaded, including the
woofers.

Allen is a partisan of horn -loaded
speaker systems, in particular tho6
made by Paul Klipsch, because of th
high efficiency and low distortio
is also what audiophiles cal
freak. His presentation e
system's high und. of
approxi atts

wer of, 0
The stan rd

requirement for film sound is for eak
levels of 103 to 105 dB SPL for the first

arrival of the sound, in the middle of
the room. Allen likes to provide a safe-
ty margin of about 6 dB; his systems
can attain this without biampli =-
lion, thanks to the 109 -dB sen

Photograph: Ro,lb

figure of each front
system. (The compa-
ny has never had a dri-
ver fail in the field.)

The HPS-4000 TMCM-4
four-way systems (made b
Klipsch) are used for the le
center, and right channels. Tile
tweeters almost touch the rear of
the screen; they were designed with
narrower dispersion than were t
other horns. The screen spreads the
beam at the high frequencies so that
the tweeter's radiation pattern, as in-
stalled, is a close match to the other
drivers.

The surround speakers in the HPS
system are placed according to a cover-
age program Allen developed; he
claims the response is even throughout
the theater, within ±0.5 dB.

We began our serious listening with
perhaps the best, and best-known,
multichannel analog film mix: The
beach invasion scene from reel three
of Apocalypse Now. (Allen got hold
of Francis Ford Coppola's personal

Lewis



a 1

70 -mm print.) The six -chan-
nel magnetic sound on this
aging analog production was
still impressive and provided
a good reference for the re-
mainder of the program.

Next, while the very capa-
ble projectionist was chang-
ing from 70 to 35 mm, came
Sony's presentation, given by
vice president of exhibitor re-
lations in the Sony Dynamic
Digital Sound (SDDS) divi-
sion, Dan Taylor. All four
SDDS prototype playback
units were in use at the time
of the demo, so we had to be
content with a technical de-
scription. Installation in U.S. theaters
will begin in July 1994.

The Sony and Dolby systems both
require the printing of digital bits on
the film, in the form of light and dark
pixels. In the Sony system these are
placed on both sides of the film, be-
tween the outer edges and the sprocket
holes. In the SDDS, Dolby, and DTS
systems the existing two -channel ana-
log tracks remain untouched.

All of these systems share certain
advantages over analog recording:
They give wider frequency response
with lower distortion and noise than
analog soundtracks. Also, because the
multiple channels are not matrixed to-
gether into two, as with current Dolby
Stereo soundtracks, the systems have
much improved channel separation.
And they deliver this improved quality
without the careful calibration of the
theater's equalization required for each
70 -mm magnetic film.

RATED

FOR
SOUND

But where do you put the digital
data? You can store digital ones and
zeroes on film as light and dark pixels,
but the number of bits required to
store many channels of CD -quality au-
dio exceeds the ability of conventional
photographic prints to resolve, or op-
tical sensors to read, amidst the rapid
and sometimes irregular motion of the
film through the projector. All three
systems accordingly use some form of
data reduction, of which the DTS sys-
tem's is the least aggressive; Sony's al-
gorithms are based on professional
psychoacoustic compression similar to
that used for the consumer MiniDisc.
Dolby SR -D uses a proprietary com-
pression system called AC -3, which
makes clever use of the redundancy
between channels to reduce the num-
ber of bits.

E. BRAD MEYER

The SDDS digital informa-
tion is read in a separate
"penthouse" reader, which is
mounted on top of the pro-
jector through which the film
is threaded. (Because the pro-
jector at this demo was
equipped for two digital sys-
tems and 70 -mm magnetic
film, it was very tall.) The
data from the reader goes to
a processor, where the digi-
tal information is delayed
until the film enters the pro-
jector gate. The information
is then decoded into eight
discrete channels, of which
five are behind the screen:

Left, left/center, center, right/center,
right, left surround, right surround,
and subwoofer.

Next, Terry Beard, president and
system designer of Digital Theater Sys-

tems, told us about the DTS approach.
This system uses a separate CD-ROM
drive slaved to the film by means of
time code imprinted on it. Time code
on film is an old, reliable technology,
requiring few bits and no special at-
tention to print quality. DTS got a big
head start when it was chosen by the
makers of Jurassic Park; as of Decem-
ber 1993, it had been installed in over
1,300 theaters worldwide.

The CD-ROMs containing the
soundtracks go in a small rack -mount-
ed player with two drawers. The pro-
jectionist puts the discs in the drawers
and runs the film; whichever disc is
appropriate is played and synchro-
nized to the film automatically. There
is even an identifier on the film to
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make
certain

the right
movie is

playing.
DTS offers a

six -channel
system (three

front channels,
two surrounds,

and subwoofer)
and uses the least

data compression of
the three-a four -

band digital compander that fits up to
three hours and 20 minutes on two
CD-ROMs.

It is easy to imagine that a separate
sound carrier must entail greater complica-
tion than printing the sound on the film it-
self. But the DTS hardware is no larger
than the outboard boxes for the other two
systems and is simpler to set up and oper-
ate. The unit has only two CD drawers,
open/close buttons, and an on/off switch.
There are no other controls.

One big advantage of DTS is the ease
with which DTS movies can be shown in
foreign markets. The print is the same for
all languages; only the CD-ROMs are dif-
ferent. The DTS theaters in Paris show
some American movies in English in the
morning and play them in French for the
remainder of the day.

We saw a DTS demo reel containing a
brief presentation by two Digital Theater
Systems engineers and then three movie
excerpts. First came the very loud industri-
al -fire scene from Backdraft; this was fol-
lowed by the whisper -quiet scene from Far
and Away where the two stars pad softly
through a fancy house whispering to each
other. The scene segued with a big jolt to
the battle scene from Born on the Fourth of

July. The dynamic range of both the
DTS system and the playback chain

was amply demonstrated. Finally, we
watched a tyrannosaurus rex savage the

jeeps and their occupants in reel four of
Jurassic Park.

While the equipment was being changed
over, John Allen stood in for Dolby Labo-
ratories representative loan Allen and de-
scribed the Dolby Stereo Digital (SR -D)
system. As of last December, Dolby's hard-
ware, which is considerably more expensive

than the DTS package, had been installed
in about 200 theaters in the U.S.

In the Dolby system, the digital informa-
tion is encoded in a rectangular array of
dots and is placed in between the sprocket
holes. Like the other two systems, it is fully

compatible with existing analog sound-
tracks. Dolby "5.1 -channel" AC -3 encod-
ing has the same channels as the DTS sys-
tem, with the subwoofer channel counted
as 0.1 due to its limited bandwidth.

After the lecture we heard several SR -D
demos: The desert cave scene from
Aladdin; the SR -D trailer,
with massive, artificially
enhanced locomotive
sounds; the opening reel
of Pure Country, and the
train wreck scene from
The Fugitive.

The sound in the the-
ater was very clean, with-
out noticeable strain or
distortion. Although the
sound levels were careful-
ly set to a standard that is
supposed to reflect the intentions of the
producers, many at the meeting thought
the sound was too loud on many of the ex-
cerpts. (The spectacular and even violent
nature of the excerpts that seem inevitably
to be chosen for these demos didn't help
either.) There was also what sounded like
too much bass in many examples, and a
persistent brightness and hardness in the
upper midrange on some of the dialog and
effects.

As always, the big question in these situ-
ations is, are we hearing effects from the
playback system or is it the source materi-
al? Allen said that the system was repro-
ducing the various mixes accurately, so that
we were, in effect, complaining about the
original material.

THREE DIGITAL

SOUND SYSTEMS ARE

COMPETING FOR THE

WORLDWIDE MOVIE

THEATER MARKET.

Fortunately, I was able to borrow a DAT
recording of some of the audio, made from
the output of the hearing -assistance sys-
tem, which combines all the front chan-
nels. With this recording, I had the rare op-
portunity to check the frequency balance
of the source material on my own very fa-
miliar monitor system (Snell A-IIIs with
large subwoofers) in my listening and edit-
ing studio.

Sure enough, the results were very simi-
lar to what I had heard in the theater, with
the same huge bass and occasionally stri-
dent upper mids and highs. This result, of
course, tends to absolve the theater's play-
back system. It also suggests that those who
edit and equalize most movie soundtracks,
even digital ones, are still making their de-
cisions with the average theater system in
mind, dialing in equalization that may
sound overdone on the best theater or
home theater systems.

Home theater is part of this equation for
several reasons. Dolby's AC -3 has already
been named as the standard sound trans-

mission method
for future Ameri-
can HDTV multi-
channel sound.
An American chip
manufacturer,
Zoran, will have
single -chip AC -3
decoders avail-
able by the time
you read this.
And a scheme for
putting AC -3 au-

dio on LaserDiscs was demonstrated at the
1994 Winter Consumer Electronics Show.

So we may eventually be able to buy as
good a replica of the original multichannel
digital film mix as the CD provides for a
stereo digital master. Already, the question
of treble balance is being addressed in cur-
rent home theater decoders by the inclu-
sion in many models of a selectable top -

end roll -off. As for the bass, relatively few
theaters yet have the low -frequency capa-
bility of the biggest HPS-4000 speaker sys-
tem, and only the largest home theater se-
tups can equal their low -frequency
response. With luck, corrective measures
can be found to enable us to enjoy the su-
perior separation and clarity of digital film
sound without paying a penalty. A
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

SONY TCD-D7
PORTABLE

DAT RECORDER

1

or all the attention garnered by the
new Digital Compact Cassette
(DCC) and MiniDisc (MD), Digital
Audio Tape (DAT) remains the only
commercially available format offer-
ing full 16 -bit recording capability

and CD -quality sound. With that in mind,
Sony has come up with a successor to the
TCD-D3, its first portable DAT recorder.
Ergonomically, the TCD-D7 should prove
to be a delight for recording enthusiasts who
prefer linear digital recording over other
digital formats. I found its fast -forward,
rewind, and cue/review functions to be
faster than on the TCD-D3 I've been using.

The TCD-D7 is supplied without
batteries, because, unlike the previous Sony
DAT portable, it works on four ordinary
AA alkaline batteries. An optional a.c.
adaptor and car battery cord can also pow-
er the TCD-D7, but the only accessory sup-
plied is a carrying case.

Recording level for the TCD-D7 can be
adjusted manually or automatically. Date
and time are automatically registered when
making a recording and can be displayed
during playback, fast winding, and cue/re-
view. An LCD window indicates the cur-
rent operational mode and battery status.
As is true of all consumer digital audio
recorders, the TCD-D7 has the Serial Copy
Management System (SCMS), which per-

mits first -generation digital -to -digital
copying from other program sources (such
as CDs, DCC tapes, or MiniDiscs) but pre-
vents the machine from making digital
copies of the copies.

It's easy to see why Sony chose to call
this portable unit a DAT Walkman: The
TCD-D7 is smaller, and weighs less, than
many portable analog cassette players I
have operated over the years!

Control Layout

The TCD-D7's top panel is mainly de-
voted to the display and the main operat-
ing controls. At the front of this panel,
flanking the "Stop" and "Play" bars, are
small buttons for forward and reverse tape
motion. Depending on the operating mode
and the number of times these small but-
tons are pressed, they control cue and re-
view (fast winding while monitoring the
sound), finding tracks, or fast forward and
rewind. A large, red "Rec/ID Write" pad is
just to the right, with a small "Pause" but-
ton a bit behind and to the right of it. Far-
ther back is a button that will illuminate
the display. Three buttons for controling
the counter and clock are in the right rear
corner.

Controls on the front of the unit include
a selector switch for standard and long-

play recording, volume up/down but-
tons for the headphone output, and a

switch that selects headphone listen-
ing with or without an ear -

protecting volume limiter
("AVLS") or the line output. A

"Hold/Open" switch opens the cas-
sette compartment or prevents you from

accidentally actuating a control during
recording or playback.

The right side of the TCD-D7 carries a

rotary "Rec Level" control and a
"Phones/Line Out" mini -jack, a "Rec
Mode" switch, mini -jacks for line and mi-
crophone input, and a mike sensitivity
switch. The "Rec Mode" switch can be set
to "Manual" or to either of two modes for
automatic level control. In "Music" mode,
this control circuit has a longer time con-
stant so as not to squash musical dynamics;
the "Speech" mode has quicker operation.

The left side edge of the unit houses a

seven -pin digital input/output jack; it ac-
cepts optional adaptors that connect to
fiber-optic or coaxial jacks on other digital
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components. An optional wireless remote
control can also be plugged in here. The
power input jack is on the rear panel, while
the battery compartment is accessible from
the unit's underside.

The display has a multimode counter
and indicators for peak recording level, LP
mode, program number, day and time,
start ID, operating status, remaining bat-
tery power, automatic ID mode, and mois-
ture warning.

Measurements
When I first tested a DAT recorder sever-

al years ago, I created a digital test tape by

SPECS
Recording Time: Sta717,120

minutes; long -play, 240 minutes.

Sampling Frequencies: 48, 44.1,
and 32 kHz.

Frequency Response, ±1.0 dB: A
48 -kHz sampling, 20 Hz to 2
kHz; at 44.1 -kHz sampling, 20 Hz
to 20 kHz; at 32 -kHz samplin
20 Hz to 14.5 kHz.

S/N: Greater than 87 dB.
Dynamic Range: Greater than 87

dB.

THD at 1 kHz: Standard play, less
than 0.008%; long play, less than
0.09%.

Input Levels: Line, 80 to 500 mV;
microphone, 0.4 mV minimum.

Output Levels: Line, 500 mV;
headphone, 5 mW/channel.

Headphone Output Impedance: 3
ohms.

Power Requirements: 6 V d.c., 1.2
watts.

Approximate Battery Life: With
monitor on, 3'/2 hours playback,
3 hours recording; with monitor
off, 4 hours playback, 31/2 hou
recording.

Dimensions: 51/4 in. W x 11/2 in.

x 3'/2 in. D (13.3 cm x 3.7 cm
8.8 cm).

Weight: 1 lb., 1 oz. includin
batteries (0.5 kg).

Price: $699.95.
Company Address: Sony Dr., Par

Ridge, N.J. 07656.

For literature, circle No. 90

copying the contents of my CBS CD -1 test

CD to DAT. I used this test tape to measure
the TCD-D7's playback performance. Then
I made record/play measurements, using
analog and digital test signals from my Au-

dio Precision test system.
Figure 1 shows the frequency response

curves I obtained. For playback of my pre-
viously recorded test tape, response is
down 0.25 dB at 20 Hz and is up 0.65 dB at
20 kHz. For a sweep signal fed through the
analog line inputs, response is down by 0.3
dB at 20 Hz and 0.65 dB at 20 kHz. For the
microphone input, high -frequency re-
sponse is about the same. However,
this input obviously has some built-in
low -frequency attenuation, for its re-
sponse is down by 1.0 dB at 40 Hz and
more than 3 dB at 20 Hz. For record-
ings made via the optical digital in-
puts, response is up by almost 0.5 dB
at 20 kHz and is down by just under
0.3 dB at 20 Hz.

Figure 2 shows THD + N as a func-
tion of frequency, for recordings made
at maximum level. It hovers just above
0.01% over most of the audio spec-
trum. (This includes both distortion
and noise; Sony's published specifica-
tion of 0.008% in SP mode is for dis-
tortion alone.)

Figure 3 shows THD + N as a func-
tion of signal amplitude, with 0 dB
corresponding to maximum recording
level. For levels that are below -10 dB,
THD + N is about -83 dB; this corre-
sponds to 0.007%, just a hair lower
than Sony's specification. The rise in
THD + N for signal levels above -10
dB is obviously the result of a slight
increase in distortion in the analog
output stages.

An FFT spectrum analysis of a 1 -
kHz signal at maximum recorded level
(Fig. 4) shows that the most signifi-
cant harmonic distortion component
(at 4 kHz) is some 82 dB below refer-
ence level. This corresponds to
0.0079% harmonic distortion, almost
exactly as specified.

Channel separation at 1 kHz (Fig.
5) is approximately 92 dB for either
direction, increasing to between 77
and 78 dB at 125 Hz and to between
77.5 and 79.7 dB at 16 kHz, depending
on which channel is measured.

The A -weighted signal-to-noise ratio
(not shown) measured 87.9 dB in each
channel. A spectrum analysis of residual
noise, made using a third -octave bandpass
filter, is shown in Fig. 6. Even though I
used the optional a.c. adaptor to power up
the TCD-D7, there is virtually no evidence
of noise or hum components related to the
power -line frequency.

Deviation from perfect linearity for un-
dithered signals (Fig. 7) is less than 2.0 dB
at -80 dB. However, at -90 dB, the linearity
error increases to approximately +8.0 dB.

flEILIENCY IFSPCNSE USING DIGITALLY WORM TEST TAPE
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SONY TC0-07
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In the fade -to -noise test (Fig. 8), made
using dithered signals, linearity of the Sony
TCD-D7 is excellent all the way down to
approximately -100 dB. The EIA dynamic
range, derived from this plot, was approxi-
mately 98 dB. Using the EIAJ method to
determine dynamic range, I came up with

SEPARATION VS. FREAGENCY.

-80

100

SOW TED -07 DAT RECORDER-FLAYER

Finally, I fed a digitally generated signal

of gradually diminishing amplitude to the
optical inputs of the TCD-D7 and recorded
the results. During playback, I plotted out-
put versus input (not shown). Deviation
from perfect linearity was again less than 2
dB all the way down to -100 dB.

AP
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Fig. 5-Separation vs.
frequency.
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Fig. 8-Fade-to-noise test.

a figure of 87.7 dB for the left channel and
88.0 dB for the right. Master -clock fre-
quency was accurate to within 0.0033%,
which is better than I've measured for most
CD players!

Use and Listening Tests

All the buttons and controls on
Sony's second -generation portable
DAT recorder were just where I ex-
pected them to be. Using them prop -

20k erly required almost no reference to
the generally well -written owner's
manual. When either volume -control
button is pressed, the new level is
shown numerically in the display; this
makes it simple to restore preferred
volume settings.

I transcribed several CDs onto DAT
cassettes through the analog line in-
puts and found that the automatic
record level control caused some no-
ticeable compression in dynamic
range during playback, but far less
than I expected. When I recorded this
same material by using the manual
record level control (making sure
never to exceed 0 dB on the fast -act-
ing display of peak level), neither I
nor others who listened were able to
tell the difference between the sound
quality of the original CD and that of
the resulting DAT. This, of course, is
as it should be, since both formats use
full, linear 16 -bit recording. But it
also attests to the sound quality of the
TCD-D7's A/D, D/A, and analog sec-
tions, all of which produced flawless,
crystal-clear sound.

In terms of price, the Sony TCD-
D7 has a long way to go before it can
be considered a practical substitute
for the ubiquitous analog cassette
Walkman. Still, Sony personnel tell
me that the TCD-D7 has been selling

-60 beyond their expectations since its in-
troduction about a year ago. Gen-
erally speaking, the DAT format has
been a resounding success in the pro-

fessional audio world but not in the world
of consumer audio. Perhaps Sony's TCD-
D7 may change this a bit. I know that,
while testing the TCD-D7, I wished I had
waited for this second -generation DAT

portable instead of opting for the earlier
model more than two years ago. That, I
suppose, is the penalty an enthusiastic
product reviewer must pay. I always seem
to want to be the first guy on the block to
own the newest advances in audio technol-
ogy, only to regret not having waited when
"new improved" versions were introduced
later on. Leonard Feldman

TCD-D7 IN THE FIELD

The Sony TCD-D7 is the second DAT
portable I've owned and about the eighth
I've tried. But it's the first that seems de-
signed for live field recording, where
you're rarely sure of how loud the signal
will be or how long you'll be recording it
and you haven't time to search for con-
trols or label tapes as you finish them.

The TCD-D7's automatic record level
control ensures against recording over-
load, and its earphone limiter keeps you
from blasting your ears. If the event
you're recording looks like it will run
longer than your tape, you can switch to
LP mode, getting doubled recording time
at the expense of FM -like frequency re-
sponse.

Using alkaline batteries instead of
rechargeables yields longer recording
times, better charge retention on the
shelf, a battery meter that actually warns
you before it's too late-and the ability to
run out and buy fresh batteries, almost
anywhere, in far less time than a battery
charge would take. You can stretch bat-
tery life a bit by turning off the TCD-D7's
headphone amp.

All the controls are so clearly demar-
cated by size, shape, and placement that
it's impossible to confuse them. The auto-

matic time/date stamping lets you sort
your tapes out afterwards, even if you
didn't label them.

However, the fixed bass attenuation in
the mike input (see Fig. 1) was a major
disappointment to me. It means that field
recordists won't get all the deep bass DAT
can provide, no matter how good their
mikes, unless they go through a mixer or
external mike preamp. There are reasons
for having such a roll -off, but I sure wish
it was switchable-and Sony certainly
should mention it in the manual and spec
sheet! Ivan Berger
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

M & K S-5000THX
SATELLITE AND

MX-5000THX
POWERED SUBWOOFER

rom its start in 1978, Miller & Kreisel
has been associated with the film and
recording industries, supplying
speaker systems for film scoring and
recording studios. Later on, engineers
and producers started taking M & K

systems home to hear their recordings the
way they sounded in the studio. So the
company entered a market where "home
theater" meant projecting film, not playing
video recordings.

For this review, I was provided with two
M & K S-5000THX front -channel satellite
speakers and two MX-5000THX pow-
ered subwoofers. These are the top models
in Miller & Kreisel's satellite/subwoofer

line, and they have a combined price of
$6,380.

The company was one of the first (in
1992) to get speakers certified by Lucasfilm
for use in THX home theater systems. To
be certified for use in home THX audio
systems, components must meet stringent
performance requirements intended to
make the home sound match that heard in
a film dubbing studio through a Profes-
sional THX Sound System. For loudspeak-
ers, THX requirements indude the ability
to play loudly and cleanly, particularly in
the low bass, and specific coverage patterns
for the front and surround speakers. For
the front speakers, horizontal coverage

must be wide, but vertical coverage must
be restricted; Lucasfilm says this enhances
dialog clarity and sound localization by fo-
cusing the sound energy toward the listen-
er and reducing unwanted reflections from
the ceiling and floor.

In the M & K S-5000THX satellite
speaker, the restriction in vertical coverage
is accomplished by the use of a vertical ar-
ray of two tweeters located between two
woofers. (This is similar to the D'Appolito

SPECS
tellite

e: Two-way close nee.

ivers: Two 61/2 -in. polypropylene

one woofers and two 1 -in

oft -dome transmission-li
eeters.

equency Response: 72 Hz to 2
Hz, ±2 dB.

pedance: 4 ohms.
commended Amplifier Power:

25 to 400 watts per channel.
Dimensions: 24 in. H x 115/8 in. W

x 12 in. D (61 cm x 29.5 cm x
30.5 cm).
eight: 55 lbs. (25 kg) each.
ce: $995 each; available in oak

black oak, with black grille.

owered Subwoofer
ype: Dual -driver, puiii-pu
closed -box subwoofer wit

uilt-in power amplifier.
rivers: Two 12 -in. cone woofers.;

Frequency Response: 18 to 125
(low-pass filter adjustable fro
50 to 125 Hz).

xnplifier Power: 400 wat
continuous.
stortion: Less than 0.03% at f

power.

put Impedance: 15 kilohms.
Dimensions: 23'/4 in. H x 15}/2

W x 26 in. D ( 59. cm 324.4
66 cm).

eight: 115 lbs.
ce: $2,195 each; available in o
r black oak, with black gtille,

mpany Address: 10391 Jeffers
Blvd., Culver City, Cal. 90232.
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tweeter -between -two -woofers vertical ar-
ray, but with two tweeters instead of one.)
Placing the speakers symmetrically about the

enclosure's horizontal center line makes the
vertical coverage inherently symmetrical.

Placing two tweeters one above the other
makes the vertical coverage extremely nar-
row above 10 kHz and causes severe off -
axis lobing. In the S-5000THX, the prob-
lem is solved by placing small blocks of
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Fig. 1-Anechoic frequency
response.
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Fig. 2-Satellite phase
response and group delay.
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and thus eliminate destructive reflections
from insick the tweeter that can produce
audible coloration and time -domain
smearing. The tweeter transmission lines
actually protrude about 0.6 inch beyond
the rear of the cabinet and might be mis-
taken for woofer port or vent tubes. A par-
abolic front plate assembly is said to in-
crease the tweeter's directivity and reduce
the sonic influence of the cabinet's baffle.

The tweeters are flush -mounted on
the baffle, which further reduces
edge reflections. Magnetic damp-
ing fluid is used to increase the
tweeter's power handling.

The satellite's two long -throw,
61/2 -inch woofers have polypropy-
lene cones and butyl rubber sur-
rounds. An aluminum inductance -

controlling ring in the motor
structure is said to reduce self-in-
duction and hysteresis distortion
and to linearize voice -coil current,
hence reducing distortion.

The crossover of the S-5000THX
uses audiophile -grade components,
including all air -core inductors and

polyester -film capacitors. A sec-
ond -order, 12-dB/octave, low-pass

1
filter drives the parallel -connected
woofers, while a third -order, 18-
dB/octave high-pass drives the par-
allel -connected tweeters. Resistor-

capacitor impedance -correction
networks are used in parallel with
the drivers. The crossover frequen-
cy is not stated, but Ken Kreisel
(the "K" in M & K) indicated in a
telephone conversation that it is
placed quite low, in the range of
1 or 2 kHz.

A rear -mounted DPDT switch,
10k marked "Normal" and "Special,"

controls sensitivity in the upper
range. When used well away from
room boundaries, the S-5000THX
is flattest in the "Normal" switch

position, while the "Special" position in-
creases the sensitivity above 200 Hz to
compensate for placement near bass -en-
hancing boundaries.

The satellite's crossover contains 12
parts, not including the switch: Two induc-
tors (one tapped for use with the switch),
six capacitors, and four resistors. Bi-wiring
is not supported. Biamplification, however,

10 100 1k

FREQUENCY -Hz

Fig. 3-SubwooFer
frequency responses.

absorptive foam between the two tweeters
to control their off -axis radiation at high
frequencies. Additional pieces of foam are
added to the front panel to block or reduce
cabinet edge reflections.

Another innovative feature is the use of
tweeters with transmission -line rear load-
ing. This is said to completely absorb the
energy from the back of the tweeter dome

is automatic, since the separate subwoofers
have their own amps.

The S-5000THX's cabinet is trapezoidal,
with the front about 11/2 inches narrower
than the rear. This shape is said to smooth
the response through the important mid -

bass region and to strengthen the cabinet.
The MX-5000THX powered subwoofer

has two 200 -watt amplifier modules that
share a common heat -sink at the rear of
the cabinet. Each feeds a separate, long-

throw, 12 -inch driver. The cabinet is divid-
ed into two chambers, a sealed enclosure
and a smaller chamber with a large open-
ing near the bottom of the cabinet's front
baffle. One of the unit's two 12 -inch dri-
vers is conventionally mounted on the
front of the cabinet. The second driver is
mounted within the cabinet, its cone
aimed into the enclosure and its magnet
side pointing down into the smaller cavity;
the cavity's opening, except for its large
size, could easily be confused for a port.
However, this opening is too large to act as
a port below the 125 -Hz upper cutoff of
the MX-5000THX's low-pass filter, and the
cavity has no effect on response. Acousti-
cally, both drivers operate as if they were
mounted on the outside of the box.

The one significant detail is that the bot-
tom driver faces the inside of the box,

THE SATELLITES NEEDED

TIGHT VERTICAL

DIRECTIVITY FOR

THX CERTIFICATION.

rather than facing out. Since the bottom
driver radiates from its rear, it is physically
180° out of phase with the normally
mounted driver. This is compensated for
by reversing the polarity of the bottom dri-
ver's connections to its amplifier module.

But while the signals produced by these
two drivers are in phase, the even -order
harmonics (second, fourth, sixth, etc.) they
generate remain out of phase, acoustically
and mechanically. So, this "push-pull"
mounting arrangement effectively cancels
even -order distortion components. (I had
to think about this one for a while; it really
works! M & K is not the first to do it, how-
ever.) The company states that the woofers'
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push-pull mounting arrangement also im-
proves driver stability during extreme
(large -amplitude) transient excursions. A
designer can also use two drivers to double
efficiency and raise acoustic output by 6 dB
(quadruple acoustic output power), if the
box size and power are also doubled; I
don't know if this is the case with the MX-
5000THX.

The rear of the cabinet has variable con-
trols for "Bass Level" and "Low -Pass Filter"
frequency, with the filter control calibrated
from 50 to 125 Hz. There are also switches
for "Subwoofer Phase," "THX/Normal,"
and for matching output level to the number

THE INNOVATIVE

TWEETERS HAVE

TRANSMISSION -LINE

REAR LOADING.

of subwoofers used in THX mode. In THX
mode, the level and filter controls are by-
passed, fixing the gain and crossover fre-
quency at the values mandated in the THX
Standards. The level switch, which only op-
erates in THX mode, compensates for the 6
dB of additional output from a second sub -

woofer by reducing gain accordingly. There
are no speaker -level inputs, but two phono
jacks ("Left/Mono" and "Right") are pro-
vided for line -level input. The inputs sum
to a common output.

Both the S-5000THX satellite and the
MX-5000THX subwoofer are magnetically
shielded and thus can be used near video
and computer monitors and equipment.

Measurements
Frequency responses of the S-5000THX

satellite and the MX-5000THX subwoofer
are shown in Fig. 1. Satellite responses are
shown for both the "Normal" and "Spe-
cial" positions of the rear -mounted switch.
The subwoofer was set to the maximum
low-pass setting of 125 Hz, the setting used

in THX mode.
The satellite's curve is for 10th -octave -

smoothed, 1 -meter, on -axis anechoic re-
sponse with an input of 2 watts (2.83 V
rms). Near -field measurements were uti-
lized for the subwoofer curve and to derive
the low -frequency response of the satellite.

Because the powered subwoofer's output
level can be adjusted, it was set to approxi-
mately match the satellite's midband level.

In the "Normal" position, the satellite's
response is quite well behaved, fitting a
tight 3.5 -dB window from about 140 Hz to
10 kHz. Above 8 kHz, the response rises to
a broad peak at 13 kHz; this peak's level ex-
ceeds the top of the 3.5 -dB window by
about 2 dB. Above 20 kHz, the response
(not shown) fell smoothly and rapidly and
exhibited no dome resonances. At
the low end, the response starts a
gentle roll -off at about 150 Hz and
falls at 12 dB/octave below 60 Hz.

In the "Special" mode, the re-
sponse is about 1 dB higher than in
"Normal" mode at 300 Hz and 12
kHz, with even more boost (reach-
ing a maximum of about 3 dB at 1.2
kHz) between those frequencies. In
the "Normal" configuration, the
satellite exhibits a high sensitivity,
91.9 dB, averaged from 250 Hz to 4
kHz. The sensitivity is an even hot-
ter 93.9 dB in the satellite's "Special"

configuration.
Right/left matching between the

S-5000THX satellites was close. The
right unit was about 1.5 dB hotter
than its opposite in a narrow range
between 1 and 2 kHz and was
about 1 dB more sensitive between
3 and 5 kHz.

The satellite's grille is formed of
black grille cloth wrapped around a
space frame made mostly of metal
rod, 1/8 inch thick, with some sheet
metal. This frame holds the grille
cloth 2 inches from the surface of
the cabinet. Two diffraction -reduc-
ing pieces of foam are held in the
sides of the grille. If the grille is not
used, separately supplied foam
pieces should be attached to the
front of the cabinet to take the place
of the ones attached to the grille.
Measurements taken with the grille
on and off revealed that the grille had min-
imal effect, causing changes of less than 1
dB in the response, and then only in some
narrow frequency bands. For serious listen-
ing, the satellites can be used either with or
without the grilles.

The acoustic crossover characteristics
and interdriver phase responses of the

fig 1 0 d B

satellite were investigated by reversing the
woofer leads on both woofers and then
comparing axial response curves for cor-
rect and reversed polarity. When polarity
was reversed, the satellite exhibited a re-
duction in response covering a two -octave
range centered at 1.4 kHz, with a maxi-
mum reduction of about 10 dB. These
measurements indicate that the apparent
crossover frequency is quite low as com-
pared to other systems.

200 2k
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Fig. 4-Satellite horizontal
off -axis frequency
responses.
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Fig. 6-Satellite
impedance.

The moderate 10 -dB reduction in level
indicates that, when connected in correct
polarity, the tweeters and woofers of the
S-5000THX are somewhat out of phase
through the crossover region. If these dri-
vers were quite close in phase, the reversed -
polarity level reduction would be much
greater. Fortunately, this moderate phase
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difference will not cause lobing (skewing of
the vertical coverage in the crossover re-
gion), due to the symmetrical up/down
arrangement of the satellite's drivers on the
front baffle.

Set to a 125 -Hz low-pass frequency, the

MX-5000THX subwoofer's response reach-
es a maximum at 70 Hz and is 3 dB down

56 Hz

0

a -15
89 Hz

-110
0

TEF

69 Hz

5 10 15 20

RESISTANCE - OHMS

Fig. 7-Satellite
complex impedance.
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Fig. 8-Satellite
3 -meter room response.
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Fig. 9-Satellite
energy/time response.
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at about 35 and 104 Hz. Below 30 Hz, the
response rolls off at about 12 dB/octave.
Above 130 Hz, the response decreases very
rapidly, at about 36 dB/octave. (A complete
set of subwoofer response curves is shown
later, in Fig. 3.)

The phase and group -delay responses of
the satellite, referenced to the tweeter's ar-
rival time, are shown in Fig. 2. The phase
curve rotates only about an additional 235°
above 1 kHz. Because the crossover of the
S-5000THX is quite low, at about 1.5 kHz,
the group delay only starts significant in-
creases below this frequency. Remember

that the group delay approximately
reveals the arrival timing of different
portions of the audio spectrum. A
perfect speaker would have a group
delay of zero at all frequencies (lin-
ear phase). This means that low and
high frequencies would reach your
ears at the same time. Studies have
shown that midband delays on the
order of 0.5 to 0.8 mS are just barely
audible. Richard Heyser, Audio's for-
mer senior loudspeaker reviewer,
emphasized that the group delay
only precisely predicts the timing of
energy arrivals for an all -pass sys-
tem, i.e., a system with perfectly flat
frequency response at all frequen-
cies. Speakers in general do not have
perfectly flat responses, and thus
some of the group -delay variations
are due to the non -flatness of the
frequency response.

The 1 -meter energy/time re-
sponse of the satellite (not shown,
but see the 3 -meter energy/time
room curve in Fig. 9) indicated a
very compact main arrival, with a
peak amplitude of 92 dB SPL. The
only significant later arrivals were
three peaks of roughly equal ampli-
tude, about 21 dB down, at delay
times of 0.41, 0.64, and 1.05 mS be-
hind the first arrival. These arrival
delays correspond to distances of
roughly 5.5, 8.6, and 14.1 inches.

Figure 3 shows subwoofer fre-
quency responses with the rear -
mounted, low-pass frequency con-
trol set to indicated values of 50, 75,
100, and 125 Hz. The maximum
point on the 125 -Hz response curve
was normalized to 0 dB. The other

curves were run by changing only the low-
pass frequency setting, not the setting of
the bass level control. If all the curves were
normalized so that their maximum values
were at 0 dB, their band -edge (-3 dB) fre-
quencies would be as shown in Table I. The

measured low-pass adjustment range was
68 to 104 Hz, a bit narrower than the stated
50 to 125 Hz.

The horizontal "3-D" off -axis responses
of the S-5000THX satellite are exhibited in
Fig. 4. The bold curve at the rear of the
graph is the on -axis response. The hori-
zontal off -axis curves are very uniform,
with fairly broad high -frequency coverage.

The horizontal uniformity of response in
the ±15° main listening window is ex-
tremely good, with essentially no high -fre-
quency roll -off up to 16 kHz.

The vertical off -axis "3-D" curves of the
satellite are shown in Fig. 5. The bold curve
in the center of the graph (front to rear) is
on axis. The above -axis coverage is shown
at the front of the graph. When I viewed
the curves from the back, to see the below-

axis responses (not shown), up/down cov-
erage was very symmetrical, as would be
expected.

The vertical curves clearly show much
tighter vertical directivity than is usual in
conventional speakers for music. Note the
rapid reduction in off -axis response for an-
gles of ±20° or greater. The vertical off -axis

response, though much reduced in level, is
not flat and shows considerable lobing for
extreme angles. Note that the -5°, 0°, and
+5° responses are quite flat. At ±10° the re-
sponse is only flat to about 8 kHz but ex-
hibits rapid roll -off and lobing at higher
frequencies. At a listening distance of 10
feet (3 meters), a ±5° vertical window is

EVEN AT EXTREMELY HIGH

PEAK SOUND LEVELS, THE

SATELLITES PRODUCE FAIRLY

CLEAN BURST WAVESHAPES.

approximately 21 inches (53 cm) high.
This means that your ears must be within
this vertical region for flat frequency re-
sponse. For seated listeners (and you are, of
course, normally seated when viewing en-
tertainment in a home theater), this is not
a problem.

Figure 6 shows the satellite's impedance
reaching lows of 3.5 ohms at 180 Hz (in the
upper bass) and 3.8 ohms just above 10
kHz. Maximum values of about 12 to 13
ohms are exhibited at 70 Hz and 1.1 kHz.
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The 70 -Hz peak marks the low -frequency
closed -box resonance.

Between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, the curve
has a max/min variation of about 3.7 to 1
(13 divided by 3.5). This significant varia-
tion, coupled with fairly low minimum im-
pedance, means that the S-5000THX will

THE TIMBRE AND

SPECTRAL BALANCE

OF THE M & K SYSTEMS

WERE QUITE NEUTRAL.

be sensitive to cable resistance. Cable series

resistance should be limited to a maximum
of about 0.056 ohm to keep cable -drop ef-
fects from causing response peaks and dips
greater than 0.1 dB. For a typical cable of
about 10 feet, you should use 14 -gauge (or
larger), low -inductance cable.

The satellite's complex impedance,
shown in Fig. 7, is well behaved and indi-
cates no extraneous resonances. The im-
pedance phase (not shown) reached a
moderate maximum angle of +35.3° (in-
ductive) at 48 Hz and a moderate mini-
mum of -35.8° (capacitive) at 91 Hz. With
a fairly low minimum impedance but only
moderate phase angles, the S-5000THX
will not be a problem for any amplifier rat-
ed at 4 ohms.

When subjected to a high-level sine-

wave sweep, both satellite and subwoofer
systems exhibited no significant cabinet
wall vibrations. The satellite's woofers have
maximum peak -to -peak excursion capabil-
ity of approximately 0.35 (±0.175) inch,
while the peak -to -peak excursion of the
subwoofer drivers is about 0.6 (±0.3) inch.
The combined equivalent cone area of the
subwoofer's two 12 -inch drivers almost
equals the area of an 18 -inch woofer.

Figure 8 shows the 3 -meter room curve
of the satellite, with both raw and sixth -oc-
tave smoothed responses. The satellite was
in the right-hand stereo position, on the
subwoofer (this raises the tweeter to a 36 -

inch height), and was aimed toward the
main listening position; the test micro-
phone was at ear height (36 inches), at the
listener's position on the sofa. The system
was driven with a swept sine -wave signal of

2.83 V rms (corresponding to 2 watts into

the rated 4 -ohm impedance). The direct
sound and 13 mS of the room's reverbera-
tion are included.

What is immediately evident in the 3 -

meter room curve is the low level of "grass"

or rapid up/down fluctuations in the un-
smoothed curve, especially between about
700 Hz and 5 kHz. This is a direct
result of the satellite's tight vertical
directivity in this frequency range.
The smoothed curve is well be-
haved-particularly above 500 Hz,
where the curve fits a 6 -dB window.
Even though three room -related
dips are evident in the response be-
low 500 Hz, the amount of response

reduction from them is quite mod-
erate compared to other systems
with less vertical directivity.

To investigate more fully the ef-
fects of the THX-specified restricted

vertical coverage, I took 3 -meter en-
ergy/time response measurements at
the listening position for the M & K
satellite (Fig. 9). The test parameters

accentuate the response from 1 to
10 kHz, mostly the tweeter output.
What is immediately apparent is the
unusually low room response in
the S-5000THX's energy/time plot.
The first two peaks after the direct
sound, which are the floor and ceil-
ing reflections, respectively, are
about 6 to 8 dB lower than in com-
parable, non-THX systems!

The sound from THX systems
will be significantly less affected by
the room than that from ordinary
loudspeakers. This is, of course, ex-
actly what is desired for the front
channels in a home theater system,
which must reproduce such critical
material as dialog. In a home the-
ater setup, room and environmental
effects are specifically reserved for
the surround speakers.

Satellite bass harmonic distortion
was measured for the musical notes
of A2 (110 Hz) and A4 (440 Hz), with an
input power of 100 watts (20 V rms into a
4 -ohm load). These measurements are not
shown. At 110 Hz, distortion reached a
moderate 8.8% second harmonic and 3%
third harmonic; higher harmonics were
only 1% or less. At 440 Hz, distortion was
very low, with second harmonic at 0.5%
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and all higher harmonics below the noise
level of my measuring gear.

Figures 10, 11, and 12 show bass har-
monic distortion versus input level for
the MX-5000THX subwoofer, at test fre-
quencies of 32.7, 41.2, and 61.7 Hz (which
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Fig. 10-Subwoofer
harmonic distortion for C1
(32.7 Hz).
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Fig. 12-Harmonic
distortion for B1 (61.7 Hz).

correspond to the musical notes C1, E1, and
B1, respectively). The maximum input level
to the woofers was set at 30 V rms, as mea-
sured across the bottom woofer.

Measurements of drive voltage to the
woofer indicated that the internal power
amplifiers are set to limit at about 32 to 36
V rms, depending on frequency. At this
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limit, higher amplifier drive inputs do not
result in higher voltage to the woofers or
increased distortion or clipping of the sig-
nal applied to the woofers. A woofer drive
level of 30 V rms corresponds to a total
power of about 225 watts into 4 ohms
or 300 watts into 3 ohms (150 watts into
each driver); the actual power depends on
the drivers' impedance, which I did not

bat
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Fig. 13-Maximum peak
input power and sound
output.
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measure. The drivers' input voltage level
was increased in 1 -dB steps over the range
from 0.95 to 30 V rms, a 30 -dB range. Lev-
els are indicated on the left of each graph,
with -30 dB equal to 0.95 V rms and 0 dB
equal to 30 V rms. Measurements were tak-

en on the ground plane, with the sub -
woofer on its side and the microphone
placed 0.25 meter in front of the rectangu-
lar opening. This location was approxi-
mately equidistant from each driver.

A frequency response measurement of
woofer drive voltage (not shown) at a low-
pass setting of 125 Hz revealed that it rose
at 12 dB/octave from very low frequencies,
reached a maximum at 25 Hz, fell at about
6 dB/octave to 125 Hz, and then rolled off
rapidly at 36 dB/octave. With the bass level
control at maximum, and at an input fre-
quency in the middle of the subwoofer's
passband, the MX-5000THX is quite sensi-

tive; it required only 50 mV or less at the
line inputs to drive it to full output.

The C1 (32.7 -Hz) bass harmonic distor-
tion is shown in Fig. 10. The second and
fourth harmonics are quite low, at 3.7%
and 0.9%, respectively. However, the third
and fifth harmonics are significantly high-
er, at 21.4% and 7.5%. Even though the
distortion was quite high, the sound was
not subjectively harsh. At this level in my
lab, everything loose in the room was vi-
brating, including the doors and my filing
cabinets!

Figure 11 shows the E1 (41.2 -Hz) bass
harmonic distortion. The second, fourth,
and sixth harmonics are quite low, at 2.3%,
2.1%, and 0.8%, respectively. The odd har-
monics are higher, at 12.9% and 2.6%.

The B1 (61.2 -Hz) bass harmonic distor-
tion is shown in Fig. 12. The harmonic dis-
tortion levels at this frequency are all quite
low, with second at 1.6%, third at 1.5%,
and fourth at 1%. At these three frequen-
cies and maximum power levels, the sub-

woofer generates very loud and fairly dean
bass!

The short-term peak -power input of the
satellite, and the maximum output of the
satellite and subwoofer, are shown in Fig.
13. The peak input power assumes that the
measured peak voltage was applied across
the satellite's rated 4 -ohm impedance. Peak
outputs of the subwoofer were measured at
0.5 meter on the ground plane and then
referenced to 1 meter in free field. The
maximum subwoofer SPL curves include
correction for typical room gain -8 dB at
20 Hz, 4.5 dB at 50 Hz, and 2 dB at 100 Hz.

The peak input power of the satellite
starts strongly, at 42 watts at 20 Hz, rises
slightly to 70 watts at 50 Hz, and then rises
rapidly above 300 Hz to the 10,000 -watt
range (±200 V peak)! At higher frequen-
cies, a reduction to about 5,000 watts at
crossover and 6,000 watts above 10 kHz is
noted. These are very respectable numbers!
(Believe it or not, 99% of the systems I've
tested suffer no ill effects from these seem-
ingly brutal peak power levels.)

The satellite's peak acoustic output rises
very rapidly, from about 82 dB SPL at 20
Hz up into the 130 -dB range above 200 Hz.
Very loud! Even at these extremely high
peak sound levels, the S-5000THX pro-
duced fairly clean burst waveshapes, as ob-
served on the oscilloscope. However, the

speaker's peak SPL capabilities in home lis-
tening situations will depend on the ampli-
fier power available to drive it, probably
less than I get from the bridged -mono
Crown Macro Reference I use for these
tests.

The peak acoustic output of the MX-
5000THX has been plotted for both one -

and two-subwoofer setups. If two sub -

woofers are used, they must be located
close together for the indicated 6 -dB in-
crease to occur. If they're separated, the
output increase will be less. For these tests,
the low-pass filter was set to 125 Hz, and
the input bass level control was set at its
maximum.

For a single subwoofer, the peak output
starts strongly, at 106 dB at 20 Hz, rises to
113 dB at 32 Hz, hits 117 dB at 40 Hz, and

THE M & Ks TOOK

EVERYTHING I COULD

THROW AT THEM,

MORE THAN MY EARS

COULD HANDLE.

reaches a maximum of 122 dB at 80 Hz. At
higher frequencies, the maximum output
falls, reaching 110 dB at 200 Hz. At 50 Hz
and above, maximum output was limited
by the internal electronics and amplifier
modules. Below 50 Hz, the output was lim-
ited by the excursion capability of the
woofers.

If the maximum output of a single MX-
5000THX subwoofer is compared to that of
the subwoofers I evaluated in the Novem-
ber 1992 issue, the M & K comes out at or
near the top. Between 40 and 160 Hz, its
maximum output equals or exceeds that of
all the woofers measured earlier. Below 40
Hz, the M & K's maximum output exceeds
all the previously tested models except one.
Although the MX-5000THX has higher
peak output than the previously measured
Velodyne F-1500, its distortion is much
higher (or looking at it the other way, the
Velodyne's distortion level was uncom-
monly low).

Use and Listening Tests

The M & K satellite/subwoofer system
was significantly more complicated to set
up than a conventional all -in -one speaker.
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The additional freedom of having separate
woofers is both a help and a hindrance. It's
a help being able to locate the subwoofers
separately from the satellites to optimize
the response and smoothness of the bass,
but it's a hindrance having to hook the
whole darn thing up and find that addi-
tional optimum location!

The operating manuals for the satellite
and subwoofer are very detailed and use-
ful. The 10 -page satellite manual extensive-
ly covers placement, hookup, phasing,
biamplification, control settings, THX and
non-THX operation, and avoiding speaker
damage. There's an excellent general expo-
sition on home theater audio, with specific
emphasis on THX setups. The subwoofer
manual, although printed on smaller
pages, is even more extensive, running 20
pages! Because of the versatility of the sub -
woofer and its application in many differ-
ent types of setups, the manual needs to be
this long. In the THX mode of operation,
all the subwoofer settings are fixed (gain,
low-pass frequency, etc.); you only have to
select whether you have one or two sub -
woofers. In the normal mode, which I
used, all the settings can be adjusted to
match your system needs. The manual goes

IT'S GREAT FUN

TO HAVE SYSTEMS

THAT CAN PLAY LOUD

AND CLEAN IN THE BASS!

into detail about describing what I call the
reciprocity method of determining where
to place a subwoofer. Using this method,
you place the subwoofer at your listening
position, and then walk around with bass
material playing and determine where the
bass sound is best. You then locate the sub -
woofer there and listen from your normal
location. Beats moving the subwoofer
around!

Although I did some listening with the
subwoofers located in other parts of the
room (not near the satellites but near the
rear of the room and closer to corners,
etc.), most of my listening was done with
them located under the satellites them-
selves, with the systems in my usual listen-
ing positions. This placed them significant-

ly away from the rear and side walls of the
room, about 8 feet apart, and with the
satellites aimed in towards my position at
the couch.

My listening equipment consisted of the
Krell KRC preamp and KSA-250 power
amp, driving the S-5000THX's satellites
through Straight Wire Maestro cabling. My
reference speakers were the B & W 801 Ma-

trix Series 3 speakers, while Onkyo and Ro-

tel CD players provided source material.
Even though M & K supplied its LP -1S

high-pass filter, I was not able to use it in
my setup. The filter needs to be placed be-
tween the preamp and amplifier, to high-
pass the satellites, while simultaneously
providing a flat line -level feed to the pow-
ered subwoofers. My preamp-to-amp con-
nections are balanced XLR, which prevent-
ed me from using the RCA unbalanced
connections on the filter. The 15-kilohm
input impedance of my amps was also low-
er than recommended for the passive filter.
Operation of the filter in the preamp's tape
loop was also not possible, due to imped-
ance mismatch.

I used the same setup as in the 1992 sub -
woofer shootout. This included a 125 -Hz,
first -order, high-pass filter in the preamp's

tape loop. A corresponding RC passive in-
verse filter drove the subwoofers, undoing
the effect of the satellites' high-pass filter
and thus providing a flat drive for the sub -
woofers (at least down to 10 Hz). This fil-
ter was then driven by the speaker -level
satellite drive. My setup automatically
switches the subwoofer on and off when
the satellite is selected by the A/B speaker
switcher box. The tape monitor also has to
be switched in and out when the M & K
system is selected (which is easy with the
Krell KRC's remote).

First listening was done with the For
Duke big -band CD (M & K RealTime
RT1001), which M & K had supplied to
me. This disc demonstrated the very wide
dynamic range of the satellites and sub -
woofers and this system's ability to play
loud and cleanly in all frequency bands.
The reproduction of the trumpet on "Take
the 'A' Train" was extremely realistic, with a
very up -front and close -in sound.

The restricted vertical coverage of the
satellites was immediately evident when
compared to the sound of my B & W refer-
ence speakers. No matter what I played, the

sound was always relatively dry and analyt-
ic compared to the references. On orches-
tral selections such as Mozart's Piano Con-
certo No. 19, Symphony No. 29 (Perpetua
Records PR 7013, another disc supplied by
M & K), the M & K system would trans-
port me from a mid -hall listening location
to a front -and -center location, whether I
wanted to be there or not! This was quite
desirable on some material and not on oth-

er material.
When I attend live concerts, I prefer

close rather than distant seats. Therefore,

TABLE I-Normalized band-ed
frequen:ies for different settings of the

5000THX subwoofer.

-Pass -3 dB Points
Settiig Lower Upper

125 Hz 34.6 Hz 103.7 Hz

100 Hz 34.0 Hz 84.9 Hz

75 Hz 30.7 Hz 77.5 Hz

50 Hz 7 Hz

the M & Ks' up -front character was mostly
quite pleasing; this is a matter of personal
preference. Notwithstanding this up -front
character, the timbre and spectral balance
of the M & Ks were quite neutral.

The M & Ks' restricted vertical coverage
does, however, improve their imaging ca-
pabilities. This was evident on the LEDR
test sequences on the ProSonus Studio Ref-
erence Disc (ProSonus SRD); the M & Ks
did significantly better than my references
on the up -and -over test. Remember that
most recording studio monitors are set up

Continued on page 66
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

AUDIOSOURCE
AMP ONE

he Amp One started out as a very
affordable amplifier that delivered
60 watts or more per channel, but
AudioSource has recently upgraded
it from 60 to 80 watts per channel in

stereo and from 170 to 200 watts in
the bridged, or mono, mode. (The owner's
manual supplied with my sample, however,
still had the old specs.) So this amp, which
was so affordable to start with, has now be-
come an even better value.

A low -profile, high -output toroidal
power transformer helps the Amp One to
achieve its compact layout while delivering

high current, even to low -impedance loads.

Soft -clipping circuitry can be switched in
to prevent audible distortion if the amplifi-
er is momentarily driven beyond its power
output capability.

An unusual feature for a power amp, the
Amp One provides two pairs of inputs,
each with a different sensitivity. The amp
can be used either with a preamp connect-
ed to its "Line In" jacks or with a high -out-
put digital source connected to the less -

sensitive "CD In" jacks. (No input
switching is provided.) In addition, the
unit has front -panel level controls in case a
directly connected CD player lacks controls
for its output level.

Control Layout
At the lower left of the panel is a tiny red

"Power" button. Nearby is a pair of but-
tons for speaker selection, with red LEDs
to indicate which sets of speakers have
been activated. Above the speaker selectors
are a "Meter X0.1" button (which increases
the sensitivity of the analog power output
meters) and a "Soft Clip" button (which

activates circuitry to minimize overload
distortion or the potential of damage to
speakers caused by amplifier overload
when playing at high volume levels). As
with the speaker selectors, a red LED indi-
cates when the "Soft Clip" circuit is activat-
ed. A headphone jack is to the right of the
speaker selectors.

Twin analog output level meters glow
softly when the amplifier is first turned on.
After several seconds, the meters become
brightly lit, indicating that the Amp One's
protection circuitry and power supply are
fully stabilized. The meters then provide a

constant readout of average power output
in watts (referred to 8 -ohm loads) for each
channel and in dB (still calibrated for 0 dB
at 60 watts, in my sample).

The two input level controls, at the ex-
treme right, would normally be set to their
maximum positions, for maximum input
sensitivity. But when a CD player is con-
nected to the Amp One, they can be used
as volume controls. Since each channel has
its own control, they can also be used for
channel balancing if a program source pro-
vides unequal signal amplitudes for the left
and right channels.

The rear panel of the Amp One carries
the "Line" and "CD" inputs. A slightly re-
cessed mono "Bridging" switch is just to

I CAN'T THINK OF

ANOTHER HIGH -QUALITY

AMP THAT DELIVERS

SO MUCH FOR SUCH

A LOW PRICE.

the right. For bridged operation, the right -

channel input must be used (instead of the
more usual left input), and the speaker
load must be connected between the two
positive (red) binding posts of either the
"/V or "B" speaker terminals. Color -coded
speaker terminals at the far right complete
the layout.

Measurements

The frequency response of the Amp One
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz is shown in Fig. 1.
The response is virtually ruler flat, with
no more than 0.15 dB of attenuation at
20 kHz.
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Figure 2 shows how THD + N varies
with signal frequency. Even if you take into
account the noise contribution, these re-
sults confirm AudioSource's claim for the
upgraded version: With output regulated at
a constant 80 watts per channel for all test
frequencies, THD + N remains just under
0.04% from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. In the
bridged mode, with output at a constant
200 watts, THD + N is about 0.045%.
That's a bit higher than the spec, but I can
hardly fault the amp on this score.

Figure 3 is a plot of THD + N versus
power for test frequencies of 1 kHz, 20 Hz,
and 20 kHz; note the close match of the
three curves. For all of these frequencies,
clipping occurs at approximately 80 watts
per channel or just a bit higher. These tests
were done with "Soft Clip" deactivated.

To separate actual harmonic distortion
components from residual noise, I used
FFT spectrum analysis, applying a constant
1 -kHz test signal and adjusting the output
of the amplifier to exactly 80 watts per
channel with both channels driving 8 -ohm
loads (Fig. 4). The major distortion com-
ponent is the second harmonic (at 2 kHz),

SPECS
Power Output: Stereo mode, more
than 80 watts/channel into 8
ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz; bridged
mode, more than 200 watts into 4
or 8 ohms.

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20
kHz, ±0.5 dB.

Rated THD: 0.04%.
Rated IM Distortion: 0.04%.
S/N: 110 dB.

Headroom: 2.0 dB.

Input Sensitivity: Line, 0.8 V; CD,
1.3 V.

Input Impedance: Line, 30
kilohms; CD, 50 kilohms.

Dimensions: 161/2 in. W x 23/8 in.
H x 115/8 in. D. (41.9 cm x 6 cm x
29.5 cm).

Weight: 14 lbs., 5 oz. (6.5 kg).
Price: $299.95.

Company Address: 1327 North
Carolan Ave., Burlingame, Cal.
94010.

For literature, circle No. 92

70 dB below reference level. This
corresponds to a THD percentage
of 0.0316%, well within the man-
ufacturer's spec of 0.04%.

Figure 5 is a plot of SMPTE-IM

distortion versus power output
for 8 -ohm loads. Clipping does
not occur until an output level
equivalent to nearly 90 watts per
channel is reached. However, even
at levels well below clipping,
SMPTE IM measures between
0.1% and 0.2%, as against the
spec of 0.04%.

Figure 6 is similar to Fig. 3 but
is for bridged mono mode. Clip-
ping occurs at just over 200 watts
for a 1 -kHz signal and just below
this level at 20 Hz. At 20 kHz, the
clipping point is slightly lower,
around 186 watts.

Since this amplifier has input
level controls, it was possible to
measure its signal-to-noise ratio
in accordance with EIA Stan-
dards. These require that the in-
put signal level be adjusted to 500
mV and that the level controls be
adjusted to produce a 1 -watt out-
put into 8 -ohm loads. Under
these conditions, A -weighted S/N
was 91.66 dB for the left channel
and 91.83 dB for the right. These
are excellent results for any ampli-
fier. AudioSource chose to quote
the Amp One's S/N ratio relative
to rated output (and presumably
with level controls set to maxi-
mum), so I also measured S/N us-
ing that method. My readings of
114.32 dB for the left channel and
114.40 dB for the right channel
easily bettered the manufacturer's
claim of 110 dB.

The frequency distribution of
the Amp One's residual noise is
shown in Fig. 7. Even the 60 -Hz
a.c. frequency component, which
usually dominates such graphs, is
more than 100 dB below reference
level in stereo mode and nearly
110 dB down in bridged mode.
This attests to the amp's excellent
layout and design.

Sensitivity of the line -level in-
put was almost exactly 0.8 V for
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A sound inves.rnent for every landscape, Pioneer has

designed a compete series of Garden Speakers

including the CSL 300 (shown) and the compernon

CSL250.

his is what one of the industry's

most advanced speakers would look

like if you let it outdoors ntroducing

the latest in the Garden Speaker series

from Pioneer - high-performance

environmental speakers designed to

complement virtually any landscape.

Offered in a wide range of models

including speakers with in-egrated

ambient lighting, the Garden Speaker is

what outdoor audio has become - the

quintessential combination of unwaver-

ing durability (thriving in Ell weather

extremes) and unsurpassed high-fidelity

sound. We leveraged everything we

know about traditional audio and

brought it outside, creating an innovative

group of speakers that pe-forms soundly

in any environment. Pioneer is redefin-

ing outdoor audio, making sound a vital

part of your landscape.
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rated output, as claimed, while the "CD"
input required just over the specified 1.3 V
to produce rated output. Damping factor
was greater than 100, referred to 8 -ohm
loads.

Dynamic headroom, using 1 -kHz pulses
of short duration (20 mS) followed by 480
mS of "no -signal" condition, measured al-
most exactly 2.0 dB, as claimed. This sug-

gests that, with most music, short power
peaks of nearly 130 watts per channel
could be handled without noticeable clip-
ping, even if "Soft Clip" is not activated.

Use and Listening Tests

Hooking up the Amp One took only a

few minutes and was simplified by the clear
wiring diagrams in the brief but adequate
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owner's manual. I would urge Au-
dioSource to update the manual to
reflect the upgraded performance of
the amplifier.

For my listening tests, I substitut-
ed the Amp One for my reference
amplifier and fed it both from my
reference preamp (using the line -lev-
el inputs) and directly from a CD
player. My KEF Model 105 Mk.II ref-

erence loudspeakers are not noted
for high efficiency, yet the Amp One
was able to drive them to more than
adequate listening levels without any
evidence of overload or clipping.

I used several of my favorite CDs
as program sources, including the
musical selections found on the third
disc of the Denon Professional Test

1994 issue. I was particularly im-
pressed when I compared the sound
quality with the CD player connect-
ed through the preamp and with it
connected directly to the Amp One.
If you can possibly use this direct
connection (with the Amp One dedi-
cated to one source), by all means do
so. The sound was tighter and more
controlled when I used this ap-
proach. The difference was subtle, to
be sure, and apparent only when I
quickly switched from one connec-
tion mode to the other, but it was
definitely there!

Perhaps the most impressive as-
pect of the AudioSource Amp One is
its value. I can't think of another
high -quality power amplifier that de-
livers this level of power and perfor-
mance at such a low price. Whoever
said that high -end audio compo-
nents must be synonymous with
high price had better take a good
look at this U.S.-manufactured little
amplifier from AudioSource!

Leonard Feldman

M & K, continued from page 61

to emphasize the direct sound in the same
manner as the M & Ks.

I had much fun with the M & Ks' loud
and clean capabilities, their effortlessness,
and the vast quantities of clean bass they
can generate. I had to get out all my stan-
dard test CDs for bass (including organ,
concert bass drum, and sound effects) to
fully exercise the subwoofers. The M & Ks
essentially took everything I could throw at
them. I even played rock 'n' roll at live con-
cert levels, including the bass (102 dB, A-

weighted, and 112 dB, C -weighted), but
only for about 30 seconds, which was all
my ears could take!

On the pink -noise stand-up/sit-down
test, the M & K satellites presented a very
different sonic picture to standing listeners
than to seated ones. The main effect was a
significant reduction in perceived level
when standing. Fortunately, the spectral
balance did not change drastically at the
standing position; only the mid and high
levels were reduced. It was very evident,
however, on both pink noise and music,
that you must be seated to listen to these
systems properly.

On third -octave, band -limited pink
noise, with both subwoofers operating, the
M & Ks could walk all over the B & Ws in
clean, low -bass output. At 20, 25, and 32
Hz, the B & Ws suffered from much port
wind noise when played at high level. The
M & K subwoofers could play louder and
cleaner at all these frequencies.

It's great fun to have systems that can
play this loud and clean in the bass! It's
also nice to have independent control of
bass level. My son loved playing a rap sin-
gle, Jazzy Jeff & Fresh Prince's club version
of "Boom! Shake the Room" (Jive 01241-
42107-2), and the M & Ks did too!

Material actually intended for theatrical
playback, such as the "Jaws" theme from
The Spielberg/Williams Collaboration (Sony
Masterworks SK 45997, a super CD!), sound-
ed exceptional on the M & Ks, much better
than I remember it in the theater.

If you prefer an up -front, rather dry and
analytic sound, and extremely good perfor-
mance, particularly in the bass, this system
is for you. If you also have a home theater
and need very high-performance speakers,
the M & K system is one of the best. I rec-
ommend it. D. B. Keele, Jr.
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THE STYLOS

i0
NTIL NOW,
high resolution sound repro -

auction meant sacrificing space. Until
now, placing a speaker near a w.J..1
meant sacrificing the quality of sand.
Who else but Martin -Logan could take
electrostatic technology to a realm
where music has never been befee-e?

The standard wall -mounting kit in -
cludes brackets and a full-size
poster of the Stylos that clearly

marks the placement of the wall anchors
(stud location is not necessary). A plumb
alignment tool is integra'ed into the
poster to ensure accurate installation.

AGAINST THE WALL

Using the optional base, the Stylos
can stand against the wall, yet
remain moveable. This is ideal for

apartment living and allows easy reposi-
tioning as new demands arise. The
Stylos is also the perfect addition to a
home theatre system.

TIhe Stylos can be built into a
wall requiring vertical space of
approximately 5 feet and a width

of 14 inches. The designer scrim,
which is included in the optional in-
stallation package, can be painted to
match your decor.

MART111
LOGA11,

P.O.BOX 707. 2001 DELAWARE
LAWRENCE, KANSAS 66044
TELEPHONE 9-3-749-0133/FAX 913-749-5320

1993, Martin -Logan, Ltd. All rights reserved.



AURICLE

VMPS FF-1
SPEAKER

yMPS is a company with a
distinctive personality: Brian
Cheney. Brian Cheney loves
bass, but not just any bass.
He loves deep, deep bass. He
loves bass power, and he

loves bass detail and control. As a
result, VMPS has become somewhat
famous in the audiophile communi-
ty for offering the best bass per buck
of any loudspeaker manufacturer
around. If you really want to hear
subwoofer bass at moderate prices,
bass that is properly integrated with
the midrange and treble, and bass
that provides musicality instead of
boominess, VMPS is a key place to
look.

The FF-1 Focused Field Array
speaker, however, is a major depar-
ture for both Cheney and VMPS.
The FF-1 is not an attempt to pro-
vide outstanding bass at a reason-
able price; rather, it is an assault on
the state of the art. It sells for $6,800
a pair, it is 68 inches high, and it
weighs 350 pounds. It is intended as
a speaker for audiophiles seeking to
test the limits of their systems.

The VMPS FF-1 may embody the
most determined effort to control
cabinet vibration of any speaker sys-
tem to date. The front baffle is made
of 3 -inch medium -density fiber-
board. It uses four large H -braces
and a heavy damping compound
called Soundcoat. This is a ceramic
plate -damping compound originally
invented to control low -frequency
sounds like those in marine engine

Company Address: VMPS Di
Itone Audio, 3429 Mor n in
side Dr., El Sobrante, C
9 4 8 0 3 .

For literature, cir

rooms. The end result is the most
inert speaker I've ever encountered.

The driver array includes a 12 -

inch, slot-Ioaded, down -firing pas-
sive radiator to provide sub -bass. It
is mass -loaded and has user -ad-
justable damping. The low bass
comes from two 12 -inch woofers
with carbon -filled polypropylene
cones, butyl surrounds, damped

baskets, and 3 -inch phase plugs.
The VMPS FF-1 is the first loud-
speaker I know of to use phase
plugs on its low -frequency drivers
since Lowther, a British manufactur-

er, used them in the early 1960s.
Phase plugs can sharply reduce the
amount of midrange information
and distortion produced by the dust

cap at the center of the speaker, and
can improve focus and clarity. Their
disadvantages are that you need an
airtight spider, which is hard to
make, and this raises manufacturing
costs.

The rest of the drivers in the
VMPS FF-1 include dual 5'/4 -inch
midranges with cones made of wo-
ven carbon fiber and surrounds of
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CONRAD4OHNSON PF2 AND MF2300
SoLd-State Components Without Solid -State Sound

Ti. often, solid-state audio ccmponents
mind harsh, edgy, grainy, and dimen-
k..m1,2ss. This is so common among solid-
state designs that audiophiles readily
kentify this unmusical soric signature as
rliansistor sound". At conrad-johnson,
tic have long believed tha-. mese audible
d sto:tions are not inherent solid-state
d2wites. Instead, they are a cxisequence
o'zimcuit design and implenwntation.
Through innovative circuit design and
she use of highest quality pasts, we have

oped a range of conrai-j3hnson
solid-state products that ppowe the point.
They do not sound like solid-state. They
just like music.

more detailed informazion on the full range of
amirad-j, Almon solid-state products write, phone or fax:

c.-xltad-johnson design,
3753 vierrilee Drive  Fairfax, VA :2031  phone: 70.':-698-8581  fax: 703-562-5360
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This vertically
symmetrical
driver array
controls imaging
and dispersion.

butyl rubber; these also have phase plugs.
There are dual 1 -inch soft -dome tweeters
and a single leaf -type ribbon supertweeter.
The passive radiator, woofers, and
midranges are all made by VMPS; the
soft -dome tweeters are Morel MST33s,
while the ribbon supertweeter is a Philips
design.

All of these drivers are laid out in a fully
symmetrical array. This array, centered 39
inches above the floor, has a number of ad-
vantages. First, it provides a precise appar-
ent -point -source image. The height of the
array minimizes interaction problems with
carpeting and furniture, and slightly ele-
vates the soundstage perspective for a seat-
ed listener. While driver height may seem
like a minor detail, it is one I find to be of
critical importance when considering a
speaker in a real -world listening room.
Many floor -standing speakers, and most
smaller speakers on manufacturer -supplied
stands, are in my opinion simply too low to
produce best results.

The FF-1 uses an outboard crossover.
Cheney feels that crossover parts are mi-
crophonic and that using an external
crossover has a major impact in improving
sonic purity. The FF-1's crossover uses top-
quality components, including Wonder-
cap/MIT multicaps, bobbin -less "perfect
lay" coils, and solid -core midrange and tre-
ble wiring (both inside and outside the
crossover) that is silver-plated and insulat-
ed with Teflon. The basic design of the

crossover is a quasi -second -order fil-
ter with slopes of 6 and 12 dB. Unlike
most systems in this price range, this
crossover design allows the FF-1 to be
driven by one amplifier and cable per
channel. It can, however, be biamped
as well as bi-wired.

The VMPS FF-1 has an unusually
large number of user adjustments.
You can alter bass energy by mass -
damping the passive radiator. You can
electronically adjust the separate
midrange, treble, and supertweeter
controls on the outboard crossover.
This flexibility does have a potential
disadvantage, in that a "bad" ear can
make major adjustments that are mu-
sically unnatural. Fortunately, the
manufacturer's recommended settings
are clearly marked on the crossover.
On the other hand, a "good" ear can

make minor adjustments that compensate
for most interaction problems in the listen-
ing room and for legitimate differences in
musical taste.

Few designers are more accessible by
telephone than Brian Cheney. You can thus
count on a good starting point in setting
up the FF-1, receiving help in locating the
speaker and on how to damp the bass to
get the best response in your particular lis-
tening room. This assistance can be vital
with any speaker that really probes the
depth of the deep bass. Problems with
standing waves and room interaction in-
crease exponentially as you enter the deep
bass, so you need to work hard to get the
best such a speaker can deliver.

With proper adjustment and placement,
the VMPS FF-1 is capable of remarkably
natural, almost holographic sound. It pro-
vides a smooth and natural timbre from
top to bottom, and has an exceptional
soundstage. The true quality of the FF-1 is
only clear, however, when you analyze its
sound character in detail.

I know of no speaker under $10,000-
and few above $10,000-that can equal the
FF-1's ability to provide every possible bit
of bass detail and energy in the music. You
can hear all the bass, and you can get an as-
tounding emotional and musical impact
out of bass spectaculars. I realize that the
FF-1 cannot possibly go down to d.c., but
it can certainly reproduce everything else.
Yet there is no bass overhang or loss of de-

tail. There is a tight transition from the low
bass through the mid -bass to the
midrange. This transition is a bit warmer
than usual-regardless of how the
crossover is set-but it complements the
lack of warmth in many CDs, and the bass
does not overwhelm the midrange in any
way.

The midrange is fast and detailed. Some
slight frequency colorations were apparent
in my listening room, but none significant-
ly affected instruments or voice. The
midrange has exceptional speed and life
without sacrificing low-level resolution,
detail, or air. I have reviewed a number of
speakers over the years that are capable of
superb bass and dynamics but which lack
midrange subtlety and have to be played
loudly to perform at their best. The FF-1

VMPS IS FAMOUS

AMONG AUDIOPHILES

FOR OFFERING THE BEST

BASS FOR THE BUCK.

does as well in reproducing the softest
midrange details as well as the loudest, and
no shifts in timbre or transparency take
place as the signal level rises.

At this point I come to a difference in
taste between designer and reviewer. The
argument over what response is "flat" in
loudspeakers is an old one and familiar to
most readers of Audio. Cheney prefers less
treble and upper midrange energy than I
do, and he also prefers more energy in the
deep bass. I found myself turning up the
midrange controls, adding notably more
upper octave energy than Cheney prefers,
and damping the deep bass slightly to
avoid any masking of the upper octaves.
Even with these adjustments, the FF-1 nev-
er produced the amount of upper octave
energy that I hear from loudspeakers
like the B & W 801 Matrix Series 3 or Thiel

CS -5. As a result, I suspect that the upper
octaves of the FF-1 may sound slightly
rolled off to some audiophiles but sound
natural to others.

I had no problem at all, however, in get-
ting the FF-1 to provide a musically natural
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PUT US ON THE STAND fiND WE'LL TELL THE WHOLE TRUTH.

Ask any other company what they're
doing about loudspeaker distortion and
they'll take the fifth. But we object.

That's why Velodyne's
engineered the new DF-661,
a remarkable loudspeaker
that reduces distortion by a
factor of ten.

So what's reproduced is
purely music, with all the
integrity and beauty the

artists intended you to hear.
Check out the evidence. Audition a pair

today. Call 800-VELODYNE for the
location of a convenient Velodyne dealer.

Designed from
she ground up, Velodyne's
DF661 drivers eliminate

many of the sources
of unwanted distortion.

Velodyne
1070 Commercial St., Suite 101 San Jose, CA 95112 (408) 436-7270
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balance of upper octave energy at my lis-
tening position, and in getting an overall
timbre of solo instruments and voice with
a natural concert -hall sound. The treble
was detailed and sweet even before I made
adjustments. The FF-1 did a particularly
good job of reproducing solo tenor and so-
prano voice, and such sounds as triangle or
bell.

There is little I can say about this speak-
er's dynamics except that they are superb.
The VMPS FF-1 handles dynamic changes
at every level from the softest notes to the

loudest peaks of orchestral music and rock
concerts. The FF-1 can handle anything
from solo piano to grand opera without a
hint of compression. I could not find a
limit to the FF-1's dynamics remotely rele-
vant to listening to music, and if there is
such a limit, it will have to be determined
by someone else, someone who likes hav-
ing his ears bleed.

The transparency of the VMPS FF-1 is
very good. It may not match the fastest and
most detailed full -range ribbon speakers,
but it does an excellent job of resolving

The Panamax

Pmes of mind can make all the difference
when it comes to enjoying your home enter-
tainment investment,

"The main advantage of this unit is that it is
very effective in filtering out noise that can
get into your system from the A.C. power
line.

The MAX®1000 will also protect your valu-
able audio and video components from
damage that can be caused by line surges
or even lightning."

Edward E. Long, Audio Magazine,
June 1993

MAXe1000 is covered by the Panamax
Lfetime Product and Connected Equipment
Warranty. See warranty for conditions, limita-
tions and claim procedures.

Difference

11111111111.10
MAX®1000 FEATURES INCLUDE:

 Master On/Off switch controls power to
the 'Switched '& Delayed Turn On' outlets.

 8 AC outlets provide continuously moni-
tored, filtered and protected power.

 2 unswitched 'Always On' outlets.

 4 unswitched outlets provide AC power for
the system accessories.

 2 "Delayed Turn -On" AC outlets with 10 to
15 second delayed start-up/shut-down
prevents amplifier 'thump'.

 AC master control power -sensing cable
connects the MAXe1000 to the system.

musical detail. This came through quite
clearly with massed organ voices, my
recordings of Mahler's Eighth Symphony,
and a variety of chamber music. The FF-1
does a solid, accurate job of reproducing
musical nuance, and it is one of the few
speakers that can do this both with very
soft passages and with the most demanding
crescendos.

The FF-1's soundstage-by itself-is
good enough to justify a journey to a deal-
er just to hear this one aspect of its perfor-
mance. The FF-1 does not add anything to
a recording. If the soundstage isn't on the
record or CD, you won't hear it through
this speaker. Yet if you are listening to a

recording that has a lot of natural sound -

stage data, you will get outstanding imag-
ing, a wide left -to -right soundstage, and a

great deal of natural depth and sense of be-
ing in the hall. The FF-ls do a great job of
reproducing the Dorian recordings made
in the Troy Music Hall, my old recordings
of chamber music made on the Accent la-
bel, and the best Proprius recordings. They
give you a real sense of being there. The
imaging is relatively wide and stable across
a wide range of listening positions. At the
same time, the FF-ls are focused enough to
minimize reflections from the side walls,
ceiling, and floor.

When you buy a reference monitor of
this quality, you do not invest in an ordi-
nary box. You invest in a design that pro-
vides unique sound qualities which reflect
the manufacturer's taste. The VMPS FF-1
very definitely reflects Brian Cheney's taste,
and I would suggest that you carefully lis-
ten to its balance of upper octave energy
and detail.

Few speakers at any price provide the
combination of sound qualities available in
the FF-1. I do not know of any speaker that
does not rely on separate subwoofers or
woofer towers that can match the FF-1's
bass performance; only a handful of speak-
ers of any kind rival the FF-1 in this re-
spect. The FF-1 is a speaker that deserves
great respect. It does not favor one kind of
music over another or make trade-offs that
emphasize one aspect of sound quality. If
your goal in shaping your system is to feel
you have walked into the middle of a con-
cert hall, the VMPS FF-1 will take you
there about as convincingly as any speaker
available. Anthony H. Cordesman

PA NAP A4 x 150 MITCHELL BLVD., SAN RAFAEL, CA 94903  415-499-3900, EXT 3983

USA & CANADA 800-472-5555, EXT. 3983  FAX 415-472-5540 "e
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With TopBox,
Macintosh and

DOS users can

design speaker

enclosures of all

popular types.

AURICLE

TOPBOX SPEAKER-
ENCLOSURE

PROGRAM
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TopBox User's Guide
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There was a time when loud-
speaker box design was re-
garded as a little -understood
black art whose primary tool
was time-consuming trial
and error. This was true not

only for amateur speaker builders
but for professional design engineers
as well. However, as the mathemat-
ics of this complex electroacoustic
system became more and more de-
tailed (through the published works
of Olson, Beranek, Novak, Thiele,
Benson, Small, and others), the pos-
sibility of accurately designing
speakers through computer simula-
tion became a reality. As a result of
this and the proliferation of home

Company Address: do Orca,
1531 Lookout Dr., Agoura,
Cal. 91301.

For literature, circle No. 94

computers, the last four years has
seen a burgeoning number of com-
puter -simulation programs for
loudspeaker enclosure or crossover
design; at last count, I have reviewed
more than 20 loudspeaker -related
programs in Voice Coil, a newsletter
for loudspeaker manufacturers.
These programs range in price from
as little as $50 to over $1,000, bring-
ing them well within the reach of the
casual experimenter and giving ac-
cess to this powerful design tech-
nique to anyone who knows how to
use a computer.

TopBox, distributed by Orca De-
sign and Manufacturing, is a good
example of a powerful, easy -to -use,
and moderately priced enclosure-

design program. It was written by
Joe D'Appolito, Ron Warren, and
Ralph Gonzalez. D'Appolito, a well-
known engineer, has presented nu-
merous papers at Audio Engineering

Society Conventions, is a contribut-
ing editor for Speaker Builder maga-
zine, and is responsible for several
commercial loudspeaker designs
(including models for Swans Speak-
er Systems and Orca's Aria series).
He is, however, best known as the
first loudspeaker engineer to formal-
ly describe in a public forum the
currently popular loudspeaker baffle
layout (usually referred to as the
D'Appolito configuration) which
places the tweeter between two
woofers or midrange drivers [1].
Working from D'Appolito's program
outline, Ron Warren wrote the soft-
ware for the DOS version of Top -
Box, and Ralph Gonzalez coded the
program for the Apple Macintosh.

Both the DOS and Macintosh ver-
sions of TopBox perform the same
calculations and produce virtually
the same results. The differences are
primarily in the screen layout; the
DOS version uses a series of dialog -

box menus, while the Macintosh
version uses Apple's familiar "win-
dow" format with pull -down
menus. To operate the DOS version,
you need a PC or compatible with at
least a 286 processor and an EGA or
VGA graphics card. The Macintosh
disk includes a version that will run
on any Macintosh with at least 512
kilobytes of RAM, plus a version

TOPBOX

IS A POWERFUL,

EASY -TO -USE,

AND MODERATELY

PRICED PROGRAM.

that runs faster but requires a Mac-
intosh Ilci or higher.

TopBox will help you design
sealed, vented, and bandpass (sealed
rear -chamber) enclosures. While
this is typical of almost all box -de-
sign programs, TopBox also offers
design options that call for the use
of passive first -order and active
second -order preamp-level filters
with closed and vented boxes, and a
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YOU TO YOUR NEXT

STEREO SYSTEM

The stereo system you buy for yourse f (or someone

special should be ready for the day when every reording

is digital and all video has surround sourd. Optimurs' Pro-

fessional Series components meet this challenge today.

Choose from high -power receivers with Dolby Pro

Logic' Surround for thrilling cinema sound at home. Add

a CD changer or player =or flawless digital stereo, 3nd a

high-speed dubbing deck for crystal-clear recording and
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space -saving subwoofe-/ satellite designs.
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less than competitors'. And they're backed by warranties

honored at 6600 stores nationwide!
Come in and we'll

help you get acquainted with your next stereo today.

Op-imus: Sound Value in Audio.

Exclusively at Radio Shack.
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combination of first -order passive high-
pass and low-pass crossover elements for
bandpass enclosures.

Each of the filter options can be used to
alter or augment the speaker's natural re-
sponse. With closed and vented speakers,
adding a passive first -order high-pass filter
(a simple series -capacitor and parallel -re-
sistor circuit) between your preamplifier
output and amplifier input reduces infra-
sonic cone motion, especially in vented
boxes (where cone excursion increases dra-
matically below the vent tuning frequen-
cy). For closed boxes, the addition of this
simple filter also allows the designer to ob-
tain a maximally flat response using drivers
with a very high QTs of 0.5 or more.
Choosing the second -order active filter op-
tion permits the designer to actually extend
the low -frequency response of a closed or
vented speaker by nearly one octave. For
example, a speaker with a low -frequency
roll -off at 50 Hz could be modified
through the addition of an underdamped
active filter circuit so that it reaches down
to nearly 25 or 30 Hz.

This approach, however, is considerably
more complicated and requires you to de-
sign and build an IC op -amp filter circuit
(guidelines are provided) and to provide

the required power for its operation.
For bandpass enclosures, the pro-
gram has a passive crossover option
that adds a first -order high-pass se-
ries capacitor and a first -order low-
pass series inductor to create sym-
metrical third -order bandpass
slopes. (This combination of filter
and enclosure is sometimes referred
to as a sixth -order bandpass speak-
er.) The primary benefits of this ad-
ditional circuitry are to attenuate
the bandpass enclosure's typical
spurious high -frequency informa-

tion above the upper roll -off and to de-
crease cone excursion below the speaker's
low -frequency cutoff [2].

Designing speaker boxes with TopBox is
very straightforward and proceeds in a log-
ical manner that is well thought out. The

THE PROGRAM

HELPS YOU

DESIGN ENCLOSURES

AS WELL AS FILTERS

TO AUGMENT THEM.

process begins when you select the desired
enclosure type, with or without one of the
filter options. TopBox then asks you for
the woofer's Thiele/Small parameters. The
speaker's operating parameters can be en-
tered individually by hand, or the data can
be called up from a parameter set stored in
memory. (For convenience, TopBox comes
with a substantial library of parameters for
drivers made by Focal, Cabasse, Vieta, Vifa,
SEAS, Peerless, ScanSpeak, and others.)

When parameters are entered manually,
the program requires the speaker's reso-
nant frequency (fs), electrical Q (QEs), me-
chanical Q (Qms), volume of air matching
the driver's compliance (V,, in liters),
voice -coil resistance (DCR, in ohms), pow-
er -handling capacity (in watts), and usable
piston area (SD, in cm2). This data can usu-
ally be obtained from the speaker's manu-
facturer or by direct measurement [3], the
latter being the preferred method if you
have the time, equipment, and patience to
accomplish the task.

Once a woofer's parameters are entered,
the program will ask if you wish for a box
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to be designed. Hitting the "Y" key
prompts TopBox to immediately calculate
the required set of specifications for the
box type and filter option selected. Regard-
less of the type of enclosure chosen, Top-

Box will initially calculate a maximally flat
design for the woofer specified. If this does
not appear satisfactory, TopBox provides
the alternative of modifying the design by
changing either the box volume (in the
case of closed and vented boxes) or the up-
per and lower cutoff frequencies (for band-
pass enclosures). Should the speaker's pa-
rameters be inappropriate for the currently
selected enclosure type, the program will
stop and prompt you to go back and restart
the process.

For closed boxes, the program calculates
f3 (in Hz), sensitivity (referenced to 2.83 V
at 1 meter), box/speaker Q (Q,c), box reso-
nance (fc), and the amount of response
peaking at the roll -off frequency (if any).
TopBox will automatically design closed
boxes with a QTc of 0.71, which fulfills the

maximally flat criterion (but note that it
does not compensate for box stuffing,
which must be taken into account manual-
ly according to criteria set out in the pro-
gram's documentation). If you wish to alter
the volume and produce a box with a dif-
ferent QT0 the software always offers the
opportunity to designate a new box vol-
ume, again immediately recalculating and
presenting the new results. This same pro-
cedure applies to vented and bandpass en-
closures, except that the program also pro-
vides essential port -tuning information
plus the option to have TopBox calculate
the appropriate port dimensions.

Once you achieve a satisfactory box con-
figuration, including any port -tuning or
filter -design data, the program can then
display the results in your choice of tabular
or graphic format. Whichever format is se-
lected for display, TopBox translates the ac-
cumulated information, including the
woofer parameters and box specifications,
into four plots, each incorporating 51 data
points between 10 and 500 Hz. These plots
include curves for frequency response (ref-
erenced to 0 dB), maximum output SPL
(based on the speaker's excursion capabili-
ties and power -handling capacity), maxi-
mum input power (in watts), and speak-
er/box impedance. These four graphs give
you an accurate profile of the enclosure's



Has listening to music
recorded on CD's become an

uninspired routine instead of
the releasing experience it once was? Maybe
it's because you're hearing more of your digital play-

back machinery and less of the music. In an era when
most CD players and transports offer the same

bland, assembly -line sonic experience, Audio
Research is proud to announce two new products

which serve the music instead of digitally enslaving it
The CDT1 compact disc transport and the CD1 com-

pact disc player both use innovative engineering-along
with patented Audio Research circuits-to bring you

higher resolution from the compact disc medium than
you've ever encountered before. This new standard

of performance is due in part to more effective
mechanical isolation and electronic elimination of

digital jitter-the electronic entropy that drags on laser
servos, error -correction circuitry and power supplies to

hcld back the full reproduction of a life -like musical
experience. (Hence the flat, dimension -less

sound of much previous CD sound.)
Add Audio Research's advanced, highly regulated

power supplies and, in the case of the CD1,

an innovative analog
stage with low -impedance out-

put drive, and you have two machines
.which honestly advance the state of the

art in music reproduction from CD sources.
Both transport and player offer a full complement
of digital output options. including ST -standard glass
optical, BNC-coaxial, AES-EBU (XLR) and TOSLINK.
The CD1 also includes analog outputs for both
balanced (XLR) and single -ended (phono plug) connec-
tion to your preamp. In sh.Drt, both CDTI and CD1
are equipped for easy inco:poration into any music
reproduction system. And both include remote
control, standard.
So, the choice is yours. For superb performance
with an outboard digital -to -analog processor. it's the
CDT1 compact disc transport. For all-round musicality
in a single chassis (with the option of later use as a
transport), it's the CD I compact disc player.
Some audio critics have said that digitally encoded
music has finally come of age. We say it's been
reborn. Experience it soon at your nearest au:horized
Audio Research retail specialist.
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ALLISON ACOUSTICS
8" 2 -Way Acoustic Suspension
Speakers Model AL115. (catalog #115LNA)

100 Watts

100 -Watt Stereo Remote Audio/Video Stereo Receiver
With Matrix Surround Sound Model 811 GAR. (catalog #811 GAR)

We
Accept. El

11110Z

A BETTER WAY TO SHOP, A BETTER WAY TO SAVE
For Home Delivery Call 1-800-251-1212 (Nashville: 615-254-2700)

Or Visit Your Nearest Service Merchandise Location
O Copyclht Service Merchaf ,dise Company Inc 1,4 an RICji`t,

AUDIO
SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

Place
label
here

1(303) 447-9330
AUDIO

P.O. Box 52548
BOULDER, CO 80322

MOVING? Please give us 8
weeks advance notice. Attach
label with your old address, and
write in new address below.

RENEWING? Check box
below and attach label with cor-
rections marked, if any.

SUBSCRIBING? Check
box and fill in coupon. For gift sub-
scriptions attach a separate sheet.

Send Audio for 1 year at $24.00

0 New subscription 0 Renewal
0 Payment enclosed 0 Bill me
Canadian orders add $8 per year.
Foreign orders add $8 per year.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

1

real -world performance in terms of its bot-
tom frequency, expected maximum output
level, and box/speaker impedance charac-
teristics. For comparison purposes, TopBox
will also allow you to save previous designs
and to plot multiple curves of different de-
signs on the screen simultaneously (two, in
the DOS version, or six, in the Macintosh).
Both versions include cursor readouts on
the graphs.

Although TopBox produces identical re-
sults for either the DOS or Macintosh ver-
sion, there are some distinct differences. In
addition to its slick "window" format and
greater ability to compare multiple curves
on a single graph (see Fig. 1), the Macin-
tosh version can directly print and export
the various graphs. The DOS version does
not incorporate its own print routine.
Users of DOS 5.0 and higher can print out
the graphs by loading GRAPHICS.COM

DESIGNING WITH
TOPBOX IS

STRAIGHTFORWARD,

LOGICAL, AND
WELL THOUGHT OUT.

before TopBox, and for users of older DOS
versions, the documentation suggests em-
ploying a good third -party screen -print
utility. However, in terms of designing
loudspeaker enclosures, the DOS version's
relative limitations are not a major draw-
back, and both versions perform admirably
well, especially at the modest price of
$99.95 for either one. Vance Dickason

REFERENCES
1. D'Appolito, Joseph A., "A Geometric

Approach to Eliminating Lobing Error in
Multiway Loudspeakers," AES Preprint No.
2000, 74th AES Convention, Oct. 1983.

2. D'Appolito, Joseph A., "Designing
Symmetric Response Bandpass Loudspeak-
ers," AES Preprint No. 3205, 91st AES
Convention, Oct. 1991.

3. Dickason, Vance, The Loudspeaker De-
sign Cookbook, Fourth Edition, Audio Ama-
teur Press, 1991 (available from Old
Colony Sound Lab, P.O. Box 243, Peterbor-
ough, N.H. 03458; 603-924-6526). I rec-
ommend the method described on page
133 of my book.
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THE WAY THESE GUYS ARE TALKING,
MAYBE WE SHOULD RAISE THE PRICE.

"For the first time in 20 years,

an affordable product that

sounds likes music."
Larry Schnelle
AP.5 owner

Manchester, MO

"The best I've heard under

$6000."
Mark Shale,
AP -2 owner
Richmond, KY

"Blown away by them..."

Speight Bird, Jr.

AP -2 owner

Athens, TN

"Greatest product since stereo

was invented."
Mark Fitzsimmons
AP -2 owner

Richmond, TX

"Awesome! Flawless! Real!"

Eric Keller

AP -4 owner

Wheeling, WV

There was a time when DIGITAL

PHASE systems were available only

through the most exclusive audio

salons. Today, the same systems are

offered factory -direct, and at the greatly

reduced prices that implies.

But the way these guys are talking,

maybe we should raise the prices and go

back to the old way of doing things.

Well, we don't because there's

nothing old about DIGITAL PHASE.

There's the new and patented

depth and definition at a level never

before realized. There's the new one-

piece dome tweeter of spun titanium for

unparalleled sweetness in the highest of

frequencies. And then there's the new

way of doing business: factory -direct .

Yet with all that's new, we have an

old-fashioned promise, one better than

at most places you shop. If you don't like

what you hear, return it in 30 days for

your money back.

So call us today while the sound is

great and the price even greater on the

all new DIGITAL PHASE.

Ogital Pse
ACOUSTA REED

ha
TECHNOLOGY

For factory -direct pricing, call 1-800-554-7325
Prices per pair: AP.5 (bookshelf), $449  SM-1, $649  AP -1, $899  AP -2, $1199  AP -4, $2199. Pictured, AP -1 in oak.

VISA, MC, AMEX accepted. For more info, call toll free or write P.O. Box 22813, Chattanooga TN 37422

Enter No. 12 on Reader Service Card



AURICLE

PS AUDIO
REFERENCE LINK LS

DIGITAL PREAMP

The digital revolution has fi-
nally reached high -end au-
dio. Thanks to major ad-
vances in the sound quality
of digital equipment and
recordings, digital sources

have become a standard part of high -

end systems. Recognizing this, PS Au-
dio has brought out the Reference
Link LS, which combines a multi-
ple -source preamp with D/A and
A/D converters.

The $4,795 price of the Reference
Link LS is high for audio equipment
yet low in terms of capabilities per
dollar. Consider the features and
specifications. You get five digital
inputs: AES/EBU, coaxial, coaxial
tape monitor, AT&T optical, and

Company Address: 1584
Railroad Rd., Oceano, Cal.
93445.

For literature, circle No. 95

Toslink optical. There are five addi-
tional analog inputs and an analog
tape monitor loop. Also, there are
two sets of balanced or unbalanced
outputs per channel. A front -panel
display indicates volume, input se-
lection, sampling frequency, if the
digital or ana-
log tape mon-
itor is in use,
if polarity is

inverted, and
if the de -em-
phasis is on.
The unit's re-
mote control
allows you to
select all fea-
tures, includ-

sampling and 20 -bit output. This
signal feeds an UltraAnalog-based
20 -bit D/A converter that passes the
signals to a three -pole, modified
Besse] filter to minimize noise and
distortion and maximize phase lin-
earity. The low -noise, Class -A, bal-
anced output buffer can feed any
load. The phase response of the fil-
ter is within ±3° at 20 kHz-a long
way from the days when digital
sound had major phase changes at
high frequencies. Decoding is done
with a Crystal 8412. The frequency
response is ±0.3 dB from 20 Hz to
20 kHz.

The A/D converter is a propri-
etary 18 -bit type with 64 -times
oversampling and a highly sophisti-
cated, low -impedance power sup-
ply. The internal A/D crystal oscilla-
tor keeps the clock jitter within the
10 -picosecond range, well below the
jitter level of most studio equip-
ment. The anti-aliasing A/D filtering
is performed in the digital domain
with linear phase response, 0.01 -dB
passband ripple, and 80 -dB stop-

band rejection-again, better per-
formance specifications than most
studio equipment.

The digital line -stage preamplifier

section shows the same attention to
detail as the D/A and A/D convert-
ers. Analog sources pass through a
high -current, low -noise, Class -A

buffer stage into the A/D converter.
The digital inputs are also buffered,

ing balance,

on/off, and even the brightness of
the fluorescent display.

The digital -to -analog conversion
system begins with an NPC SM5803
digital filter with eight -times over -

r which helps pre-
vent noisy digital
sources from af-
fecting the per-
formance. All sig-
nals then pass
through the D/A
converter, which
has the same 10-
pS specification
for clock jitter.

The Reference
Link LS digital

preamp has no mechanical switches
in the signal path, and all remote -

control functions are handled by a
Motorola 16 -bit microprocessor. All
switching between analog inputs is
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CONGRATULATIONS!
THE MISSION OF AAHEA.

The purpose of the Academy for the
Advancement of High End Audio is to
serve its members by promoting public
awareness of the benefits of high end audio,
providing a collective voice to address
industry opportunities, issues and con-
cerns, and supporting programs and ser-
vices to enhance the competence, profes-
sionalism and success of the high end audio
community.

THE ACADEMY FOR
THE ADVANCEMENT
OF HIGH END AUDIO

AND THE WINNERS ARE...

Since 1991, The Golden Note Award has
been bestowed upon designers whose prod-
ucts represent the pinnacle of performance
and engineering. The 1993 recipients are:

Analog Playback:
GRAHAM 1.5 ± TONE ARM
Robert Graham
Graham Engineering

Digital Sources:
MARK LEVINSON NO. 31
CD TRANSPORT
Madrigal Design Team
Madrigal Audio Labs

Electronics:
KRELL KSA AMPLIFIERS
Dan D'Agostino
Krell

Speakers:
WILSON WATT/PUPPY
David A. Wilson
Wilson Audio Specialties, Inc.

Cables and Accessories:
ROOM TUNES
Michael Green
Room Tune, Inc.

Recordings:
ARNOLD OVERTURES
Keith Johnson
Reference Recordings

Styling:
ORACLE DELPHI MARK IV
TURNTABLE
Marcel Riendeau
Oracle Audio

AAHEA
The Academy for the Advancement of High End Audio

                                     
Join the Club! Become one of the HiEnd Audio people and receive the Academy's bi-

 monthly newsletter. Get to know the industry from the people who know! Becomean
active member of the HiEnd Audio community. Enclose $25.00 and mail coupon to:
The Academy, P.O. Box 231003, Encinitas, CA 92023.

 name
 address
 city/state/zip

Check enclosed payable to AAHEA Charge my: CI VISA CI MasterCard  AMEX

 signature card # exp. date                                     



at or near the input jacks. The computer -

grade circuit boards have an exceptionally
clean and well -organized layout and are
0.093 inch thick, about 50% thicker than
those in most audio equipment. The vol-
ume control works digitally with the D/A
converter, but without the adverse effect on
sound quality at low volumes found in
many other digital volume controls.

There are three separate power trans-
formers inside the unit, with isolated mul-
tiple -secondary windings, and 14 separate
stages of voltage regulation. If you miss the

more conventional signs of high -end cir-
cuitry you find in analog equipment, you
will be happy to know that the power sup-
ply has 50,000 jiF of filtering capacity and
approximately 100 film bypass capacitors.

Features, circuitry, and specifications
mean nothing without sonic performance,
and the PS Audio Reference Link LS per-
forms very well indeed. There are, however,
several introductory cautions I should
note. First, the unit requires at least 24
hours of burn -in, with a signal constantly
passing through it, before it begins to show

Discover Incredible Value!

VAVDERSTEE\ A,

The most expensive dynamic

speakers in the world are multi -

enclosure, minimum -baffle designs.

So is our least expensive speaker.

One listen to the astonishing

clarity and realism of the Model 18

will show you why "boxless" is

definitely better.

The Model 1I3 features:

 A superior -quality,

cast -basket woofer.

 A dual -chamber,

metal -dome tweeter.

 An aligned dynamic design.

 A slim elegant appearance.

 Unrivaled quality control.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 West Fourth Street, Hanford, California 93230
(209) 582-0324

nIMF \SC DURIT\

C(

DIO

For more than 15 years, VANDERSTEEN AUDIO has built affordable loudspeakers true to both
science and music. If you're looking for speakers that accurately reproduce the entire frequency
range of music and recreate the full dimensions of the original performance, we can direct you
to your nearest carefully selected Vandersteen dealer.

what it really can do. The technical expla-
nation for the burn -in requirement is that
it allows the clock to more firmly lock in,
but my experience has been that all transis-
tor and tube equipment requires several
days of burn -in to perform at its best. The
second thing to note is that the analog
overload threshold is 1.25 V. This will work
well with virtually all analog sources, but a

few tuners with variable outputs and a

number of CD players have outputs that
are too high. I have no idea why you would
buy the Reference Link LS and feed the
analog outputs of a CD player through it,
but if you do, check the player's output.
You may need to use resistors to lower the
peak voltage. Third, the Reference Link LS
is a digital device designed for state-of-the-

art, high -end systems built around digital
sources. If what you want is simply a line -
stage preamp for an analog -oriented sys-
tem, it does not make sense to buy the Ref-
erence Link LS; PS Audio and many other
companies make very good phono and line
preamps. Further, the Reference Link LS
does not provide all of the transparency
through its analog inputs that you get with
a top analog preamp.

Don't get me wrong, though. The sound
quality with analog inputs is excellent. I
put the unit into the tape monitor loops of
both my Krell KRC and Classe Audio DR -6

reference preamps, set the gain to match
the reference preamp, and found it difficult
to hear the difference. In fact, the differ-
ence simply didn't matter with tuner and
cassette inputs.

Most audiophiles today listen to digital
sources, and the Reference Link LS does a
superb job in handling digital signals. If
you do any digital recording at all-with
DAT, DCC, CD -R, or MD-this is the de-
vice for you. The Reference Link LS did a
superb job of converting analog signals to
digital for recording on my Sony DAT unit
and produced my cleanest live recordings
to date. Although I make no claim to do
anything but fiddle with live recording, I
find that drumhead and cymbal are among
the most difficult musical sounds to record
digitally, and the Reference Link LS han-
dled them superbly. The same was true of
solo soprano voice. Digital sound is not al-
ways kind to solo voice or choral groups;
the Reference Link LS was not merely kind,
it was rich and musical.

The Vandersteen Model 18 is priced from under $700 per pair.

Enter No. 37 on Reader Service Card
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Yours now for just $49.95!

It's true! The new XLO/PRO Type 150 interconnect, at just $49.95 for a one meter pair,

really CAN ADD $1000 OR MORE worth of better highs, cleaner bass, higher resolution,

tighter focus, and broader, deeper, vaster soundstage to virtually ANY system.

Try it yourself. Put XLO/PRO 150 up against ANYTHING AT ALL-from "peanut butter and

jelly," up to "the high-priced spread." The only cables you'll find that are any better are

XL0's own higher priced models.

XLO really IS "The Best in the World!"

Visit your authorized
XLO/PRO dealer today!

:.w/PRO
9480 Utica Street, Suite 612

Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

Phone (909) 466-0382
FAX (909) 466-3662

Enter No. 39 on Reader Service Card

29 cents FREE!
Mail in this completed coupon, and we'll send you
our latest XLO/PRO literature and a GENUINE U.S.

GOVERNMENT 29 CENT STAMP!

Name

Address

Telephone

Only one coupon may be redeemed per customer. Offer is not valid outside the continental

United States, and expires December 31, 1994.



Did

Dour

last

/component

leave

U0

stranded

We

didn't
convince

the power
company to

run solid wires
into your house.

Perhaps Edison was

an audiophile. Luckily,
all you need to change

is that relatively short run
of wire from your audio
gear to the wall.

You'll be shocked (sorry) at the

improvement in dynamics,
depth and drive from your
audio system.

To audition our power cables

please call or write for your
nearest dealer.

audioquest
P.O. Box 3060
San Clemente

CA 92674 USA
TEL 714.498.2770
FAX 714.498.5112

I normally use my DAT deck only to
record passages of different CDs for use in
screening equipment (consumer -quality
digital recorders like my DAT are simply
not good enough for the most demanding
listening). However, when I used my DAT
with the Reference Link LS to record from
my LPs, I got far deaner transcriptions
from them than I had ever gotten before.
This is probably the ideal setup for backing
up an analog collection or recording LPs
you have to borrow because they are out
of print.

It is with digital signals, however, that
the Reference Link LS is most likely to be
judged. Today's audiophiles use CDs for
virtually all their serious listening, and if
you like the sound the Reference Link LS
provides, the best way to get it is to
directly to your amp.
I could not find a

preamp that did not
make some difference
in sound when in-
serted between the
Reference Link LS

and the amplifier.
I think you will like

the sound of the Ref-
erence Link LS. It is
fast and clean, with a great deal of dynamic
energy. It makes musical transients and
changes come alive, and it does so without
hardness or the dulling of the upper oc-
taves and low-level passages, something all
too common in the last generation of D/A
converters. With a really clean CD trans-
port feeding the AES/EBU or AT&T inputs,
the Reference Link LS opens up the sound
to provide air and ambience.

I have already praised its performance
with voice and percussion, but the Refer-
ence Link LS does just as well with piano,
acoustic guitar, strings, woodwinds, and
brass. It is interesting to hear how much
better some of my early chamber music
CDs sound with this state-of-the-art unit
and how much better CDs have gotten
with time.

Listen to the resolution of percussion on
track 1 of Cody Moffett's Evidence (Telarc
CD -83343) or the low-level detail on track
1 (minutes 7:00 through 8:00) of Eduardo
Mata leading the Dallas Symphony on
Shostakovich's Symphony No. 7 (Dorian
DOR-90161). Also listen to the mix of pi-

feed it

ano, percussion, and
bass in "Contrition"
on the Bruce Katz
Band's Crescent Crawl

(AudioQuest AQCD-
1012). If you've felt

CD can't cope with
complex mixes of
alto, tenor, soprano,
and bass voice with
the musical sweetness
of analog, try Pomeri-
urn's recording of An-
toine Busnoy's In Hy-
draulis (Dorian DOR-90184).

Like all audio units, the Reference Link
LS does have its own sonic personality.
There are times when life and energy are

r..711
:'L FERENCE LINK

01.1.11Proce.".

given more emphasis than subtlety and
depth. The bass is

powerful and de-
tailed, living up to
the promise digital
technology makes in
terms of specifica-
tion but often fails to
deliver in practice. I
would like, however,
just a touch more
richness in the upper

midrange. The apparent
soundstage is slightly forward and a bit
wider than I believe is totally neutral. How-
ever, the fact that digital sound gets better
and better does not mean that top manu-
facturers are converging on the same mix
of sound qualities, so you might want to
audition Krell's Reference 64 and Studio or
the Wadia D/A converters to hear strikingly

different interpretations of how to get the
best from digital sound.

The PS Audio Reference Link LS was a
great deal of fun to review. It may be ex-
pensive and is tailored to the needs of digi-
tal -oriented high -end audiophiles, but it
delivers amazing value for money in terms
of sheer technology. Its overall sound qual-
ity is excellent, and the features and re-
mote -control capabilities are well chosen.
This unit may indeed set the future pattern
for high -end audio. Since we are going dig-
ital, it makes sense to integrate D/A con-
version and preamp functions. If you buy
the Reference Link LS, you may well come
to consider it an investment in the digital
future. Anthony H. Cordesman

THE REFERENCE LINK LS

WAS FUN TO REVIEW

AND MAY SET

A PATTERN

FOR HIGH -END AUDIO.

bass and lower
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SPECIAL PACKAGE DEAL
ON TEST CDs

AUDIO magazine and Allegro are pleased to offer a
special package price of $139.95 (that's 10% off
the regular price) on a selected group of test CDs from
two leading makers. The package is recommended by
AUDIO for the proiessional or advanced hobbyist.
Many of these CDs are not available anywhere else.
This is a limited time offer-for two months onlyl-and it
will not be repeated. THE CUT=OFF DATE IS
JULY 25, 1 994! During this period only, we'll
ever pay the postage and handling.

Leading the group is the now -standard two -disc set
from Pierre Verany (PV 788031/2) with 106 tests and
demonstrations. Includes several pieces of music and
tests of 1M, THD, S/N, etc.

Pierre Verany's IPV 784031) offers more demos of
music, including organ, choir, harpsichord, etc., togeth-

er with basic test signals of white and pink noise,
speaker phasing, resonance, etc.

Best of Demonstration, Vol. 1 from Pierre
Verany (PV 792052) is a well -made

recording, with natural acoustics;
Mostly music, has trains, organs.

No test signals.
Anecboic Orchestral Music
from Denon (PG -6006) re-

v ewed in AUDIO
7/89; John Eargle

found it good for
checking new

recording
halls

room.
A unique test

disc which has a
24 -carat gold surface.

Audio Technical CD by
Denon (C39-7147) has music
and test signals for S/N, THD, re-
sponse, phase, level, toneburst, im-
pulse, and spot frequencies.

Denon's Hi-fi Check CD (CO -75046) has
many of the tests on the CD above but also for

cassette deck adjustment, D/A linearity measure-
ment, W&F, separation, etc.

Digital Audio Check CD (C39 -7441 -EX) from Denon
has basic test checks-phase, channel, sweep frequen-
cy, white noise, etc.-with 20 demo music tracks.

Normally, this package of test CDs would cost
$153.85 PLUS postage and handling. For two months
only (deadline is July 25, 1994), the package is priced
at $ 1 3 9 . 9 5 AND WE PAY POSTAGE.
That's a savings of $13.90 or 10%.

"/Audio Test CDs

and

Don't delay on this limited -time offer! Make out your
check for $139.95 and send it to Audio Test CDs, c/o
Allegro, 12630 N.E. Marx St., Portland, Oregon
97230-1059. Note: We can handle both MasterCard
and Visa, but not American Express credit cards. No
CODs but money orders are okay. The deadline on this
offer is July 25th.

FOR AUDIO READERS ONLY!!!
Make out coupon and check for $139.95, payable to Allegro, and mail to
Allegro, 12630 N.E. Marx St., Portland, Oregon 97230-1059.

Please allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery.

Name

Street

City

State Zip Code

Offer expires July 25, 1994.



Bach: Concerto No. 1

for Piano and Orchestra;

Beethoven: Concerto for Piano No. 2
Gould, piano; Leningrad Conservatory

Orchestra, Ladislav Slovrik
SONY CLASSICAL SMK 52 686, CD; 53:07

Bach: Prelude & Fugue in E Major

and F Sharp Minor from

The Well -Tempered Clavier II;

Handel: Four Suites for Harpsichord
Gould, harpsichord

SONY CLASSICAL SMK 52 590
CD; 55:11

Glenn Gould's unique piano approach to
Bach eschews the sustain pedal, attempting
to achieve a more precise sound, closer to
that of the harpsichord, as can be heard on

CLASSICAL
R E Co R DINGS

UL

Bach: Concertos for Piano and Orchestra,

Nos. 1 through 5 and No. 7
Glenn Gould, piano;

Columbia Symphony Orchestra,
Leonard Bernstein and Vladimir Golschmann

SONY CLASSICAL SM2K 52 591 (2)
CD; 69:42 and 38:08

Bach: The Six Partitas,

Selected Preludes & Fugues
Gould, piano

SONY CLASSICAL SM2K 52 597 (2)
CD; 74:08 and 73:48

three of these four recent volumes from
Sony Classical's continuing Glenn Gould
Edition. Gould even had his recording stu-
dio piano adjusted to a shallower and more
responsive action for Bach, comparing it to
"an automobile without power steering."
The fourth volume is a collection of Gould
actually performing on a harpsichord.

The Partitas were only Gould's second
recording project for Columbia after his
brilliant Goldberg Variations. The quirky
pianist was also interested in studio and
recording processes; it was discovered in
preparing the originals of these solo pieces
for remastering that the first and last move-
ments of the Partitas 5 and 6 (included
here) had been recorded in stereo, though
this was a year before the first commercial
stereo discs.

The volume of the six "piano" concertos
begins with an early mono session of Bach's
Concerto No. 1 in D Minor, with the Co-
lumbia Symphony Orchestra conducted by
Leonard Bernstein in 1957. The other five
concertos in this set also present Gould
with the Columbia Symphony Orchestra
but under the direction of Vladimir
Golschmann. Of these five stereo sessions,
all except Concerto No. 5 were recorded
over a decade later than the D Minor, and
in all the sound is considerably improved.

The same year that he recorded the
D Minor Concerto with Bernstein, Gould

Romances
Robert Bonfiglio, harmonica;

Bruce Ferden, conductor
HIGH HARMONY HHCD 1001

CD; 60:34

Virtuosi such as Larry Adler and John
Sebastian, Sr. have demonstrated that
the lowly harmonica
can, believe it or
not, function as a
lovely solo instru-
ment in more seri-
ous concert music.
Robert Bonfiglio con-
tinues the courageous effort here, and
to my ears he succeeds admirably.
Bonfiglio also did most of the transcrip-
tions. Besides Vaughan Williams' Ro-
mance for Harmonica, Strings, and Pi-
ano, many are chestnuts-"The Swan"
from Saint -Satins' Carnival of the Ani-
mals, Ravel's "Pavane for a Dead
Princess," and Sondheim's "Send in the
Clowns"-giving a pops concert feel.

John Sunier

I\
Runran



made a trip to the Soviet Union and recorded
the work again, with the Academic Symphony
Orchestra of the Leningrad Conservatory
conducted by Ladislav Slovak. The sonics are
inferior to the New York version, but the di-
minished orchestral backing places Gould's
piano more in the spotlight. Beethoven's Sec-
ond Concerto from the same live concert in
Russia is also included here.

Lastly, we have a volume with the only
recording Gould ever made on the harpsi-
chord. In early 1962 he had prepared a grand
piano with steel pins for a CBC-TV concert,
calling it a "harpsipiano." Then a piano
shipped to Toronto for a recording of Han-

del's four suites was damaged in shipment.
Gould suggested a real harpsichord. He had
earlier played one on another CBC program,
in two Bach preludes and fugues, which are
included on this CD in their first release.

Gould used a Wittmayer harpsichord,
which he stated was the only one he could
play because its touch and keyboard width
were as close to the piano as one can get. This
particular instrument (I happen to own one)
is regarded by early keyboard specialists as a
sort of Edsel of harpsichords. However, the
results are fine and make one wish that Gould
had "pretended I'm not playing the harpsi-
chord at all" at other recording sessions.

Beethoven: Variations
("Diabelli," Op. 120, and others)

Theo Bruins, piano
CANAL GRANDE CG 9324, CD; 65:30

How many "classical" music listeners re-
alize that the variation form is sometimes at
the very top as the most profound format in
Western music, even more compelling than
the string quartet or the piano sonata? I sus-
pect that big record companies and press
people distrust such variations (unless they
have a Glenn Gould to help)-too high-
brow. Better a good, solid concerto any day,
any recording session.

If you want your music background -
style, if you prefer not to have to think too
hard when you listen, the big companies are
right. But not for this kind of variation. Not
really difficult, even though in Beethoven
the very top of his musical genius
is here, as in a number of other
huge, astonishing, unsettling,
enormous variation sets the com-
poser sprang upon an unsuspect-
ing world. The publisher, Diabelli
in this case, composed a simple-
minded but clever little waltz (it is
ideal for variation -making) and
paid a considerable number of composers
to write variations for him, for a published
collection. Beethoven was loath, but in the
end, no doubt after considerable badgering,
overwhelmed Diabelli with this enormous
work ("Well, then he shall have varia-
tions!"). There are other, similar, over-
whelmingly big Beethoven sets-the
"Kakadu" Variations ("I am the Tailor
Kakadu"), the 32 Variations, and the
"Eroica" Variations (later written into the
"Eroica" Symphony)-as well as an aston-
ishing number of standard variations of
no great consequence, on all sorts of
tunes, arias, and whatnot. Beethoven was
never loath to write semi -corn, as most
standard variations were then, when the
money beckoned.

The Diabelli set is the very last of the
Beethoven piano works, the top of his final,
or "Ninth Symphony," period. The only
other big composer to recently achieve this
sort of enormous impact was Bach, with his
similarly profound Goldberg Variations.
(Not for piano; specifically for double -key-
board harpsichord.) But there have been
plenty of followers, from Haydn to Brahms
and on to today-including plenty of jazz,
basically the same form.

Theo Bruins, recently deceased, was a
powerful all -Dutch pianist, definitely '60s -
style, as any ear can hear. Emphatically, he is
not of the younger musical generation,
though the recording is 1989. He was clearly
a dedicated big-time concert performer; at
mike distance his blows are all trip-hammer
precision, his technique effortless, brilliant,
and very dry-almost no pedal, everything

pointy and sharp. An over-
powering impact-but no
neo-Romance here! It is all
Beethoven the grizzly bear.
Compared to Artur Schnabel,
the most thinking pianist of
this century (if no great tech-
nician), Bruins plays a strong
but not very profound Dia-

belli. There is much that he is unwilling to
hear, or portray. Nobody, however, will get
all of the top Beethoven into one perfor-
mance-this one is strong enough in its
own fashion, Schnabel or no, and it won't
disappoint.

Two of the lesser "normal" sets of
Beethoven Variations round out the CD,
both workmanlike if nothing profound.
One is on a tune from a Salier opera, the
other based on "Rule Britannia." There is a
companion set on "God Save the King (or
Queen)," known in the U.S. as "My Country
'Tis of Thee" as well as being the anthem
of several other countries. That one would
have been fun to hear. In these lesser works
the Bruins pianism is perfection.

Edward Tatnall Canby 1
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Alessandro Scarlatti:
Toccate per Cembalo

Rnaldo Alessandrini, harpsichord
PRCANA/WDR A3, CD; 73:25

Thoigh Alessandro Scarlatti, Domeni-
co's fatter, is best known for his many op-
eras and oratorios, he also wrote some
harps chord works.
The wild, all-hands-
on-de:k passages of
many of these dozen
pieces might almost
make 3ne think these
are later than Do-
menicn's 550 -odd sonata collection. The
harpskhord was already falling into disfa-
vor early in the 18th century, and Alessan-
dro upped the virtuoso quotient, attempt-
ing tc attract more buyers to his music!
Unde-neath the fireworks is a more con-
serva ive musical style than the crossed
hands and clashing harmonics of son
Domenico.

The Linn Numerik A/D processor was
used in production; sonics are close-up
but especially clean in low-level details.

John Sunier

As with all of the Gould series, Sony's Su-
per Bit Mapping high -definition remastering
process brings out clarity and depth, even in
mono recordings, that far surpass the earlier
CD reissues. John Sunier

Antoine Busnoys: In Hydraulis &
Other Works

Punier:um, Alexander Blachly
DORIAN DOR 90184, CD; 72:01

Bus Nose, we used to call Antoine Busnoys
in my student days. Seen but not heard. Mu-
sic before the late 16th century was for musi-
cologists. Purely mathematical, not expressive
like real music. Perhaps we heard a few notes
of Busnoys incongruously on the piano. To-
tally useless.

Now all is different. Busnoys (how do you
pronounce him? My best guess is Beuhnway)
represents one of the
great mature periods of
European church and
secuar music, elegantly
complex and sophisticat-
ed yet easily transparent
(and communicative) in
its audible sound-assuming a transparent
performance not on the piano. It is still built
largely on spaced -out Gregorian chant or
popular melody (even in sacred music) but
not yet, as we might say, wedded to musically
"speaking" words. That welcome develop-
ment came later, as well as necessary simplifi-
cation, as we know in 16th -century music.
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But to an earlier time this was irrelevant, and
is so still. Busnoys died in the Columbus year,
1492. A few musicians even celebrated his
500th. As here.

This type of revival requires a whole new
vocal approach, parallel to the use of period
instruments, if the music is to be intelligible
to the modern ear. Opera wobbles, vibrato,
and high-pressure loudness are out. It needs
smaller, more accurate and blending voices.
Today there is a small wave of the future
building fast in this area, to bring a whole
new music again into play after 500 years.
Pomerium, out of New York, is the type. Try,
and you will hear. I am proud that Alexander

Blachly, in his college days, sang briefly in my
own Canby Singers, so to speak, en route.

Yes, at first all this Busnoys will sound
more or less alike. Don't worry about that.

Edward Tatnall Canby

New World Guitar Trio
TMR 9 93TMR-6, CD; 55:44

While the trio is a fairly common ensem-
ble, rarely does one consist of the same in-
strument, and even rarer is music written for
such a form. The New World Guitar Trio
solves this by relying on transcriptions, al-
though this is certainly no detriment to the
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program. Four of De-
bussy's preludes for pi-
ano (Nos. 3, 6, 8, and 12)
are lovely, delicate im-
pressions often played on
guitar-especially "La
fille aux cheveux de lin"
(No. 8)-and the reading is sweet and buoy-
ant. Beethoven's trio Serenade in D Major,
Op. 25, is a bolder effort, full of sparkling
arpeggios and sprinting scales that translate
remarkably well to the crisp attack of the gui-
tar. And the shimmering, dancing harmonic
lushness of Shostakovich's three fugues for pi-
ano (Nos. 2, 3, and 7) from Op. 87 is en-
livened with tonal variety, despite the similar-
ity of the instrumental voices.

This excellently recorded set is rounded
out by two works for guitar trio by Dutch
composer Chiel Meijering that exploit per-
cussive techniques and guitaristic vocabulary
such as blues bends. Indeed, what's remark-
able about this debut is how fluidly and flu-
ently David Patterson, Thomas Noren, and
Dean Harada make this program seem id-
iomatic to three guitars, while providing a re-
freshing new perspective on the music itself.

Michael Wright

Transcendental Bach: Elaborations on
the Solo String Works of J. S. Bach by
Rachmaninoff, Godowsky, and Busoni

Thomas Labe, piano
DORIAN DISCOVERY DIS-80117

CD; 70:27

The popularity of transcriptions of this
sort has gone through many ups and downs
over the years. Franz Liszt (1811 to 1886)
made piano transcriptions of Beethoven sym-
phonies not only as vehicles for his own leg-
endary virtuosity but also as a means to take
them to provincial audiences beyond the
reach of a symphony orchestra. Purists con-
tinue to sniff at them. Personally, I get a

tremendous, unashamed, unapologetic kick
out of the good ones-especially when per-
formed with the dash and verve Thomas Labe
brings to these.

Leopold Godowsky (1870 to 1938), one of
history's greatest pianists and teachers, had
the rare chutzpah to take
works Bach had com-
posed for a single stringed
instrument and trans-
form them into virtuoso
piano works that exploit
every resource of a mod-
ern concert grand. Dorian has sumptuously
recorded these performances in the exem-
plary acoustics of upstate New York's Troy
Savings Bank Music Hall, a venue that in its
own way is also something of a legend.

Paul Moor
 a division of Clarity Electronics LTD 

4120 Meridian  Bellingham, WA. 98226
Enter No. 28 on Reader Service Card
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ROCK -POP
TORI AMOS

SARAH McLACHLAN
Under the Pink

Tori Amos

ATLANTIC 82567-2, 56:52

Sound: A-, Performance: A -

Fumbling Towards Ecstasy
Sarah McLachlan

ARISTA 18725-2, 55:01

Sound: A-, Performance: B+

After a week of immersion in
these two very challenging albums, I
woke from a disturbing dream-a
Straw Dogs sort of blood -splattered
thriller that was scored with songs
from Tori Amos' Under the Pink.
The album itself hadn't suggested
this grisly imagery from listening to
it, so it must have worked on some
weird subconscious level. I suspect
that Ms. Amos would be very

pleased to hear this.
Both Under the Pink and

Sarah McLachlan's Fumbling
Towards Ecstasy are albums
that make strong demands of

the listener. Neither works
very well as a passive lis-

tening experience;
you must make an

effort to reach
them. Amos

is the more
opaque of

the two
artists.

A vocal

style that
stretches and

twists the syllables
makes it difficult to un-

derstand what a song's about.
Lyric sheets without punctua-
tion don't make things easier.4.*

In contrast, Amos throws herself
into her songs with the abandon of a
method actor, virtually living out
the scenarios before you. Some
melodies are tortuously complicat-
ed, while others, such as "Pretty
Good Year" and "Past the Mission,"
are intoxicating-
ly pretty. The fi-
nale, "Yes, Ana-
stasia," reveals
itself as the psy-
chological profile

of the fabled daughter of the Czar.
The way Amos builds tracks is

somewhat unconventional. She al-
ways records voice and piano first
and then either adds complementary
elements or lets the unadorned song
stand alone. Some pieces receive
subtle string arrangements, others
get only bass and drums, and still
others get a full band and/or an oc-
casional "guest" vocalist. One song,
"Bells for Her," is just her voice
and prepared piano sounding some-

thing like a fuzzy
celeste.

The influence
of Kate Bush on
Amos is undeni-,
able. She some-

times sounds more like Kate than
Kate does. Equally clear is the confi-
dence and pride Tori has in her own
work. She revels in the fact that her
work isn't "easygoing?' With her al-
bums, this and the previous Little
Earthquakes, the listener's effort
brings just rewards. Fans are advised
to look for her generously bonus -
tracked CD -5s.

Nova Scotia's Sarah McLachlan's
chief influence is Peter Gabriel, as

Photo: *Loren Hayes AUDIO/JUNE 1994
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she has often stated in her interviews. Her
voice has an inescapable aura of sadness, and
her songs veer toward romance in a classical
poetry sense.

As with her previous album, Solace, the
recording is a collaboration with Pierre Mar-
chand, a producer/musician with ties to
Daniel Lanois. Marchand's greatest contribu-
tion is the Lanois-like mysterioso atmosphere
that envelops McLachlan's songs and deepens

producer Nick Lowe par-
ticipates, as does Elvis'
more recent producer
Mitchell Froom. The re-
sulting 15 songs here are
reminiscent of vintage
Costello, musically dense

and verbally loaded like Imperial Bedroom,
from 1984. Brutal Youth isn't easy sledding. In
fact, it might take several listens plus the help

Sinatra and Sextet: Live in Paris
Frank Sinatra

REPRISE 9-45487-2, 74:07

"Man, what happened to those
jokes?" quips the greatest pop vocalist
in the universe as his onstage patter is
noticeably bombing. It's part
of a strange rapport between
Mr. Blue Eyes and his Paris au-
dience during the 1962 charity
performance on which Sinatra
and Sextet was put to tape.
Strange, because his audience
is more like a makeshift morgue-un-
responsive, staid, minimally applaud-
ing, and almost never laughing at
Sinatra's sometimes funny/sometimes
truly tasteless outbursts of wit. But
with able assistance from his touring

sextet, Sinatra brings the roof down
on 'em.

In 1962, The Voice still had his
voice, and i- was a marvelous instru-
ment-a textural baritone with incred-
ible breath control and a knack for
turning a phrase like nobody else.

Whether sentimentalizing on
"Moonlight in Vermont" or
reaching for high notes with
insurmountable joie de vivre
on "Come Fly with Me," Sina-
tra, at his peak, infused his
songs with emotion like no

other singe. But hey, he'll always be
an emotioral guy. Just ask cnybody
he's punched out over the years.
A marvelous duet with his guitar play-
er on "Night and Day" is the icing on
the cake. Mike Bieber

them. Guitarist Bill Dillon is also an essential
component.

McLachlan's palette is narrower than
Amos, but she always operates with an open
throttle on her heart. "Ice Cream" provides a
welcome, whimsically sweet change of pace.
Among her strongest songs is "Possession,"
which bookends the album-fully produced
in the beginning, and reprised much later
as a hidden (you won't find it mentioned
anywhere) piano and vocal interpretation
seconds after the album's final and epony-
mous track.

Nobody ever said that the good stuff would
always hit you between the eyes. Some-
times-and Amos and McLachlan are good
examples of this-the quality of the work is
obvious, but to appreciate it fully, you have to
become part of the creative process-a part-
nership that can potentially result in art.

Michael Tearson

Brutal Youth
Elvis Costello

WARNER BROS. 9 45535-2, 57:24

Here, to the surprise of many, Elvis Costel-
lo and his former backing band through his
glory years, The Attractions (Steve Nieve, Pete
Thomas, and Bruce Thomas), are reunited
despite well -documented acrimony. Erstwhile

Martinis and Bikinis
Sam Phillips

VIRGIN 8 39438 2, 46:13

Sam Philips' third Virgin album may
be her most seductive yet. Produced as
always by spouse T -Bone Burnett, ornate
and vaguey Beatle-esque touches enlight-
en Phillips' songs that are, by turns, cau-
tionary and yearning. Often, I couldn't
help singing along throughout the first lis-
ten. Burnet's produc-
tion also integrates
some psychedelic
touches, such as a
sitar and the back-
ward tape effects in
the irresis-ibly catchy
"Baby I Can't Please
You." On zareful listening, son -e arrange-
ments seem to be based on specific licks:
"I Need Love" recycles the George Harri-
son riff from "If I Needed Someone," and
the close-, a clangy jump -rope rhythm
take of John Lennon's "Ginme Some
Truth," is offbeat and lots of Fin. But you
could say the same about the whole al-
bum. Key players include David Mans-
field and XTC's Colin Moulding.

Michael Tearson

of a lyric sheet to "get" these songs. But
Costello fans will welcome this album as a
long -hoped -for return to form.

Michael Tearson

Trios
Rob Wasserman

MCA/GRP MGD-4021, 57:16

In the follow-up to his 1988 Grammy -win-
ning Duets album, bassist Rob Wasserman
has opted for songs over performance and in-
teraction. Sam Phillips contributes an eerie
paean to Brian Wilson, which is sung by Wil-
son's daughter Carnie and Wilson himself,
who chips in a chorus that sounds like pale
ghosts of Beach Boys harmonies past. Elvis
Costello is also in a nostalgic mood with his
old-timey rendition of
"Put Your Big Toe in the
Milk of Human Kind-
ness," with guitarist
Marc Ribot participating
as well. Unfortunately,
many of the songs on
Trios are throwaways. Neil Young and Bob
Weir pull one off the dust heap for the slo-
ganeering "Easy Answers," and Edie Brickell
and Jerry Garcia are charming but hardly rev-
elatory on their pair of tunes.

Throughout, Wasserman gives some spirit-
ed performances. He has a wonderfully
melodic and earthy bass sound, and Trios
shows he is as comfortable in a classical im-
provisation with Kronos Quartet cellist Joan
Jeanrenaud as he is playing with the late blues
legend Willie Dixon. John Diliberto

FAST TRACKS

The Wishing Well: Connie Dover (Tay-

lor Pork Music TPMD-0201, 48:46).
Dover's second album is a lovely, lumi-
nous set of Celtic music with two cowboy
songs thrown in for spice. It was recorded
in Edinburgh with many of the genre's
best musicians supporting her, among
them producer/multi-instrumentalist Phil
Cunningham, guitarist Manny Lunnus, and
fiddle ace Aly Bain. (P.O. Box 12381,
North Kansas City, Mo. 64116.) M.T.

Bad Boy: Larry Williams (Specialty
SPCD 7002, 51:46). The Beatles cut his
"Dizzy Miss Lizzy," "Bad Boy," and "Slow
Down," and The Stones did "She Said
Yeah." But Larry Williams is at best a cult
figure. However, once you hear Williams
interpreting his own songs, even John
Lennon's versions sound like mere cover
records. Only Little Richard and Jerry Lee
Lewis can rival Larry Williams for pushing
rock's limits.
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JAZZ -BLUES
R EC DINGS

Charlie

Musselwhite is
possibly the best
living player
of amplified
blues harp.

l'hoio: 1)avit1 Glair In My Time
Charlie Musselwhite

ALLIGATOR ALCD 4818, CD; 62:43
Sound: A-, Performance: B+

w ith the arguable excep-
tions of James Cotton
and maybe Delbert Mc-
Clinton, Charles Mussel -

white III is the finest am-
plified blues harp player alive. It's
just that simple. If you're too late to
have witnessed Little Walter or Big
Walter on stage, Musselwhite, on a

good night (and he has a lot of
them), is as
close as you'll
ever come. If
not in their
league as in-
novators, he
blows his harp
with an over-
whelming in-
strumental mastery and soaring so-
los that are pure aural adrenaline for
his fans.

A contemporary of Paul Butter-
field, Musselwhite couldn't, or
wouldn't, duplicate his friend's
crossover success. Specialized blues
magazines ignored the records of a
young white kid in a black blues
world. With his recorded output

scattered among a handful of small
labels, soon only fellow musicians
appreciated the range of his talents.

However, upon signing to Alliga-
tor in 1990, Musselwhite finally
came into his own. In My Time, his
third Alligator album, looks back on
his roots, offering three distinct sets
that reflect his musical development
from a young Delta bluesman to his
current status as reigning blues har-
monica hero. An accompanying
booklet containing rare photos from
Musselwhite's own scrapbook will
add further enjoyment for fans.

Four songs
capture Mus-
selwhite on his
first instru-
ment, guitar,
and his solo
Delta blues are
as tasty as you
would expect.

Vocal group The Blind Boys of Al-
abama join him on two of these
numbers.

Next, Musselwhite and sympa-
thetic West Coast bluesmen re-create
the blues of '50s Chicago. The musi-
cianship is first-rate throughout, but
Musselwhite's own bands left a
more distinctive stamp on similar
material.

IN MY TIME SHOWS

MUSSELWHITE'S

DEVELOPMENT FROM

YOUNG DELTA BLUESMAN

TO HARMONICA HERO.

The best tracks feature Mussel -

white with his current group. Like
Little Walter, Musselwhite favors a

driving trio that can quickly get out
of his way when he catches fire.
"Moving and Groovin' " showcases
his signature licks with dazzling
runs.

In My Time isn't Charlie Mussel -

white's most exciting album (try Ace
of Harps on Alligator or Takin' My
Time on Arhoolie). It is, however, a
rewarding change of pace with
something for everyone.

Roy Greenberg

The Key Players
The Contemporary

Piano Ensemble
DIW/COLUMBIA CK-57754, 69:43

Five pianists around four pianos: A
game of musical chairs? Hardly. When

James Williams gathered Mulgrew
Miller and Donald Brown (fellow
Memphis State
University alum-
ni), Geoff Keezer
(honorary Mem-
phian), and Har-
old Mabern (a
fellow Memphian)

in a recording stu-

dio, the agenda was part Memphis
piano summit, part tribute to Phin-
eas Newborn, Jr., and part plain old
house party.

The laughter and cheers are left in
the mix, which itself succeeds in allow-

ing each grand piano to be audible and

distinct. Liner notes list who plays
what (Brown substitutes on three
tunes for everybody except Miller), in-

cluding melodic trades, duo and en-
semble sections, and flights of solo im-
provs that reveal as much about the
participants' approaches as they do
about the music's roots. A particular
highlight is a fascinating read of Bobby

Timmons' "Moanin'" by the four ex -

Jazz Messengers (all except Mabern).

The excellent accompaniment is pro-
vided by drummer Tony Reedus and
bassist Christian McBride.

Larry Blumenfeld
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ORIGINAL MASTER RECORDING'

rim G, III Sisr_zern

MINGUS AT CARNEGIE HALL

ORIGINAL MAS7FR RECO17171N5

Highlights include Her POCKr WAY,
BROTHEP JOHN/IXO MO and brother Aaron's
magnificent soprano on MONA LISA.
Featured background vocals by The
Persuasions and Whitney Houston.

Todd Rundgren
Somethng/Anvthore

Double Fantasy

05,,3 FECOPIOrnIG

ART BLAKEY &

THE All MESS

ENGERSI NIGHT

IN TUNISIA'.

ORIGINAL MASTER RECORDING

BRING
THE
FAMILY

The genesis of -Little Village- starts here,
with Hoosier Hiatt laying it down with Ry
Gooier, Nick Lowe and Jim Kellner.
Features the original version or Bonnie
A'aitt's hit THING CALLED LOVE.

Mobile Fidelity. Sound Lab is deli :aced In makini, I , sic sound its absolute best.
Our proprietary mastering techniques . , It ce of step further with the cutting -edge
technology of the GAIN Systenir". We wort from ginal master tapes-with strict
attention to detail-because we love the music as much as you do. Hear the difference
with Fltradisc jjTM The original limited edition, 24-k rat got audiophile CD._
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For a tree color catalog, call 800-423-5759 411L77/40"-`-*-7'
mofiernofi.com

Enter No. 25 on Reader Service Card



Spirits
Gil Scott -Heron

TVT RECORDS TVT 4310-2, 56:34

During his '70s heyday, Gil Scott -Heron
combined his wordsmith talent with Miles
Davis -inspired jazz/fusion. Now, some 20

years later, young
British soul boys are re-
treading this concoc-
tion as "Acid Jazz," and
,verything old-Fender
Rhodes pianos, Adidas

warm-up suits, Roy Ayers-is new again.
Arguably, it's this retro '70s wave that has
allowed Scott -Heron to make a new album
after 12 years, and his music remains large-
ly unchanged-same instrumentation,
same voice. But it's Gil's near -legendary
Afrocentric polemic that, on Spirits, has
been toned down, with black empower-
ment sharing the bill with all -encompass-
ing themes of global reparation, and he's
also become something of a "luurve" man.
Sorry, no "Whitey on the Moon" here, but
believe me he still vents. And as an artist
whose talents as a singer don't hold a can-
dle to what he does with the spoken
word-thankfully captured on Spirits-it's
pretty obvious why he survived the '80s by
doing poetry readings. Mike Bieber

A Celebration
The Modern Jazz Quartet

with solo guests
ATLANTIC 82538-2, 71:23

With 42 years together, the Modern Jazz
Quartet is one of the longest running part-
nerships in jazz. This longevity actually
stretches to 50 years if you consider eight
years with the previous drummer.
Throughout its existence, the MJQ has

added interest to its
work by experimenting
in varied musical envi-
rons, and A Celebration
expands this diversity.
Here, the renowned

quartet performs with a bevy of guest
artists who were also responsible for
choosing material. The program consists of
standards, except for two MJQ originals.
Highlights include Wynton and Branford
Marsalis on two tunes each, and Bobby
McFerrin interpreting "Bag's Groove" with
assistance from the phenomenal vocal
group Take 6. Harry "Sweets" Edison, Illi-

nois Jacquet, Jimmy Heath, and Freddie
Hubbard also participate. John Sunier

I Can See Your House From Here
John Scofield & Pat Metheny

BLUE NOTE 7 27765, 69:03

Guitarists John Scofield and Pat Methe-
ny first met at the Berklee School of Music
in Boston. In the 20 years since, each has
forged his own musical path to success,
built along lines of improvisations. Sco's
has been a jagged one, marked by raw,
quirky invention. Metheny's glows with a
bright, sculptured beauty. The collabora-
tion is remarkable for the perspectives the

two bring to each oth-
er's signature styles. It's
not difficult to match
the angular groove of
"Everybody's Party" to
Scofield or the struc-

tural elegance of "Message to My Friend"
to Metheny. But with support of bassist
Steve Swallow and drummer Bill Stewart,
Scofield and Metheny find a common
ground that often reveals fresh territory.

Larry Blumenfeld                   
FAST TRACKS                  

Tigerman: Kim Wilson (Antones ANT
0023, 45:49). The Fabulous Thunder-
birds' singer and harmonica ace has his
first solo album, and it's a sizzler. Mas-
tered hot, with in -your -face sonics from the
first note, this is a blues album to savor. M.T.

Going Home: Elvin Jones' Jazz Ma-
chine (Enja 7095-2, 59:48). The leg-
endary drummer shows plenty of taste
and finesse leading and backing his
septet, which includes saxist Ravi
Coltrane and pianist Kent Jordan. J.S.

Paulistana: Eliane Elias (Blue Note 7
89544 2, 51:14). Brazilian keyboardist
Elias leads an infectious jazz samba ses-
sion featuring Eddie Gomez, Jack De-
Johnette, Nana Vasconcelos, and others.
Her lyrically swinging piano is matched
by her lilting vocals on three tracks. J.S

Fast Life: David Murray Quartet + 1

(DIW/COLUMBIA CK 57526, 60:50).
The prolific World Sax Quartet member
delivers a more "inside" effort that in-
cludes longtime cohorts John Hicks and
Ray Drummond. The "+ 1" is Branford,
who fits on two of six cuts but is otherwise
more for show than tell. J.W.P.

STORADISC"- See why CD Review picked our Library
Series as their "top choice". Fine -furniture quality in a variety
of finishes and sizes. Call or write DAVIDSON-WHITEHALL,
555 Whitehall Street, Atlanta, GA 30303. 1-800-848-9811.

STORE 850 CDs
IF in 3 Drawer

Cabinets
20 1/2'1-14gb
37 1/7 Wide

20' Deep
C01013: Black,
White, Grey,
Beige, Red

or Turquoise.

$295.
Stackable, Lockable, Textured Steel

Cabinets. The choice of Radio Stations
and Collectors since 1979. Holds CDs,

Videos, Lasers, Cassettes and CD ROMs.
To Order Or For More
Information Call PROSTOR
1-800-387-9790
900 Hertel Ave, Buffalo, NY 14216 (905)475-6622

ATTENTION
ADVERTISERS
Reach proven mail order
buyers! They turn to us
when they are looking for
purchasing information and
advise. Advertise your
products and services in a
low-cost environment
that sells.

Millions of your prime
prospects can be found in
the industry leading titles of
Hachette Filipacchi
Magazines, Inc.

To place a classified ad, sim-
ply call us Toll -Free and
reserve your space today!

1-800-445-6066
(9am- 5pm EST)

In Canada: 1-212-767-5750
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VISA

The Cube
by Lorentz Design

Stores

306 CDs
or any combination

of CDs. VHS. Cassettes. etc

Featuring DI/ patented ALLSTOP STORAGE SYSTEM, no slots,
no plastic molds, no wasted space  FUl-extension drawer
slides  From high quality oak veneers and hardwood 
23" H x 19 1/2' W x 17 1/2' D  Fully assembled  Stackable 

Available in Light, Medium, Dark Oil Stain :3225) &
Black (5235) - Plus shipping and handling.

7o order or for free brochure

800-933-0403
Lorentz Design, Inc.  P.O Box 277

209 Pa-It...lay Ave. N.  Lanesb aro, MN 55949
FAX 507467-2461

Millions of your prime prospects can be
found in the industry leading titles of
Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc.

To place a classified ad, simply call
Toll -Free and reserve your space today!

1-800-445-6066 (9am-5pm EST)
In Canada : 1-212-767-5750

CD, Audio and Video Storage
Fully Assembled! » Made in U.S.A.
100% Solid Oak! » Smoked Glass Doors

i 30 Day Money Back » Ajustable Shelves

Guarantee! » No Hidden Costs

Just One Low Price!
Call or state for a fru color brochure

AGM Woodworking
870 Capitolio Way #5

San Luis Obispo, Ca. 93401
(805) 544-8668

41* 1-800-858-9005 an.

This publication is
available in
microform from UMI.
A Bell 8 Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA
800-521-0600 toll -free
313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll -free from Canada

CD STORAGE+

N. A rrA, 'shown in Solid Brown Oak)

Sorice Systems - n the Standards in
Audio/Video Ste -age Systems

 Store 300 CD's in t its Premium Solid Hardwood
Cabinet.

 Impeccably crafted n your choice of Solid Oak,
Walnut, Teak or CF.erry.

 Fully adjustable Shelves store any combination
CD's, Videos and Cassettes - all in ONE cabinet.

 No -Slot design maximizes storage space, simplifi

organizing & re -arranging your collection,
accommodates single & multiple CD sets, allows
for possible changes in the size of CD pacicaging.

 Adjustable Solid B -ass Bookends keep Discs &
Tapes upright and n place.

 Cabinets can be stacked, wall mounted or ieft
free standing.

 Optional Clear or Smoked Glass Doors are available.

 Completely enclosed back provides dust prot

 Compact size: 391/."H x 231/2"W x 71/2"D

 Shipped to you fuly assembled.

soRce
P.O Box 747-A Nutley, NJ 07110

aceepr Visa, MasterCard, American Express, C leeks and Money Orders. All
Model: come with a30 Day Money Back ;:tuarantee and a Full One Year Warranty.

For Prices and Free Full Color Liter-
ature on our Complete Lise of Audio/
Video Storage Systems: Call Toll Free
1-800-432-8005 or FAX your nun
and address to 1.201-748-25

BILLY
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Our component rack systems are the result

of serious attention to detail and pride in the
art of design and craftsmanship.

"We will even design a piece to your exact
specifications!" Our custom design department
is fast and affordable.
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Audio
Racks
#5000 #2300
and others.

Comes in
4 colors to
choose from.

The
I -Beam

Component
Center

T.V. Swivel
Available.
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Glass
Component
Shelving.

Media-Raxx,.
All Sizes

(adjustable)
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The Eye -So
Stack Rack
System

Call us today for your local dealer and a copy
of our detailed Newsletter with product photos
and specifications...

We Manufacture:
 Audio Racks  Laser Disc Storage
 T.V. Recorder Tables  Projector Tables
 Amp Stands  Monitor Swivels
 Big Screen Pedestals  Wall Brackets
 Speaker Stands  Audio Dusters
 Turn Table Foundations  Tube Flex Kits
 CD Storage Racks  Custom Designs

Available
B M. II. P / BILLY BAGS

I , W.A.a .... ....I r 4147 TRANSPORT ST.
'.,), ..,,..,-..'.. VENTURA, CA 93003

Ir' /
(805) 644-2185
FAX 644-0434



DEALER
CALIFORNIA

SHOWCASE
CALIFORNIA CALIFORNIA

VALUEABLE
WE COMBINE EXCEPTIONAL

PRODUCTS WITH DESIGN EXPERTISE
TO CREATE HIGH PERFORMANCE
SYSTEMS OF UNUSUAL VALUE.

Factory Authorized Dealer for:
Alon  Adcom  Apogee  AudioQuest

Audiostatic  Celestion  Definitive -
Technology  Denon  Fosgate  Grado

Hailer  Hitachi  Lexicon  Linaeum
Mc Cormack  Mod Squad  M&K  NAD
Paradigm  Parasound  Power Wedge

Proton  Rotel  Scientific Fidelity  SOTA
Stax  Sumiko  Terk  Theta  VAC

Van Den Hul  Vidikron  XLO & more!

nI 17 (310) 370-8575L 1310 Kingsdale Ave.

Systems TRueed_oFrirdi ca.hry,JCpAm90278

Design Sat iiarn-6Pm
Group

261 N. Robertson Blvd.
Beverly Hills, CA 90211
(310) 205-0166 By Appt.

ILLINOIS

Reel to Real Designs
Authorized Dealer:
 CODA
 Counterpoint
 Cary
 Sumo
 Soundcraftsmen

 Parasound
 Fosgate
 Simply Physics
 Sumiko
 Quicksilver
 Room Tunes

New FOCUS Speaker

800-283-4644
call fur literature

Visit our SPEAKER FACTORY SHOWROOM
at 3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702

MASSACHUSETTS

The Best Values In Hi End Hi-Fi.

audio studio
Authorized sales and service for:
Audible Illusions, Audioquest,
B&K, Beyerdynamic, Cardas,

Counterpoint, Dual, Klyne,
Maplenoll, Marantz, Mirage,

Mission, Monster Cable, Morel,
NAD, Nakamichi, Oideion Products,

Ortofon, Project, Proton, QUAD,
Renaissance Audio, Revox,

Sennheiser, SME, Shure, Stax,
Straight Wire, Sumiko, Thorens,
Velodyne, VPI, and many more.
303 Newbury St., Boston, MA 02115

(617) 267-1001
FAX (617) 277-2415

414 Harvard St., Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 277-0111

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ACCEPTED
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4MARANTI CD RECORDERS*
*SONY MICRO DAT RLCORDER*
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MAINE

Acurus ... AMC ... Aragon ... Audioquest
... Audio Research ... Bryston ... Creek

CWD Dahlquist Denon

Genesis ... Grado lam° ... Lexicon ...
Magneplaner ... Magnum Dynalab ... Mark
Levinson ... NAD ... Near ... Prometheans
... PSB ... Pulsar ... Revolver ... Rotel ...
SME Sota ... Sound Connections ...
Stax ... Stewart ... Sumiko ... Sumo ...
Symdex Thoren ... Transparent Audio

. . VPI ... And Much More!

Hi Fi EXChANgE
FORESIDE MALL  ROUTE ONE

FALMOUTH, ME 04105

(207) 781-2326

MINNESOTA

1 (800) 229-0644
ORD PLAYER NEEDLES

AND CARTRIDGES. World's
Largest Selection and
Lowest Price!!

Proud to promote Audio Technica, Audloquesto
Bang 80 Olufsen, Goldring, Grado, Ortofon,
Shure, Signet, Stanton, Nitty Gritty, Last,
Discwasher and morel
M -Sat 10-7 Sun 12-5
419 14th Avenue SE
Minneapolis, MN 55414
(612) 378-0543 FAX: (612) 378-9024

Jerry Raskin's

Needle Doctor

Vie don't sell
perfect systems.

Alter 15 years, we'N e learned
no perfect system exists. It has to be built-
to your specifications, within your budget

To gets s today...
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3 10 51
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NEW JERSEY

A Banquet For
Your Eyes & Ears

Acrotec  Air Tangent
Analogue Productions  Air Tight
Apex  Arcam  Arcici  Athena

Atlantic Technologies  Audio Prism
Audiolab  Audiostatic  Basis  Benz
Bitwise  Bright Star  Cardas  Chario

Chesky  Clarity Audio  Clarity Recordings
Creek  CWD  Day Sequerra  Delos

Dorian  EAD  EKSC  Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology  Ensemble  Epos
First Sound  Fosgate  Golden String

Goldmund  Goldring  Grado
Harman Video  Harmonia  Mundi

Kinergetics  Klyne  Last  Mapleshade
Merrill  Micromega  Mod Squad

Mogami  Morch  Nestorovic  Neutrik
Nimbus  Opus 3  Panamax  Paragon

Power Wedge  Presence Audio
Pro Ac  Proprius  QED  Rega
Reference Recordings  Revolver
Rockustics  Roksan  RoomTune

Sheffield Labs  Sims  Sound Anchors
Stax  System Line  Tara Labs
Target  Tice Audio  Water Lily

WBT  Wheaton  & More...

Savor these pleasures...
Call SAVANT.

LAAMS091
Custom Design & Installation
Consultation  Interior Design
800 628 0627  609 799 9664

FAX: 609 799 8480

Serving The World

Visit these specialty retailers for professional consultation
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We specialize in hard to find
phono cartridges and orig-
inal replacement styli only!!

(800) 221-0906
CALL TOLL.FREE FOR
FREE PRICE QUOTES
AND VISAIMC ORDERS
N.Y. STATE (516) 509.1112

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.
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LYLE CARTRIDGES

115 South Corona Avenue
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

Phones Open Mon -Sat 9 am -8 pm
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NEW YORK

_crie ALPHA STEREO
Quality Components, Professional histallation & Service

NAD

"We are known for the
companies we keep"

Adcom, NAD, Rotel, Onkyo, B&W,
Ortofon, Audioquest, Monster Cable,
M&K, AKG, Stax, Polk Audio, Atlantic

Technologies, Audio Alchemy,
Beyerdynamics, Sony, PSB, Sennheiser,

Alpine, Boston Acoustics.
Northern NY's oldest & most renowned dealer.

57 Smithfield Blvd., Plattsburgh, NY 12901

518-561-2822
Fax: 518-561-2961

Monday -Friday 10am-8pm. Saturday 10am-6pm
Mastercard, Visa, Discover, Amex
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PENNSYLVANIA

PHILADELPHIA
AUDIOPHILES

Acoustic Energy Harbeth Rega Planar

Air Tight Highwire Roksan

Audible Illusions Jadis Rotel

Audio Alchemy Kimber Kable Sci-Fi

Audiolab Kinergetics Signet

Avalon Klyne SOTA

B&KComponents Koetsu Soun icraftsmen

Cary Melos Spendor

CEC TL -1 Meridian Stax

Classe Micromega Straight Wire

Counterpoint M&K Sound Target

Creek Monitor Audio Totem

DPA-Deltec Muse Transparent

Dynavector NAD Unity Audio

Eminent Tech. Oracle VAC

Epos Parasound VPI

Genesis PS Audio Well Tempered

Green Mountain PSB Wheaton

DAVID LEWIS AUDIO
At Sound Service Company

8010 Bustleton Ave. Philadelphia, PA 19152
(2151725-4080 Bank Cards Accepted

VIRGINIA

THE BEST IN HOME GROWN AUDIO.

Hi-Fi Farm
FEATURING:

Quad, Alon, OCM, Magnum,
Woodside, Roksan, Spender,
B&K, Kimber, VMPS, Cardas,

Creek, Epos, Micro -Mega, Fosgate,
and many more.

Also featuring high end used
equipment, fully guaranteed!

2039 Electric Rd., Roanoke, VA 24018

Call for information
1-703-772-4434
Nationwide Toll Free:
1-800-752-4018

All major credit cards accepted

LEVITATION

Si"._

"FLOATING"

Component

Display

System

Priced from $249.

(as shown...$623.)

NYAuclio
516/277 -8561

TEXAS
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DALLAS' FINEST AUDIO VIDEO STORE

K.Aw Ar Aw
Pioneer

PowerWedge
Proton

Vidikron
Revolver

Roksan
Runco

Apogee
Audioquest
Audio Alchemy

BIC
Sony
Epos
Jamo
MB quart
Forte
JVC

EX121=1IT -
McCormack
IM=1
Stewart
1721Sa
Dakkauist
IMOCI
Niles

Ili
Standesign

Celestion
Threshold

Came11172612:111.1

Parasound

Tice

Toshiba1=1
=AI

r AIIIA
Consultation  sales  Installation
Available throughout the United States.

PHONE 214/516-1849
2301 N. Central  Suite 182  Plano, TX 75075

WISCONSIN

For the Musical Difference
Authorized Dealer For:

 NAD
 GRADO
 PROAC
 AFATURE
 VELODYNE
 CWD
 STAX
 SANUS
 M & K
 KEF
 ONKYO
 SONY ES
 ADCOM
 THORENS
 TARGET

 CARVER
 LEXICON
 ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
 NAKAMICHI
 AUDIOCONTROL
 CELESTION
 PSB
 NILES AUDIO
 NITTY GRITTY
 SOUNDSTREAM
 HARMAN KARDON
 MONSTER CABLE
 ALTEC LANSING
 ROCKFORD/FOSGATE
 POLK AUDIO

2808 Cahill Road , P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143

1-800-826-0520 (715) 735-9002
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Audio Concepts.

Dipole
Surround

-1 For the ultimate
home theater, the ambient sound should
be realistic and fill your room yet never

give a clue where the speakers are!
We've refined the design of the dipole

surround speaker for 50-100% less than
competing systems! Superb sound and
build. unsurpassed value!

CS

Ilpdio Concepts. Inc. Authorized Dealer Since 1977
901 South 40 St., La Crosse,W1 546(11
Voice (608) 784-4570 Fax: (608) 784-6367
Ask for a free catalog on our full line of loudspeakers

WISCONSIN

AudLopkilei s
has MOVED to

NEW LARGER Facilities:

11 Private Listening Rooms
Including 4 Home Theaters

Presenting the FINEST in
Audio and Video Components.

Specializing in
Custom Design and Installation

for over 21 years.
Sales and Service

for Wisconsin and the Nation.
NOW AT:

2014 Main St. (Hwy. 14)
Cross Plains, WI 53528

(608) 798-3455

WISCONSIN

Becauseyou'll play It for keqks

Authorized Dealer For:
ADS PSB
JVC TARGET
LEXICON CLARION
ACURUS ROCKFORD/FOSGATE
SANUS SENNHEISER
HUGHES STEREOSTONE
HAFLER CELESTION
SONY SONY ES
MONSTER BANG & OLUFSEN
NAD ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
M & K HARMAN KARDON
POLK LUXMAN
ENERGY NAKAMICHI
PROAC P.S. AUDIO
AKG NILES AUDIO
AVIA AIWA PORTABLES

430 State St., Madison, WI 53703
608-255-2887

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us to
verify all of the claims of advertisers, includ-
ing product availability and existence of
warranties. To confirm that an advertiser is
authorized to sell a product, we suggest you
contact the manufacturer directly. Please re-
view our Tips for Mail Order Purchasers in
this section.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

STOP! LOOK!! SAVE$$$!!
CARVER, DENON, POLK, NAKAMICHI, B&K, NAD,
KEF, ONKYO, SNELL, PS AUDIO, PARADIGM, VE-
LODYNE, SPICA, plus much more! SOUND SHOP
206-692-8201

THE LNPA 150 MONOBLOCK POWER AMPLIFIER; clari-
ty, immediacy, and accurate harmonic content never before
heard in high end audio. Designed to please a musician's
ears and built for longevity. "Some of the best solid state I
have ever heard." Brian Cheney; VMPS Audio Products.
R.E. DESIGNS, 43 Maple Avenue, Swampscott, MA 01907.
(617) 592-7862.

* * * * * * ACCESSORIES TO COMPONENTS * * * * * *

Audio Outlet...
where audiophiles

call audiophiles
for great selection,
great services and

great prices!

Sound Advice without the Price

914-666-0550
U01:10 24 -HR. FAX 914-666-0544

Monday -Friday
U LET Inc. 10am-7pm ET

** P.O.Box 673  Bedford Hills. NY 10507-0673 **

AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE HAS MORE NEW MODELS!
Outrageous new Omega III active feedback preamplifiers,
Fet-Valve hybrid amplifiers, Omega II ultra wideband active
feedback amplifiers should be in your system for ultimate
faithfulness to the spirit of the music. AVA ruggedly efficient
big amplifiers feature striated heatsinks and no satisfaction
guarantee returns or field failures so far! We engineer hybrid,
tube, and solid-state preamplifiers for varied system require-
ments. Big preamps support complex systems with switch -
able tone controls, gold switch contacts, gold jacks handling
9 sources and 5 loads. Budget priced exquisite straight-line
preamps. Complete line -only preamps, headphone amps,
phase inverters and more start under $300. Complete kits
available for savings and fun. No cheap parts, no "made by
machine" layouts. Hand crafted in the USA. ATTENTION
VINTAGE DYNACO AND HAFLER OWNERS. Economi-
cally recycle your eequipment for better than new perfor-
mance. Eliminate old problems with durable, rugged, musi-
cally convincing AVA original circuit designs. Complete PAS,
PAT -4, PAT -5, and ST -70 rebuild kits from $195 include new
circuit cards and precision controls. AVA 300V/uS active
feedback amplifier circuits installed in Dyna and Haller chas-
sis set new standards for transparency, definition, dynamic
range, and liquidity. Write, call, or FAX for free illustrated
catalog. Audio by Van Alstine, 2202 River Hills Drive,
Burnsville, MN 55337. (612) 890-3517, FAX: (612)
894-3675.

BIG DISCOUNTS!!
SAVE$$$!

NAKAMICHI, CARVER, POLK, DENON, NAD, B&K, KEF,
ONKYO, M&K, SNELL, PS AUDIO, AUDIO ALCHEMY,
PARADIGM, PARASOUND, VELODYNE, plus many more!
SOUND SHOP 206-692-8201.

AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR
UNIVERSITY AUDIO SHOP, MADISON, WI

SPECIAL: Spica SC30-$299. AUDIO RESEARCH, Van-
dersteen, KEF, NHT, Snell, Totem, Epos, JMLabs, Paradigm,
SYMDEX, Spica, NEAR, B&K, AMC, Creek, Aragon, YBA,
Boulder, Michael Yee Audio, California Audio Labs, Micro -
mega, Audio Alchemy, Rega, Stax, Magnum Dynalab, Fos -
gate, Soundstream, Runco, JVC, Grado, Tara, Audioquest &
TaraLabs. (608) 284-0001.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

AAA ATTN. AUDIOPHILES!!!
Call us for all of your audio needs! NAKAMICHI, Carver,
POLK, Denon, NAD, B&K, KEF, Onkyo, SNELL, PS Audio,
PARADIGM, Parasound, VELODYNE and more! Sound
Shop 206-692-8201.

KEF, B&W, Thiel, and Legacy Owners -
Would you like to improve on the great sound you already
have? Try a pair of "Golden Flutes" by JPS Labs,
a necessity for proper bass extension. Please call or fax
(716) 822-0159 anytime to drastically improve your listening
pleasure.

AUDIONIDEO-THX!!! M&K, SNELL,
CARVER, POLK, ONKYO, NAKAMICHI, DENON, B&K,
NAD, PARADIGM, KEF, plus morel Call us for all of your
DOLBY PROLOGICandTHX HOME THEATER needs!
Sound Shop 206-692-8201

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP.
BUYING and SELLING by PHONE. CALL for
HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650 Since
1984. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old
York Road, Jenkintown, PA 19046.

BIG DISCOUNTS!! CALL
US!!! DENON, POLK, NAKAMICHI, CARVER,
PARADIGM, NAD, PARASOUND, B&K, SNELL, KEF,
M&K, ONKYO, VELODYNE, PS AUDIO plus much
more! Sound Shop 206-692-8201.

Hardbound AUDIO, annual bound volume editions, just
like the ones in the Editor -in -Chief's office. Various years
available in limited quantities, $40.00 each. Also available:
Hardbound October Annual Equipment Directories. Years
1992,1991, 1990, & 1987 $15.95 each, and hardbound May
Car Stereo Directories for years 1991, 1990, 1989 and 1985,
$8.00 each. All prices include postage and handling. All
orders postpaid. Check or money order only (no credit card
orders) payable to AUDIO MAGAZINE. Send orders to AU-
DIO, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. Attn: Michael
Bieber, Or call 212/767-6301 for further information.

AAA BIG DISCOUNTS!!!
B&K, CARVER, KEF, M&K, DENON, NAD, POLK,
PARADIGM, SNELL, SPICA, ONKYO, VELODYNE,
NAKAMICHI, PARASOUND, and many others. U.S.
WARRANTIES. STEREO TECH. 414-836-2942.

LOW PRICES! SAVE$$$!!
NAKAMICHI, POLK, CARVER, PARADIGM, DENON, NAD,
B&K, KEF, PARASOUND, M&K, ONKYO, PS AUDIO,
VELODYNE, SNELL! plus more! Call us! SOUND SHOP
206-692-8201.

AUDIO UNLIMITED In Colorado offers Accuphase, Acous-
tic Energy, Acrotec, AirTight, Audio Meca by Pierre Lume,
Audio Note, Audioquest Analog, Basis, Benz -Micro, Bitwise,
Chario, Chord Audio Static, CODA, Dpa Deltech, Dynavec-
tor, Ensemble, Graham, Harbeth, Ikeda, Impulse, JM Labs,
Kuzma, Meret, Magnum Dynalab, Micromega, Musical De-
sign, Muse, Music Meter, NSM, Onix, Roksan, Roomtunes,
Solid Steel, SOTA, Spendor, Tice, Trimax, Unity Audio,
Vimak, Wheaton Triplaner, YBA & more...PHONE/FAX John
Barnes at (303)691.3407.2341 West Yale Ave., Englewood,
CO. 80110. VISA and MC accepted.

SAN FRANCISCO PENINSULA AUDIONIDEO CLUB IS
BEGINNING! SEND S.A.S.E. TO, P.O. BOX 5247, RED-
WOOD CITY, CA 94063, FOR INFORMATION.

High -end audio components. The best se-
lection. Featuring Forsell Digital, Krell,
Mark Levinson, Spectral, Thiel, and much,
much more. The best prices. Friendly ser-
vice and advice. AUDIO AMERICA (Virgin-
ia). 1-703-745-2223.

SELL FOR CASH OR TRADE AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP-
MENT. AUTHORIZED: DENON, H/K, MARANTZ, ACU-
RUS, ARCAM, ROTEL, SUMO, CELESTION, DAHLQUIST,
ENERGY, ROGERS, SIGNET, AUDIO ALCHEMY, AUDIO -
QUEST, GR ADO, ET.AL. STEREO CLASSICS, 75
CHURCH ST., NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08901. (908)
220-1144, FAX: (908) 220-1284.



AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.
Buys  Sells  Trades  Repairs - Modifies.

Products listed by Class Make, Model, Condition, Your Cost. AI=AS IS, D=Demo, EX=Excellent,
F=Fair, G=Good, M=MI ,nt N=New. AMPLIFIERS Accuphase P11 M) $1699, P102(M) $1899,P260(M)
$995; Accurus A25%EX) $869; Altec 1569(EX) $399; Aragon 2004-11 EX) $995; Audio Research Corp
CLASS1C-120(EX)$3995, CLASSIC-60(EX) $2589, D76(EX) $899, M100( $2999$ T70C3(EX) $999: B&K
EX442/BAL(N) $998 ST1201D1 $399 ST202+(N) $799. Carver AV 4(EX) $569,TFM25(D) $549
TFM42(D 589,

DRS ED)
$625; TF

Coda)
$749, THA6C11 $225, TFM75(D)$1395; Chord SPM120%1

$2499 lasse DR8( X) $1295. 10(D1 $2350, 2 D) 4700; Conrad -Johnson EV2000(_EX
$3999,MF200(N) $1749, MF2300($'1) $2099 MF8O(N) $11 , MV100(EX)$1950, PREMIER -8(D) $12765;

NATURAL(D) $759 ,SA100(EXA7(99, SA12(BQ $699, SA20(EX) $999, SA20A(EX)$13_ ,99

$
A220( $2199 SOLID -21D)_$1999, Crown G) $199; Denon P0A5000(N) $999; Dynaco ST120(EX)

$119, ST 0011(D)$599, ST80(EX) $199; Electrocompaniet AW2 D) 1499; Fisher30A(EX) $199; Forte
GAS SON-OFAMPZILLA(E $399; Hafler $369, 9300S(D) $999, 9500-

MOSFET( 999, DH220(AI) $299; Heathidt W5M( $399; Jadis DEFY -7 D)$3799; Kinergetics KBA202-
G(EX) $124  KBA75(D) $1795; KrelIKSA150(EX) $3333, KSA250(E ) $4295, KSA01EX $1899;
LevinsonML9M) $1699, ML11(M) $1200, Manley EURO- D) $1499; Marantz15(BQ $395, 250M(EX)$499,

$6CS$1495; M I h MC2255(EX)$2495, MC240 EX) $1495 MC2505EX) $499, MC3 00(G)
003,AC3500pr(G) $15000 MC50 (EX) $275, MC6Opr( ) $1699,Md7200N(EX) $2049, MC75(G) $899,

MC754(EX) $599; MotifMS1dOlEX) $1825, OCM500(D) $2099; Precision Fidelity M7A(A1)$399; SAE MKIII-
P50(G) $299. CASSETTE DECKS: Bang & Olfson 5500(N) $375; Carver

TD1 D)$249; Denon DRM71INN) $359, DRS811) $449, DRW840(N) $399; Harman Kardon HK1
$99, Na amichi 550(AI) $349, Tandberg TCD31 AI) $125, TCD420A(AI) $209; Teac V400X(AJ)$99.
PLAYERS: Accuphase DP70(M) $2099; AMC Valve MusicCD6(D) $549; Carver DTL100(EX) $125,
MDV500(EX) $479,SDA370(D) $519, SDA410(D) $239, SDA450(M) $299, SDA490T(D)$499 Denon
DCD3520(EX) $599, DCD570(N) $229, DCM320(D) $199; Discrete Technology FD2040g) $199;
Kinergetics KCD40(D)$2195; Krell CD1(M) $1666, CDDSP-CUSTOM(EX) $2295,

CDC?( 92(MD20C(EX) $3333, MD2AC(EX) $2169; Magnevox CD482W(D)$109, CDB486(D) $168, CDC792( $197;
McIntosh MCD7007(EX)$1448; Philips $166, CD920(D) $149 CDC875(D)$199, CD 25(D)
$199; Proceed PDT(M) $749, $1099 Pioneer SLP10$149. CD PROCESSORS:
KrellSBP32X(E)()_$1599, SBP64X( $3395; STEALTH(EX)TH(EX) $1339,STUDIO(EX)$2195; Proceed PDP2(M)
$499. CROSSOVERS: Accuphase 15LIM) $1659; Levinson LNC2(M) $12 0. EQUALIZERS: Advent
FBC(G) $99; Audio Control C101-III(D 7, C131 D $999, Octave(D) $149- Bose 901 EQ all seriesvarious
condition $99; RICHTER-SCALE(N) $345, TEN -1 $219,TEN- LUS-II( ) $279; McIntosh MQ101(EX)
$199, MQ1041EX)$249,MQ107( $399; MXR 1244 $149, 125(EX)$149 Soundcraftsmen 20-12(G) $99.
GUITAR AMPS: ART $499r Peavey MARK -III (EX) $349; SWR BABY-BLUE(EX)$499. GUITARS:
Fender TELECASTER(M $1199; Gibson CE-CELEBR1TYM) $1199_; Kramer DUK( $125. Pedulla
MVP(M) $999; Rickenbac er325JL(M) $1199, Sigma CR9(N)$250. HEADPHONES: GradoSR206?) $189;
Stax LAMBDA -CLASS -MX D) $699, LAMBDA-SIG1D)$14 5, SR-SIGMAIEX) $299, SR34PRO $179,
SR84-PRO(D)_$219,SRD5( $49, SRD6(EX) $75, SRD7-PRO(EX) $125, SRD7SB(D)$159 SRDX( $150.
INTEGRATED AMPS: AMC Valve MusicCVT3030(N) $899; Carver CM1090(D $544; Dynaco
SCA80(EX)$199; McIntosh MA6200(EX) $1099 Tandberg TIA3012A(EX) $399. LINE ONDITIONERS:
Counterpoint PAC15ID) $425,_PAC5(D) $295, Tripp-Lite LC1800(EX) $249, LC1800A(EX) $249.
MICROPHONES: AKG C451E(EX) $199. MIXERS: Gately SM6(AI) $160; ShureM67(EX) $99; Sony
MX777(G)$199, MX1000(EX) $350. MUSICAL ACCESSORIES: Boss DR550MKII(EX) $179.
PHONOGRAPHS: Victor VV -S -215(G) $395, VVXI(G) $395. PREPREAMPS: Accuphase C11(M)$1399,
C17(M) $749; Advent MPR1(N) $79; All -Test DevicesATD2_5(EX) $99;_ Arcam HA10(EX) $49; Audio
Standards MX10A(EX) $275; McIntosh MCP1(EX) $275. PREAMPLIFIERS: AccuphaseC222(M) $795_,
C202(M) $1199; Accurus L10 EX $516, Adcom SLC-505(EX) $99; Amber FF17 (EX) $225; APT
HOLMAN(EX $149; Athena M 1( $299; B&K PRO5a $355, PRO10MC(EX) $399. Carver C11N(D)
$399, C15V(D)$699, C16(D) $459, C1 D) $999,C20V(D) $849, C5(EX) $333; Coda 01pip $2750; Conrad-
JohnsonPF1 (N) $1049. Counter oint SA1000(D) $999, SA3000(D1$1799,SA5000( ) $3595.

S3( ) , PA ( ) , ( 99; Electrocompaniet PREAMP-11 EX) $349; Fisher 400C4, 99;
Hafler DH101(AI) $99; Harman Kardon C1TATION-25(G)$299, CITATIO -A(G) $199 Jadis JPL( 395.
LevinsonNo25(M) $1250, No26(M) $2999; Kinergetics KPA2(D) $999; KrelIKSL(E4 $1699, KS 7B(E4(
$1666; Luxman 5C50(G) $299; Marantz3300(G)$399, 3800(G) $399 7 (EX) $1999, (EX) $495,TH1R -

THREE (EX) $399; McIntosh C11 (G) $1695, C20(EX) $1399,C22Et) $1999, C26(G) $399 C27(110K) $699,
C28(EX) $699,C30(EX) $1099, C32(G) $999, C36(_ $999, C37( $1699,CR7(EX) $399; KITI 500-MT1(G)
$99; Precision Fidelity PS Audio PSIV( ) $199; Rotel RC980BX(D) $449;
Soundcraftsmen PRO-CIONTROL $199, PRO-CONTROL-4(E)Q$229; SUMO HL1(EX) $350; Yamaha
C2(EX) $149. PROCESSORS: ADCS 1 L(BQ $75; Advanced Audio DNR911(G) $99; Advent 100(G)$99,
ADVOCATE-101(AI) $50; Audio Pulse 2(G) $99. AudiosourceSS-ONE(AI) $99, Bozak 902(G) $99. Burwen
DNF1201 EX) $379; Carver C9(EX1$99, DPL204) $349, DPL33(D) $289, H9AV(EX)$299, CBS 22d(r) $49;
DBX 1 $59, 142(AI) $85, 21(E)Q$49, 222( $149, 228(EX) $99, 3BX(EX) $299, 400X(EX) $99; osgate
DSM $449; Harman Kardon 44+(AI) $39, McMartinLR1004C(G) $230; Pioneer SR101(EX)-$62;
SAE 5000A( $299; Shure HTS5000(EX) $249 SR101(EX) $299. Sound ConceptsSX80(EXI $49; Sound
Workshop 22 (AI $199$ ( t . E E A : Carver HR742(D) $459, HR772(D)
$489,HR875(D) $849, HRIt$) $1150; Fisher Harman-Kardon HK I(EX) $99, Kyocera
R461(D) $399; Luxman R1 249; $49; 22219 A!) McIntosh MAC4100(EX)$1195,
MAC4275(EX) $1195; Philips R9 D) $219, F D 25, F DI $399, Scott 340(G) $239; Tandberg
TR2040(A1)$199. RECORD CLEA ERS: API HW REMOTE CONTROLS: Bang & Olfson
3000(G) $199; McIntosh CR4(EX) 675, CR7(M)$299, CR EX) $149. SPEAKER SWITCHES: Avid ELC(EX)
$300; McIntosh P349(M) $250, SCR2(EX) $149, SCR2 (EX) $149; NilesMSA6R(N) $4 SPEAKERS:
Apogee CENTAUR(EX) $1250 STAGE-SW(EX) $1995; Audiostatic ES100(D) $2499; B1C REALTA(D)
$899,V52(N) $149, V52 -1-(N) $99 V52S(N) $75, V62(N) $179, V830A(D)$499. Garver S1LVERED(D) $1649;
Dahlquist DQ16(N) 5700,0018i) $659, (G) $499; Harman-Kardon SIXTYI3EX) $1320; JBL4410(N) $499;
LIBRA(G149; Jensen S100 X) $75. JM LabMICRON(D) $595 SYM OL-I(D) $369; KEF 104/2(D)
$1499,105/3(D) $2999, 107/2(D) 999, d..51 $639, 010(0) $259,Q01?) $599' McIntosh MLIC(EX) 550,
ML2C(G) $ 99, ML4M(G)$1500, WS200( $299, XD715(M) $799, 81052 EX $999,XR230(M) $849,
XR240(M) $1199, XR250(EX) $1699, XR3( ) $749,1-XRT113(M) $1199, XRT 2( X)) $4800; Sound Lab
PRISTINE(D)$3200; TDL STUDIO D $1569. SPEAKERS -RAW: JBL C36VVX(G $99,D130(EX) $149; SUB
WOOFERS: Kinergetics SW800(D) 299. SYSTEMS: Denon D60(0) $885. TAP DECKS: Ampex 1260(AI)

Crown 82 AI $399; Revox A700(G) $499,A77(A1) $299. TEST EQUIPMENT: Audio
Control R130 D)$615,SA3050A(N $995. Ferrograph ATU2(EX $49 ,9 RTS2(EX) $499; General Radio
1396A(EX) $7  H 1 tt P k d1 A(E52 $325, 5300B/5308A $500, 8050A(AI) 350, Hicock539C(EX)
$799 6W0A( $399; Ivie IE10A(EX) $6 ;  M $ 99; AA2(E)0(())0$749 LOAD -

EX) 99, I3(G) $699, MPI4(G) $1199; Shure M615(EX) $ ; ,

1200A(EX) $1585, 1400A(EX) $500; Stereosonics JB2(EX) $199. TONEARMS°:garado LAB -TON E-
ARM(G)$99; Kuzma REF-A(D) $12M SME-V M $1399. TUNER PREAMPS: Carver CT17 D $579,
CT29V(D) $999, CT6(D) $549' Hafler9450 $535 D) $575; McIntosh MX110(G) $599 MX117 999.
TUNERS: B&K TS108(N) $398; Carver 1184 $7399; Day-Sequerra FM -REFERENCED) ,Denon
TU680NAB(D)$575_,_. Dynaco FMA(A1) $49, FM I) $99_,_. Fisher $50, 90T(A1)$49; Ma num-Dynalab
ETUDE(D) $14$9, FT-R(D) $299,FT101AB19(D) 749, FT101AS19(D $779; Marantz 10B( , MG
$199, 20B(EX) $699; McIntosh MR55A(AI) $276, MR65(G)$599 MR 13(AI) $150 MR66(G)$ 99, MR67(EX)
$799, (G) $699,MR71(EX) $899, (GI $699, (E)9 $599, MR74tX)$549, MR75(EX) $999,
MR77(EX) $699, MR78(F) $899, EX) $1399,MR80(G) $13 9; Scott 310 (Al) $75, 350D(Al $99;
SherwoodS3000111(AI) $45. Tan berg TPT3001A(EX) $995; Vector ResearchVIJ1500(EX $99.
TURNTABLES: Fons CQ31)( 0 $199; MarantzSLT12U(B) $399; Thorens TD160BC-MKII(F) $100; VPI
HW19-JR-PLUS(D) $1499, PL D) $279, TNT-JR(D) $2299.

Call 8 AM -5 PM EST Mon. -Fri. for a FREE Catalogue
POB 176AAA, Walton, NY. 13856

607-865-7200
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FOR SALE
ABARGAIN: STAX SIGN/LAMBDA $1,150; SIGN/SRM1-11
$799, PRO/LAMBDA(#1) $459, SIGN/LAMBDA SRD/7
$599; ED -1 $550; ALL UNUSED (212) 966-1355.

LOWER HIGH -END, UPPER MID -Fl? CALL IT WHAT YOU
WANT BUT WE CALL IT HIGH -VALUE AUDIO FOR AUDI-
OPHILES WITH MORE SENSE THAN MONEY! AUDIO
ALCHEMY  AU DIOQUEST ARC IC I. BRIGHT STAR  B & K
 COUNTERPOINT  DAHLQUIST  GRADO  HAFLER 
KLIPSCH  LEXICON  NAD  PARASOUND  POWER
WEDGE  SOTA  STAX  STRAIGHTWIRE  TARGET
STANDS  TOTEM  TARA  VMPS  XLO  AND OTHERS,
ALL AT TREMENDOUS SAVINGS. WORLDWIDE SHIP-
PING! MASTERCARD, VISA, DISCOVER, AMEX AC-
CEPTED! FREE MONTHLY SPECIALS LIST AVAILABLE.
STOP! CAUGHT IN THE CABLE SHENANIGANS? INVEST
IN QUALITY NOW AND YOU'LL SAVE IN THE END! IN-
VEST IN STRAIGHTWIRE AUDIO CABLES. CALL FOR
INFORMATION AND DISCOUNT PRICES. HCM AUDIO
(800)222-3465, (916)345-1341.

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speak-
ers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CAT-
ALOG, 3021 Sangamon Avenue, Spring-
field, IL 62702.1-800-283-4644.

HI Fl EXCHANGE. Large selection of quality USED highend
components at huge discounts. We buy, sell & trade. Call for
inventory list. (718) 423-0400 or visit our showrooms at
251-11 Northern Blvd, Little Neck, NY 11363.

"The Musical Design D -I40
deserves classic status!"
"It doesn't sound like an

amplifier, it just sounds
like music!" "A true

classic." Isn't it time
you auditioned the

D -I40?

MUSICAL DESIGN
1832 Borman Ct., Suite 1. St. Louis. MO 63146. (3141275-7162

RACK AND CHASSIS BOXES for construction of electronic
projects. Low cost; quick delivery. Call for free catalog.
SESCOM, INC. 1-800-634-3457.

AUDIO INTERFACING ACCESSORIES (over 300) for
broadcasting, recording, sound reinforcement and live enter-
tainment. Free catalog. SESCOM, INC. 1-800-634-3457.

CABLE DOCTOR- STOP THE BULLET & ID SIGNAL in
cable lines! Order your set now. Send $20.00 money order:
R&R Enterprises, Dept. AU, Box 3532, Easton, PA 18043.

HI Fl EXCHANGE. Large selection of quality USED highend
components at huge discounts. We buy, sell & trade. Call for
inventory list. (718) 423-0400 or visit our showrooms at
251-11 Northern Blvd, Little Neck, NY 11363.

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS. Jerrold®, Zenith, Pioneer,
Oak, Scientific Atlanta, And Many Morel 12 Years Expe-
rience Gives Us The ADVANTAGE. Visa/MC, Amex, COD.
ADVANTAGE ELECTRONICS INC.; 1-800-952-3916; 1125
RIVERWOOD DR., BURNSVILLE, MN 55337. Void where
prohibited.

SAN FRANCISCO AREA - IRRESISTABLY priced audi-
ophile components/accessories. Shipped/delivered. World's
best) By appointment only. 444 Eastwood, Petaluma CA
94954. (707) 765-1992.

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS, DESCRAMBLERS. Scien-
tific Atlanta, Zenith, Jerrold, Pioneer, Oak. Replace-
ments for most models. Quality, Price & Service. Amex/
DiscNisa/MC. Dealer inquiries invited. EAGLE Electron-
ics Inc., 1-800-259-1187, #1, 1301 Railhead Blvd., Na-
ples, FL 33963.

AAA HUGE SAVINGS!!!
B&K, CARVER, KEF, M&K, DENON, NAD, POLK,
PARADIGM, SNELL, SPICA, ONKYO, VELODYNE,
NAKAMICHI, PARASOUND, and many others. U.S.
WARRANTIES. STEREO TECH. 414-836-2942.



FOR SALE

14444.4 Hate
Performance Audio Cables

SIGNATURE INTERCONNECTS
Pure, Clean and Dynamic Signal Transfer
beyond Transparency, $250 -- 1 Meter

SIGNATURE SPEAKER CABLE
Takes your speakers from

Promise to Performance $15/foot

FIDELUS DIGITAL $250 --1Meter
Information and reviews available

249 N. Brand #701, Glendale, CA 91203
818/242.4535  Fax 818/242-4415

41111\

Greencorp USA, Inc
Premium quality cassettes

at wholesale prices
 Made in Australia 

Call 1-800-972-0707

AUDIO CABLES & MORE
DON'T PAY EXORBITANT PRICES FOR TOP QUALITY.
WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN WIRE MANUFAC-
TURING AND HAVE SIMULATED THE HIGH PRICED
BRANDS. HIGH PRICED EQUIVALENTS AS LOW AS .74/
FT. WE DEMYSTIFY WIRE TECHNOLOGY, SEND FOR
EXPLANATION LITERATURE WHICH ALSO INCLUDES
ALL OUR AUDIO PRODUCTS PRICE LIST OR CALL OUR
LITERATURE REQUEST # (800) 321-2108, 24 HRS/DAY.
FAX (609) 428-1832. L A T INTERNATIONAL, DEPT A,
317 PROVINCETOWN RD., CHERRY HILL, NJ 08034.

Custom-built pre -amps, seperate power supply, in wood
cases (base price $1,000); non -reactive cables; hard to find
accessories. VIRTUAL MODE (203) 929-0876.

AUDIO SOLUTIONS is Atlanta's Hi -End
source for Audio Research, Theta, McCor-
mack, Wire World, Cary Audio, Vander-
steen, CODA, Straightwire, Acurus, Snell,
Esoteric Audio, Classe, NHT, Kimber Ka-
ble, Magnum Dynalab, Audible Illusions,
Rotel, VPI, Paradigm, Dunlevy, Sony ES,
Sony Video. 5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd.
(404) 804-8977.

STEVE'S AUDIO ADVICE 10
Years of Excellence in High End Audio. Call for the very best
pricing on Alon, B&K, Quad, OCM, Magnum, Woodside,
Roksan, Spendor, Kimber, VMPS, Cardas, and many more.
Now offering multiple showrooms on the East Coast!! Call
1-800-752-4018.

FREE SHIPPING! PLUS-
EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! MIRAGE, PS, CWD,
CARY, KINERGETICS, KEF, PHILIPS, AUDIOQUEST,
FRIED, MONSTER, KIMBER KABLE, SPICA, STRAIGHT -
WIRE, QUAD, MORE! READ BROTHERS, 593 KING,
CHARLESTON, SC 29403. (803) 723-7276.

FOR TWENTY YEARS WE HAVE BEEN THE SOURCE
FOR ALL OF YOUR BLANK AUDIO/VIDEO TAPES AND
ACCESSORIES, EVEN REEL-TO-REEL TAPES FOR STU-
DIOS, AT DISCOUNTED PRICES. CATALOG AVAILABLE.
SOUND INVESTMENT CORPORATION, 3586 PIERCE
DRIVE, CHAMBLEE, GA 30341. (800) 659 -TAPE (8273), IN
GA (404) 458-1679. FAX: (404) 458-0276.

HOME AUDIO-CAR STEREO-VIDEO 
Bose  Boston  Denon  Haller  JVC  M&K
Nakamichi  Pioneer  Polk  PPI  Rockford 
Sony  Soundstream  Technics  Yamaha 
and More! VIDEO FIX: 1-800-474-0002.
THE FIRST JITTER -FREE TRANSPORT IS AVAILABLE
NOW! AT $649, THE REFERENCE ONE TRANSPORT
REPRESENTS A BREAKTHROUGH IN TECHNOLOGY
AND PRICE. ISOLATED STABLE CLOCK MODULE AND
OTL TRANSPORT DRIVER BOARD ALSO AVAILABLE.
TURN YOUR CDS INTO MUSIC. G & D TRANSFORMS,
(602) 954-0155.

B&W, CELESTION, DEFINITIVE TECHNOLO-
GY, KEF, MIRAGE, VELODYNE, ADCOM,
B&O, CARVER, DENON, HARMAN/
KARDON, NAKAMICHI, ONKYO, YAMAHA.
AND OTHERS. S.T.I. (800) 370-1800.

INGERS VO
REM

CAOVELAI
nlimited Backgrounds".

From Standard Records E. CD's with the
ompson Vocal Eliminator'" Call for Free

Catalog 6 Demo Record.
 (404)482-4189 Eat 52

Slner's Supply, Dept AU -1
7 Hightower. Trail
Lithonla, GA 30058

24 Hour Demo/Into Request :"  k
Line (404)41124485 Est 52
Singer's Supply  W. Hare Anything it oe Singers

BEST $1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS
THX HOME THEATER

Alon - B&W - Bang & Olufsen - Adcom - KEF
- Harman/Kardon - Mirage - Crown - Celes-
tion - Eminent Technology - VMPS - McCor-
mick - Roomtune - Parasound - Denon -
Triad - Polk - Velodyne - Fosgate - Signet -
AMC - Runco - Coda - Snell - NHT - Carver -
B&K - Duntech - Quad - Alchemy + 25
More Brands. Honest Advice! TECH ELEC-
TRONICS (904) 376-8080. Not affiliated
with Amerisound or STI.

HYPEI HYPE! HYPE!
You get enough elsewhere! We've delivered something
different for 14 years-natural, musical results! MUSI-
CAL CONCEPTS, "most recommended and re-
spected" Adcom, B&K and Hafler modifiers. MC -3T
(Teflon®) phono/line preamplifier board, PA -1 driver
boards for HAFLER amps-budget bliss! NEW LOW-
ER PRICES on most products! DIGITAL
PLAYBACK-ENIGMA 7 and EPOCH 7 CD players,
CDT -4 Transport on "Elite" chassis with Stable Platter
Transport! New, affordable ENTRE CD player and
CDT -5 transport, both at $495. We modify Philips -
based or Pioneer CD/Laserdisc players and Audio
Alchemy DDE/DITB ($149!). MUSICAL CONCEPTS,
1832 Borman Court, Suite One, St. Louis, MO 63146.
(314) 275-4925.

B&O  B&W  CARVER  DENON  FOSGATE 
H/K  KEF  LEXICON  NAD  NAKAMICHI 
ONKYO  POLK  VELODYNE  24 HOUR
AUTOMATED PRICING  MANUFACTURERS
WARRANTIES  COURTEOUS ASSISTANCE 
AMERICAN THEATER SYSTEMS (904)
321-0100.

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all
of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and
existence of warranties. Therefore,
the following information is pro-
vided for your protection.

1. Confirm price and merchan-
dise information with the seller,
including brand, model, color or fin-
ish, accessories and rebates includ-
ed in the price.
2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the
allowable return period, who pays
the postage for returned merchan-
dise, and whether there is any
"restocking" charge.
3. Understand the product's war-
ranty. Is there a manufacturer's
warranty, and if so, is it from a U.S.
or foreign manufacturer? Note that
many manufacturers assert that,
even if the product comes with a
U.S. manufacturers warranty
card, if you purchase from an
unauthorized dealer, you are not
covered by the manufacturer's
warranty. If in doubt, contact the
manufacturer directly. In addition
to, or instead of, the manufacturer's
warranty, the seller may offer its
own warranty. In either case, what
is covered by warranty, how long is
the warranty period, where will the
product be serviced, what do you
have to do, and will the product be
repaired or replaced? You may
want to receive a copy of the written
warranty before placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transac-
tions, including cancelled checks,
receipts and correspondance. For
phone orders, make a note of the
order including merchandise
ordered, price, order date, expected
delivery date and salesperson's
name.
5. If the merchandise is not
shipped within the promised time
or if no time was promised, 30 days
of receipt of the order, you general-
ly have the right to cancel the order
and get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution with-
out your express prior consent is
not allowed.
7. If you have a problem with
your order or the merchandise,
write a letter to the seller with all the
pertinent information and keep a
copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain sat-
isfaction from the seller, contact
the consumer protection agency in
the seller's state or your local Post
Office.

If, after following the above guide-
lines, you experience a problem
with a mail order advertiser that
you are unable to resolve, please
let us know. Write to the Associate
Publisher of AUDIO Magazine, Tony
Catalano. Be sure to include copies
of all correspondence.
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FOR SALE

SAVE ON NEW/USED HI -END AUDIO/VIDEO COMPO-
NENTS FROM DEALER! FAST DELIVERY. FREE ADVICE
LINE. BRI-TECH AN 800-467-7707.

LARGE INVENTORY CLEARANCE ON HIGH END AUDIO
EQUIPMENT. 50% OFF RETAIL. CALL FOR LISTING
704-889-9223 OR FAX 704-889-4540.

LOUDSPEAKERS
LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS -KITS. Dynaudio. Morel,
Eclipse, Focal, Peerless, Eton, Vifa, more! Crossover parts,
Foam Speaker Grilles ---design books also. Catalog $2.
MENISCUS, 2575 28th St., Unit 2, Wyoming, MI 49509.
(616) 534-9121.

CUSTOM ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS, 6 to 36
dB/Oct. Also Snell, Magnepan versions. DB SYSTEMS,
POB 460, RINDGE, NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.

BEST SELECTION & GUARANTY. 50 SPEAKERKITS for
HOME, SURROUND SOUND, IN -WALL, CAR, PRO, SUB -
WOOFERS & CROSSOVERS. JBL, DYNAUDIO, POLY-
DAX, MOREL, SEAS, VIFA + APOGEE, CARVER, C -J,
LUX, NAD, THORENS & MORE; 64p. CATALOG, $2; GOLD
SOUND, 4285 S. BROADWAY, ENGLEWOOD, CO 80110.

VMPS factory assembled speakers. Low Prices, shipped
direct to you. Free Price sheet. Arthur Morgan, 886 East
Charing Cross CR., Lake Mary, FL 32746.

SPEAKER Atte
CATALOG 14A4l
Parts Express is a full -line distributor of electronic
parts and accessories, geared toward the
consumer electronics industry, and the technical
hobbyist. Stocking an extensive line of speaker
drivers and accessories for home and car. Call for
your free 172 page catalog today.

Parts Express v^r gq.j^npq,
340 E. First St.

Dayton, Ohio 45402 1-1,61 I tVAVIOe
HOW TO DESIGN A GREAT SPEAKER!

Find the best drivers you can, add a 4th order x -over,
assemble in a non -resonant enclosure. Speakers
$995-$24,995 DAC's $695-$2295. MACH 1 Acoustics, fax/
phone (603) 654-9826.

STATE OF THE ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS. UP-
GRADE ANY SPEAKER SYSTEM . FREE DESIGN GUIDE.
ALLPASS TECHNOLOGIES, INC., P.O. BOX 453, AM-
ITYVILLE, NY 11701. (516) 598-1320.

SAVE UP TO 75%! Hlghend speakers, stands, cables, etc.
Kits/Assembled. FREE Literature. Hubbell Sound Systems.
Box 30136-A, Des Moines, IA 50310. (515) 277-1446.

ROTTEN FOAM EDGES?
SIMPLY SPEAKERSdoes professional foam replace-
ments any size/brand. 7 Year Warranty. We sell DIY
Foam Surround Kits for less! Speaker reconing. MC'
VISA/DISCOVER: 1-800-767-4041

ENTEC SUBWOOFERS
Simply the Best

Phone 408.736.6120 Fax 408.732.8107
Crosby Audio Works

REPAIR FOAM ROT
FOR YOURSELF!

SAT will save you hundreds of dollars! All
sizes including AR, Advent, BOSE, JBL.
Surrounds, adhesive & instructions
$27.95/pr. BOSE 901's S67.95/pr. (incl
S/H, No COD's) Do it yourself with SAT!

800-747-3692 MC/VISA
STEPP AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 704-697-9001 24 Hr
PO Box 1088, Flat Rock, NC 28731 Incl. make & model w/order

WATERPROOF SPEAKERS. The Industry's finest
sounding waterproof speakers bring true high fidelity
sound to your outdoor patio, pool, or spa. Call now for
your FREE color brochure. BOYNE AUDIO, INC.
1-800-625-6551.

SOLEN SPEAKER COMPONENTS
Am&
MAVIS

Acousrics

LA PASSION Du HAUT-FARCEUR
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CROSSOVER COMPONENTS

FAST CAPACITORS
,aetsNed Nayoropytene (Non-POlorroad)

Values front 10 mld to 220m13
Voyage Rating 250 PDC /150 VAC

SOLEN INDUCTORS
Peoect Lay Hexagon. Winding Air Coma
Velues nom 10 mH p 30 mH.
Wire 51,01 from 4120AWG to SIO AWG

SOLEN INC.
4470 AVENUE THIBAULT
ST-HUBERT, QC 13Y 7T9
CANADA TEL: (514) 656-2759

FAX: (514) 443-4949

HEPTA-LITZ INDUCTORS
Seven Strands otx-Wira Constructmns
Values nom 10 mH to 30 mH
W41.0 VIP from ale AWG to 112 MVO

SOLEN CROSSOVERS
Custom Computer Dew
Passive Crossover Ptoleasional, and
Car Hi-Fi. Power up to 1000 Walt.

CROSSOVER, SPEAKER PARTS
Gold Speaker Terminals. Gold Banana gnus*,
Gold Binding Poets, Crossover Terrntnels.
Power Resistors, Mylar CapamtorS.
P181110 Grill Fastener,. Nylon Ty -Wraps,
Car Spume Grlas. kliac Parts.

Computer Aided Design for enclosure and crossover available to customer

CATALOG $6.00 REFUNDABLE

NEW 1994 CATALOG

TOTEM ACOUSTIC

At,LWAIVIC
In Canada

Marketing Te 15141 651-5707

We at Totem are of the
opinion that
specifications are not
the key to real life
musical reproduction.
Our speakers breathe
real life and space into
any reproduced music.
Totem "Model one"
speakers will bring you
superior spatial
representation, timbre,
rhythm, ambiance,
coherence, tonality and
musicality.

Listen and believe

76 Main St., P.O. Box 1048
Champlain, N.Y. 12919
Tel.: 15181 298-4434
Fax.: 15181298-5314

LOUDSPEAKER SALE! Acoustat 3300-9700; Acoustat
2.2-5650; Acoustat 1.1-$600; Apogee Centaur -$850;
B&W 640-5900; Boston Acoustics T1030-$450; Canton
Fonum 60-5275; Canton Karat 920-5500; Celestlon
100-$600; DCM Time Window 3-5700; Energy Ref. Con.
22-$600; Genesis 3-$2500; JBL LX55-$550; Klipsch
SW10-5500; Linn Isobaric -52150; Infinity Ref. 6-$550;
Infinity Kappa 8.1-5950; Infinity Ref.1-$125; Infinity Vid-
eo 1-$160; Magy MG3A-5850; MB Quart 990 MCS-51300;
Martin Logan CLS1-51200; McIntosh XR16-$1000; Mer-
lin Sig. 3-51350; Nestorovic AS -$2800; Polk S50-$400;
Polk Monitor 10-$450; Pinacle PN5-$125; Proac Tablette
2-5600; Thiel 2.2-$1600; Unity Audio Sig. -$1100;
Velodyne F1000-$450; Velodyne ULD 15-9700. Call: (217)
544-5252.

WORLD'S FINEST OUTDOOR SPEAKERS, Totally Water-
proof! Patented Technology, Best Sound, Metal Drivers,
$318-$1200 pair. N.E.A.R. 12 Foss Rd., Lewiston, ME.
04240 207-795-0609.
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LOUDSPEAKERS

BETTER
LOUDSPEAKER
TECHNOLOGY

The VMPS Timer II Special Edition, the deluxe ver-
sion of an Audio Magazine "Best Buy" system, is
now available with exclusive handbuilt, phase -plugged
woven carbon fiber 12" woofers, the finest dynamic
drivers extant.

These high-tech cones are also now standard in our
flagship FF-1 Focused Field Array ($6800-
$7200pr), four of which made up the VMPS 1994
WCES Surround Sound display. After auditioning
every multichannel/Home Theater display at the
Show, the editor of Widescreen Review judged the
VMPS room best, and by a wide margin. Call or
write for copies of the full editorial, or for brochures
and test reports on all VMPS systems including our
four Subwoofers ($289-$649ea), the OS0626 and
Dipole Surround AN monitors ($289-$349ea),
OSO Series bookshelf systems, and more. Kit ver-
sions of most systems are available, and prices in-
clude free shipping in 48 states.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div. !tone Audio

3429 Morningside Dr.
El Sobrante, CA 94803

(510) 222-4276 Fax: (510) 232-3837

Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio, Boston; Sounds Incred-
ible. Brookfield CT; Dynamic Sound, Washington DC; Hifi Farm.
Roanoke VA; Home Theater Systems, Little Falls NJ; Mark
Curry. Las Vegas, NV; AMUG. Phoenix AZ; Rama Audio, Sun
Valley CA; American Audio, Greenville SC; Chattanooga Valley
Audio, Rossville GA; Tech Electronics, Gainesville FL; Arthur
Morgan, Lake Mary FL; DNA Audio. Orange City FL; Sounds
Deluxe. Clarendon Hills IL; Audio Exchange. Mishawaka IN;
Audio Connection, Terre Haute IN; Ruth Industries, St. Louis
MO; Shadow Creek Ltd, Minneapolis MN; Audio by Gil
Morrison. Detroit MI; Lookout Electronics, Longview WA;
Affordable Audio, Fresno, CA; Exclusively Entertainment,
Oceanside, CA; Hal Brocia, Escondido CA; Christopher Hansen
Ltd., Beverly Hills CA; Audio Haven, Brea CA; Sounds Unique
San Jose CA; Private Line Home Entertainment, Stockton
CA; Golden Ear, Chico CA; (tone Audio, El Sobrante CA;
James Romeyn, Petaluma CA; The Sound Room, Vancouver
BC Canada

NEW! DYNAUDIO ARIES!!
Discover the SUPERIOR SOUND QUALITY of 1994
DYNAUDIO SPEAKER KITS. Catalog $2.00 (Refunded).
ADVANCED AKUSTIC  7627 Woodside  Stockton  Cali-
fornia  95207. (209) 477-5045.

HARTSFIELD PAIR 1954 MODEL C30208 $3000, C30085
$5995. Visa/MC. $10 Catalog & sample speaker plans. 164
Tamalpais Avenue, Mill Valley, CA 94941. (415) 388-5711.

"Seductive."

Every
component
matched for
the ultimate
stereophonic

reproduction.

NSM Loudspeakers®
Box 326, Garden City, New York 11530-0326
Phone: 516-486-8285, Fax: 516-538-0933
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Upgrades and Drivers plus Systems from
$200 to $7000 per pair. Ohm Acoustics
Corp. 241 Taaffe Pl., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11205.

SRD is dedicated to designing & building high perfor-
mance, high quality speakers at affordable prices. We have
a complete line AudioNideo speaker systems. We sell fac-
tory direct only! Speakers starting at $275/pr. 30 day trial
period & 5yr warranty. Call/Write for brochure & pricing, SRD
SPEAKERS, 9714 Magnolia Ridge, Houston, TX 77070.
1-800-353-9899. Visa/MC.

A & S SPEAKERS imports the world's finest speaker
components, crossovers, & kits: Dynaudio, Scan Speak,
VIFA, Ceratec, Focal, Morel, MB Electronics, Peerless, Poly-
dax, SEAS, LPG, Eton, Versa-Tronics, VMPS systems &
kits.Free literature. 3170 23rd Street, San Francisco, CA
94110. (415) 641-4573; Fax (415) 648-5306.

Synchron
8" Coincidental
In -wall Speaker

Madisound is pleased to introduce
the WS008A synchronized in -wall

A synchronizedspeaker system.
speaker has
the tweeter
mounted at the
base of the
woofer cone.
Traditional
speakers place
the tweeter
above the
woofer, caus-
ing the sound from each driver to
reach the listener at different points in
time, depending on the angle and dis-
tance from the speaker. This separa-
tion puts the drivers slightly out of
phase, causing poor imaging, except
for some sweet spots. Our Synchron
speaker achieves perfectly synchro-
nized output, so that the sound from
the tweeter and woofer reaches your
ear at the same time and in phase
anywhere in the room. The result is
good imaging and unmistakably natu-
ral sound from every listening posi-
tion.

The WS008A is constructed
from a one-piece baffle and chassis to
reduce vibrations. The woofer has a
mineral filled polypropylene cone
with a rubber surround and high tem-
perature Kapton voice coil. The
tweeter is a 1" Aluminum dome with
a Neodymium magnet and ferrofluid
cooling. The crossover is 24dB per
octave, with polypropylene capaci-
tors in the tweeter circuit for greater
clarity.

The WS008A is easily mounted
in existing drywall, or we have kits
for framing in on lew construction
before drywalling.

WS008A: 8f2 impedance, 89dB
sensitivity, 35-20KHz frequency re-
sponse, 2.8KHz x -over, 3.8" depth.

Price per pair: $248
Madisound Speaker Components

(8608 University Green)
P.O. Box 44283

Madison. WI 53711 U.S.A.
Tel: 608-831-3433
Fax: 608-831-3771
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LOUDSPEAKERS

TRUE SUBWOOFER
With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at a very
affordable price.

The HRSW1Os
will extend bass of
your stereo or
video system for
that "air shaking all
around you" effect. HSU Research HRSW10

Here's what the experts are saying:
'Once you have heard what they can add to your system, you
won't want to part with them. Ecstatically recommended,

Gerald D. Burl, Sensible Sound, Issue No 49, Fall 1993
11 you have a listening room of reasonable size, nothing can improve your
stereo system as dramatically for $750 as the Hsu Research HRSW10-

Pete Aczel, The Audio Critic, Issue No. 19, Spring 1993
'1 guarantee you this much; once you hear good, clean bass,
you'll be hooked for life. Highly recommended"

Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol. 16 No. 3, March 1993
"Truly awesome room shaking bass... a0, -3 dB 14.3 to 40Hz"

Don Keele, Audio 11/92
"Most effective subwoofer we have tested ... Best Buy"

Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review 9/92
"Bass extension was truly remarkable"

Robert Deutsch, Stereophile Vol. 15 No. 4, April 1992
"Delivered clean low bass at high levels work just splendidly"

David Moran, Speaker Builder 3'92
"Some of the most impressive subwooler systems rye heard"

Peter Mitchell, Stereophile Vol. 14 No. 3, March 1991

Send for comp ete information and critics' review reprints.

Write or call:.
HSU RESEARCH
20013 Rainbow Way, Cerritos, CA 90701
1,800-554-0150 (Voice)
1-310-924-7550 (Voice/Fax)Iclah

Sold factory direct with a 30 day trial - money back
guarantee. 5 year manufacturer's defect warranty.

COMPACT DISCS
ROCK, JAZZ, COUNTRY, CLASSICAL CD'S, CASSET-
TES, SPECIALS; LP CLEARANCE SALE: CATALOG $2,
NERT, P.O. BOX 268-A, LAWRENCE, MA 01842-0468.

RECORDS
LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewel boxes,
record jackets, sleeves, storage boxes, 78 sleeves, dividers,
much more! Free brochure: CABCO PRODUCTS, ROOM
663, POB 8212, COLUMBUS, OH 43201. (614) 267-8468.

PRESERVE + MAINTAIN + RESTORE'"
LP-78RPM-4CH  Pickering  Stanton  Shure  Nitty Gritty
 Vacuum Record Cleaners from $99.95  Special Brushes
& Fluids  3 -Speed Turntables  Signal Processors  Dis-
counts  Free Catalog! KAB Electro-Acoustics, P.O. Box
2922, Plainfield, N.J. 07062-0922 (908)754-1479.

RECORD CLEANER SALE!!!
Unbeatable $AVings on all Nitty-Gritty- Cleaners & Acces-
sories. "Every Record You Own Will Sound Better!" KAB
Electro-Acoustics. (908)754-1479. Ends 6/30.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS
WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION OF AUDIOPHILE LP'S
AND CD'S! Mobile Fidelity, Sheffield, Reference, Chesky,
Analogue Productions, Wilson, Klavier, Audioquest, Nau-
tilus, OPUS 3, TBM, Proprius, Harmonia Mundi...many more
current, rare and out of print. Catalogue $3 in U.S./$5 else-
where. INFORMATION: (913) 825-8609. FAX: (913)
825-0156. ORDERS: 1-800-525-1630. ACOUSTIC
SOUNDS, BOX 2043, SALINA, KANSAS 67402.

WANTED TO BUY
COLLECTING VINTAGE TUBE GEAR, Speakers, High -
end, Esoterica & Beating Competition for 2 Decades =
Reputation, Honesty. N.Y.S.I. (714) 377-7282, 2-6P.M.,
WEEKDAYS.

Since 1977 David Yo always buying: tube Marantz, McIn-
tosh, ARC, Fisher, Dynaco, Quad, Leak, Western Electric
equipments, others. Vintage speakers, raw units by Western
Electric, Tannoy, Jensen, JBL, Altec, EV(Patricians), RCA-
LC1A. Audio tubes(KT66/77/88, 7591, 6550, etc.) by Tele-
funken, Genalex, Mullard, RCA, Tungsol, etc. P.O. Box
28082, Northridge, CA. 91328-0802. Tel: (818) 701-5633
10am-10pm PST

TOP PAYING FOR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE AMP
McIntosh Solid state, Western, JBL, Altec, Tannoy, EV,
Jensen, Speakers & Horn, EMT Turntable, Ortofon Arm,
Temma--(516) 942-1212, (516) 496-2973.

KLIPSCHORN Factory Built 1948-1955. Especially Blonde
"Primavera". Also Old HERESY and CORNWALL singles,
Blonde or Mahogany, (708)629-7638.

COLLECTOR WILL TRAVEL, to pick-up, working or not,
MONO/Stereo: tube MARANTZ, McIntosh, TANNOY Spivs,
B&W, B&O, SEQUERRA Tuner, KRELL, Levinson, etc.
(718)387-7316 or (718)383-3205. NEW YORK.

WANTED: WESTERN ELECTRIC, JBL, MARANTZ OLD
EQUIPMENT. SUNLIGHT ENGINEERING COMPANY:
310-320-7020, 22130 SOUTH VERMONT AVENUE, #A,
TORRANCE, CA 90502.

TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR YOUR USED AUDIO EQUIP-
MENT. HI Fl EXCHANGE (718) 423-0400.

AUDIO CLASSICS BUYS -SELLS -TRADES -REPAIRS All
High End Audio Components. CALL for a quote. See our ad
at the beginning of the classifieds. AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.,
POB 176WB, Walton, NY 13856. 607-865-7200 8AM-5PM
EST Mom -Fri.

TUBE HIFI, COMMERCIAL AMPS, HORN SPEAKERS,
McIntosh, Altec, RCA, Western Electric, Jensen, Marantz,
Heath, Dynaco, Craftsman, Eico, Etc. Sonny 405-737-3312.

CAR STEREO

"STEREO WORLD" is your discount sound source
with great deals on car and home stereo: Panasonic,
JVC, Sony, Pioneer, Hi+onics, Blaupunkt, Polk, Ken -
wood, Scosche EFX, Autotek, JBL-Car, Denon, Infinity
and many others. We Carry alarms and a full line of
installation kits. Please call or write for current FREE
sales flyer. FREE UPS in 48 states. Our 7th year. Visa/
MC; COD accepted. P.O. Box 596, Monroe, NY 10950
(914) 782-6044.

SERVICES

ACCUPHASE
AUTHORIZED SERVICE AND PARTS for all Accuphase
products. Contact: ACCUTECH, 206 E. Star of India Lane,
Carson, CA 90746. TEL. (310) 324-7406, FAX (310)
324-7422. Hours: 9am-4pm Pacific Time.

SPECIALIST, TUBE EQUIPMENT CUSTOMIZATION
Repair Services. Vintage military tubes & parts available.
Custom and Vintage tube equipment for sale. Selected
Telefunken 12AX7's available. BWS Consulting, 5609 N.
23rd Street, Arlington, VA 22205. (703)536-3910.

Audio Equipment Built, Repaired and Restored to order
for $200 to $40,000, by Richard Modafferi, independent
consultant to Audio Classics, Ltd., inventor, and former
Senior Engineer at McIntosh. AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.
8AM-5PM EST MON.-Fri., POB 176RTM, Walton, NY
13856. 607-865-7200.

5000 OPERAS AND RECITALS from 1908 onwards.
Available on cassettes. Stan Cory, 6032 E. Thunderbird,
Scottsdale, AZ. 85254. Phone (602)443-1690 and Fax
(602) 596-1202.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

Premium Parts & Accessories
The largest selection of audiophile capacitors, resistors,
connectors, chassis wires in North America. MIT
MultiCaps, Wonder Caps -solder -wire, SCR, Solen cap, Rel-
Cap: Vishay, Holco, Caddock, Mills, Resista resistors: MIT,
CARDAS, KIMRER, & silver chassis wires, custom cables &
terminations: all types of audio connectors and adaptors:
silver contact toggle, rotary switches & stepped attenuator
kits. PMI BUF-03's (kit too!). Hubbell hospital grade plugs
& outlets. Tubes, feet, damping sheets & compounds, tools
and many accessories. Extensive inventory good prices!
Phone (415) 669-7181 or fax (415) 669-7558 for a catalog.

Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937

200 Page Design Manual and Catalog: Includes
Parts, Kits, Schematics and How -To Instructions for
Building/Modifying Solid -State and Tube Audiophile
Equipment. Largest Selection of Parts and Supplies.
Distributor for MIT MultiCap, Wonder Cap. RAM Labs,
Kimber Kable, Vampire, MagneQuest, WET, Neutrik,
Roederstein, WIMA, etc. Send $10 (U.S../Canada) or
$14 (International). Or call (303) 470-6585; fax (303)
791-5783. Visa/MC Accepted. Welbome Labs, P.O. Box
260198, Littleton, CO 80126-0198.

To make the most
of your projects, start

with the right tool.

To receive The Parts Connection 1994 Catalog
and a $10 discount coupon good on your first

order over $100, send $5 along with your mailing
address or call with credit card information.

41, THE PARTS
r r CONNECTION'

A DIVISION OF IRONIC INIONTNRS INC

a
TAT'

2790 Brighton Rd, Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6H 514
Toll Free Order Line 1-800-769-0747 (U.S. & Canada)
Telephone (905) 829-5858 Facsimile (905) 829-5388

MIT MultiCap  Wonder Cap  Kimber Kap  Solo  Solen
Siemens- Hovland MusiCap  Wima  Holco  Rd -Cap
Draloric  Vishay  Caddock  Mills  Matsushita  TKD
Noble  Cardas  Kimber Kable  Discovery  Audioquest
MIT  ClearAudio  Alps  Bourns Shallco Attenuators

Elma  Electroswitch  Nichicon  Gold Aero  RAM
Mallory  Ruby Tubes  Edison Price Linear Technology
Motorola  Analog Devices/PMI  International Rectifier

MagneQuest  Sonic Frontiers  Pearl  Tube Sockets
WBT  Neutrik  Curcio Audio Engineering  Kits

to

_

-....

...audible results with the finest
in connecting components!

SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL INC
203 Flagship Dr.-Lutz, FL USA 33549

PH: 813-948-2707 Fax: 813-948-2907

LIMITED QUANTITIES OF OLD SURPLUS ELECTRON
TUBES, TUBE SOCKETS, PAPER/OIL CAPS., -BLACK
BEAUTIES, VIT-Q, WESTCAP, ETC. KURWFF ENTER-
PRISES, P.O. BOX 2204, IRWINDALE, CA 91706.
818/444-7079, FAX: 818/444-6863.

PUBLICATIONS
MOVIESOUND NEWSLETTER. The state of film audio
tracks in theaters and at home. $8/year (4 -issues). Send $2
for two sample issues. P.O. Box 7304, Suite 269A, No.
Hollywood, CA 91603.

BLANK TAPES
3M BLACKWATCH TAPE (Authorized Dealer)-Video,
Audio, and DAT. VIDEO F/X: 1-800-474-0002.
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BLANK TAPES HELP WANTED

TAPE WORLD 1-800-245-6000 Only 4.95 Shipping!
Well beat any total price! FREE CATALOG F0,42/2818298

SONY MAXELL TDK FUJI
DAT-120 7.49 XLII-90 1.79 T-120HS 1.89 MINI DKR! 11.49
DAT-120 PRo 9.99 X111-590 2.29 T-120EHG 2.59 SVHST120 7.89
T -120V 2.39 XLII-S100 2.69 SA -90 1.69 DRI-90 79
T-120VHG 3.29 DAT-120 7.99 SAX -90 2.19 JVC
L-750HG 3.99 T120HGX 2.99 91-8-120 5.99 T120SX 1.79
NuNkoisc 74 11.99 8MM-120 3,49 DAT-120 6.99 SVHST120 6.99

M -F. 8-5 VISA, MC. DISC. 220 SPRING ST BUTLER PA MOD

0 ., E:2 400 DIFFERN.4 0ANKS SAME DAY SHIPPING

1800' or 2400' AMPEX Reels Used Once -Sample: $3.00.
New Maxell Reels/ Cassettes. TDK: SA90 $1.69; 090 99e.
AUDIOTAPES, BOX 9584-U, Alexandria, VA. 22304. (703)
370-5555. FREE LIST!

lannkinsfaso
lEnbtrpri sits

TYPE, Write
or RUB 1THE CORNER KIDS

/40.4.4y
CASSETTE I c6,,6,..6,,,k
LABEL I et...a Pr«
SYSTEM

I ROCK AND ROLLI
JONES BAND I

woodelock ltve

Hord Rock

wild guys I

TYPE, WRITE OR RUB YOUR INFORMATION ON PRO-
FESSIONAL GRAPHIC ART CASSETTE LABELS. 20
LABELS PER CATEGORY; EACH LABEL HAS ITS OWN
ORIGINAL ARTWORK! CHOOSE CATEGORY: ROCK,
JAZZ, COUNTRY OR CLASSICAL. ONLY $5.75 CHECK/
M.O.: LOOKINGLASS ENTERPRISES, 13782 BEAR VAL-
LEY ROAD, SUITE D, BUILDING 3-50, VICTORVILLE, CA
92392.

LASER VIDEO
NEW & USED LASER DISCS -10% TO 70% OFF LARGE
SELECTION. LIST -SEND $2.00: LASER ENTERTAIN-
MENT CENTER, 40-44 GRAND AVE., ENGLEWOOD, NJ
07631. (201) 894-0075; FAX (201) 894-5203. WE ALSO
BUY USED DISCS.

MOVIES/FILMS:VIDEOS
JAZZ ON VIDEO. Over 800 titles. Concerts, Documentaries
& Instructional. VHS video tape or laserdisc. Catalog $2.
Jazzwest, Box 3515, Ashland, OR 97520.

AUDIO VIDEO STORAGE
THE BEST DISC, TAPE & COMPONENT STORAGE SYS-
TEM IN AMERICA. Stackable, portable oak units hold all
recording formats & AudioNideo components. FREE Mail-
order Brochure (please mention Audio) Per Madsen Design:
(415) 928-4509. P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA
94133.

CUSTOM DESIGNS
AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIERS. 100-500 WRMS/CH. Com-
pletely assembled and tested from only $188.00 to $223.00
each. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Call Electronics Hospital
(407)952-3838.

TUBE COMPONENTS

NEW TUBE COMPONENTS-preamps (from
$595), mono amps (from $399), FREE CAT-
ALOG. Factory -direct savings to 40% on
world -class designs by Harry Klaus - former
Dyna/Hafler Project Engineer. USA made.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Sound
Values, Dept. AM01, 185 N. Yale Ave.,
Columbus, OH 43222-1146. (614)
279-2383, 10-4, Eastern.

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE PROD-
UCTS AT HOME. CALL TOLL FREE. 1-800-467-5566.
EXT. 11325.

NEW PRODUCTS

FINALLY -VALUE REDEFINED. YOU DON'T HAVE TO
SELL THE FARM FOR REAL CLASS A DESIGN PERFOR-
MANCE. N.E.W. DESIGNER NELSON PASS (THRESH-
OLD, FOR TE, E.S.S.) PROVED IT FIRST WITH THE
LEGENDARY CLASSIC PASS A 40 AMPLIFIER. NOW, A
NEW SONIC THRESHOLD ACHEIVED - THE MORE MU-
SICALLY AMAZING N.E.W. A 20 HIGH BIAS CLASS A
AMPLIFIER. ONLY $6981 HIGHLY RECOMMENDED RE-
VIEWS AVAILABLE. ALSO, THE ULTIMATE HOME THEA-
TER AMPLIFIER. 30 DAY HOME DEMO. N.E.W., BX 1148,
RANCHO SANTA FE, CALIFORNIA 92067. (619) 756-9561

Millions of your prime prospects can be
found in the industry leading titles of
Hachette Filipaccbi Magazines, Inc.
To place a classified ad, simply call
Toll -Free and reserve your space today!

1-800-445-6066
(9am-5pm EST)

In Canada: 1-212-767-5750

This publication is
available in
microform from UMI.
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Please send me information about the tittles
I've listed below:

Name

Title

Company/Institution

Address

City/State/Zip

Phone ( )

UMI
A Bell & Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA
800-521-0600 toll -free
313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll -free from Canada
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ESCAPE
Surround yourself with speclac-
ular sounds from the CD of your
choice and the traffic you're
stuck in :night not seem so bad.

Custom designed, factory
inKall2d Audio Systems and
compact disc players from Ford
Electronics offer you just the
escape you need.

Availaole on Ford, Lincoln and
Mercury vehicles to help yo -3
survive the hassles of gridlock.

Co4:07,e'i)
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TECHNOLOGY WITH A PURPOSE



Klipsch Home Theater.
It fits yo space. It's S999.

Now what's your excuse?
If you've been dreaming of home theater, take a look at this
unbelievable introductory price that can get you started with the six
essential speakers of a Klipsch Home Theater system.

As front and surround channels, the Klipsch KG .5 bookshelf speaker
delivers amazing power and clarity for a speaker of its size and price
category. The KV I center channel focuses the dialogue of a motion
picture soundtrack right on the screen, just like in a movie theater.
Rumbling low bass comes courtesy of the Klipsch SW08 powered
subwoofer, delivering authoritative performance from either a
movie soundtrack or your favorite CD.

See your participating authorized Klipsch dealer to experience a
Klipsch home audio and home theater system that will fit your
living room and your budget! Call 1-800-KLIPSCH for the
name of the participating dealer nearest you.
In Canada, call (905) 847-8888.

Corporate Offices and Custorw2, Service: 8900 he! stone Crossing, Suite 1220
Indianapolis, Indiana U.S .A. 46240 1-800-KLIPSCH  FAX (317) 581-3199

Enter No. 19 on Reader Service Card

6 SPEAKERS

&Klipsch
The Legend Continues...


